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AFTER THE first "contemporary rock" concert held in Westminster Abbey
last week in aid of Amnesty International, the Abbey's Dean Carpenter is
pictured surrounded by members of the band Sky plus manager Peter Lyster
Todd, Ariola MD Andrew Pryor and Amnesty officials including the concert
organiser Martin Lewis (kneeling left).

Czechs pick
Welsh Opera
MEMBERS OF the enterprising
Welsh National Opera are to be
flown to Czechoslovakia by
Supraphon, the leading Czech
record company, to make the
world premiere recording of one
of the finest Czech operas — in
English.
This extraordinary recording
contract comes shortly before the
British premiere of the opera,
Martinu'sThe Greek Passion, by
the Welsh National Opera
(Cardiff, April 29). The
production has given Supraphon
the ideal solution to a complex
idcalogical and artistic problem.
The Greek Passion is based on
Kazantzaki's novel. Christ
Recrucified, and while the music
is widely recognised as some of
Martinu's finest work, the opera
is deeply rooted in Christian
sentiments.
Thus, when the opera is
performed in Czechoslovakia, it
is in a heavily cut and altered
version which reduces the
religious impact.
Fortunately, Martinu
originally worked with
Kazantzakis himself on the
libretto in English, though later
changing to German when
Karian expressed interest.
Although it was eventually given
its first performance in Zurich in
German, a recording in English
is quite legitimate.
So, using the excuse of a
leading conductor (Sir Charles
Mackerras), an authority on
Czech music, and soloists (John
Mitchinson, Helen Field and
others) who have performed the
work, Supraphon can get the
record it wants without stepping
on any political or idcalogical
toes.

panelsee P4
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THE TOTAL value of the
British record market —
expressed as deliveries to the
trade — dropped by £4 million
in 1980 to £252 million, but in
real terms it should have
increased by £60 million to stay
level with 1979.
However, BPI figures issued last
week show some glimmer of
optimism with volume for the last
quarter of 1980 maintaining
virtually the same level as the same
period of 1979, and pre-recorded
cassettes actually improving by 13
per cent.
And while some sections of the
industry believe that high prices arc
contributing to falling record sales,
the BPI figures indicate that the
average price of an LP increased by
less than two per cent during the
year compared with inflation rales
which averaged 18 per cent. The
price of pre-recorded tapes dropped

IN

launch for

A

BAD YEAR'
8,215,000 (£19.527,000).
by three per cent.
Overall though the picture
Noting that with the pound
remains bleak, reflected in BPI
remaining strong parallel imports
general manager Peter Scaping's
were still an attractive proposition
comment: "On the whole it was a
for independent wholesalers and
very bad year for UK-based record
retailers, the BPI says that "it is
companies".
thought that the volume of parallel
The volume of singles for the year
imports of LPs alone totalled some
totalled 77,798,000 (valued at
18 million units during the year".
£50,823,000) compared to
It adds: "It must be rather more
89,085,000 (£53,874,000) in 1979.
than coincidental that the loss in
Albums totalled 67,398,000
volume of album deliveries over the
(£148,482,000) compared to
past two years has been matched by
74.536.000 (£161.507,000) Cassettes
replacments at a cheaper price
totalled 25,233,000 ^£52.539,000)
overseas."
The volume increase in tapes
compared to 23,527,000
draws this comment: "Clearly
(£50,474,000).
The volume of singles for the last
record companies are doing well in
quarter of 1980 totalled 23,767,000
the promotion and sale of recorded
music in this medium since it was far
(valued at £16,538,000) compared to
23,031,000 (£14,665,000) the and away the most successful
sector." The "scourge" of homeprevious year. Albums totalled
taping was again fell in 1980, says
28,096,000 (£64.631.000) compared
the BPI, and "probably prevented
to 28,347.000 (£66,301.000) and
sales of at least £150 million at
cassettes totalled 9,334,000
wholesale over £200 million retail."
(£22,140,000) compared to

video disc
From IRA MAYER
NEW YORK: Using satellite
links to reach a projected 5,000
dealers in a coast-to-coast closed
circuit TV broadcast, RCA
officially launched its
SelectaVision video disc system
to the trade last week.
RCA pledged S20 million in
advertising support for the
system which goes on sale to
consumers on March 22. At the
same time, the company made it
official that the video disc and
records divisions would work in
tandem in creating music video
discs.
Stressing the advertising theme
"Bring The Magic Home", the
promotion presentation was
beamed from RCA's Rockefeller
Centre studios and was hosted by
NBC network news personality
Tom Brokaw.
Earlier, RCA had announced
its 100-tille software catalogue
which includes feature films,
music, sports, drama, arts,
information and children's
programming.
Music discs include Blondie's
Eat To The Beat, Elton John's
To Russia With Love, Grateful
Dead In Concert and (he Rolling
Stones' Gimme Shelter.

Royalties 'breach' claim

gets a mixed reaction
THE MECHANICAL Rights Montgomery has had the correct
Society's claim that three major payment. The deal was made in
record companies — EMI, WEA February and we paid him on the
and RCA — had breached the new basis of last year in January. We got
interim agreement on the payment rid of RRP in November, but we
of royalties {MW, February 28) paid him through the end of the year
brought mixed reaction from those for the last quarter, just as we had
for the first three quarters.
companies concerned.
By press time, only EMI had
"If he (Montgomery) feels there is
replied to MRS general something wrong, all he has to do is
administrator Bob Montgomery's pick up the phone and call me."
letter. "EMI replied very
WEA is looking to settle the
promptly," commented Mont- dispute
A statement
gomery. "Both sides arc hopeful of issued lastpromptly.
week said: "The draft
reaching a satisfactory agreement." interim agreement
negotiated
He also added that he was surprised between the working parties
the
that he had not heard from either MRS and BPI was circulated toof BPI
or RCA.
TERRY ELLIS, co-chairman of the WEA
members
in
January
1981.
WEA
In a low-key statement, EMI told promptly responded, accepting the
Chrysalis International Group and
& Video Week that they had
president of Chrysalis Inc. has been Music
principles of the draft, but
replied to- Montgomery's letter, overall
elected chairman of the Board of the giving
out that the treatment of
the company's point of view. pointing
RIAA. His appointment — to the "We believe
the
third
and fourth quarter
that
what
we
have
to
position previously held by CBS US say is very reasonable," added the payments for 1980 was inequitable
domestic operations president Bruce spokesman, "and hope therefore anil that WEA should be treated
Lund vail — is at time of going to
with other record companies
an amicable solution to the equally
press still awaiting official that
for this period.
matter will be reached soon."
announcement, and the names of the
"WEA will be responding to the
Don Ellis, RCA's managing
other newly-appointed directors director,
however, was not at ail letter from MRS and seeking to
have also yet to be released.
negotiate
an amicable agreement."
happy. "As far us I know,
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TOP HORSE racing jockey Jon jo
O'Neill will not be riding in this
year's Grand National because of
injury, but has used his time off
racing to make a recording of his
favourite traditional Irish song Still I
Love Her for OBM Records. The
single (OBM 1007) is released on
March 6 and distributed by PR T.

Decca opera tops the

Barclay kicks off UK

Gramophone awards
DECCA'S
STUNNING Archiv with CPE Bach's
Symphonies played by the English
recording of Janacek's last
under Pinnock, and the
opera, From The House of The Concert
contemporary award went,
Dead performed in its original
predictably, to Birtwistle's Punch
version and recorded digitally, and Judy performed on Dccca
has won Gramophone's Record
Headline by the London Sonfonietta
of the Year 1980 award.
under Atherton.
Incidentally, both the Janacek
Twelve awards were given in the
annual Gramophone evening at the and the Birlwistle were produced by
Savoy Hotel London on last James Mallinson.
Jean-Phillipe Collard and the
Tuesday, and for the first time for
some years a small independent French National Orchestra under
company was represented.
Maazal won the concerto section
Meridian, at the lime run by Ted with Ravel's Piano Concertos on
Perry who now runs Hyperion HMV, and John Eliot Gardiner and
Records, won the solo vocal section the Monteverdi choir and Orchestra
with a Shropshire Lad, settings of A.
won the choral section with
E. Houseman poems by Somervell, Handel's L'Allcgro on Erato.
Other awards were: chamber —
Moeran and others.
Interestingly, the "engineered"
Brahms Piano Quintet, Quartctto
award did not go to a digital record,
Italiano, Pollini, DG; historical nonbut to the Debussy's Nocturnes and vocal — Banok Contrasts, Szigeti,
Jeux played by the Concertgebouw Goodman, Bartok, CBS; historical
under Haitink on Philips which also vocal De Lucia Rubini; instrumental
won the orchestral award.
— Brahms, Piano Sonatas 1 & 2,
The early music award went to Zimerman, DG.

deal with disco hit
THF FRENCH Barclay label has ncKOlialod a licensing deal with
Decca in Ihc UK commencing Ibis month with Ihc release of a new updated version of Ihc French company's big hit single of the early
Seventies, Burundi Black.
• i • ••
The Burundi Black record, a perenially popular side in discos, is
original African drum music and has been rearranged w.lh an
additional drum track by Rusty Egan. It will be available on 7 and
12" on March 20.
.r „ ,
...
Decca says it will be "licensing selectively from Barclay, and the
French company, headed by Eddie Barclay and now part of the
PolyGram group, will release product not picked up by Dccca through
Import Music Services.
Barclay's international director Cyril Brillant, in London to seal the
deal with Dccca, told Music & Video Week that the label will be
putting more emphasis on international promotion and will be
servicing Ihc media in the UK and US direct from its offices in Pans.
"We want to create a special link with the overseas media with
the radio presenters and producers and newspapers and magazine
journalists," he said.
Barclay's Welsh-born, Paris-based promotion manager Martin
Davis will be coordinating Ihc label's international promo activities.
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Promo company offers
money back guarantee
A FORMER DJM Records head of promotional expenses for the six
promotion, Richard Figgis, who also week cycle," Figgis said.
helped to set-up the Wilde Rock
Former DJM regional promotions
promotion company five years ago, manager
Willis will look
has started a new company, Record after the Wincey
and Midlands for
Television Promotions (RTP), with RTP, and North
who will service
the aim of "ensuring individual the LondonFiggis,
area, is looking for an
promotion of new record releases via assistant for the
South.
radio and television".
"RTP is based on an American
Based at 22 Acfold Road,
London, SW6 (731 3215). RTP will concept," Figgis explained.
work on the concept of pay-for- "Reaction so far has been very
what-you-gel, and a six-week positive because people nowadays
reducing charge cycle. "If no rcsulls are not prepared to pay high fees or
are achieved during this period of salaries unless they can be sure of
time, no charge will be made to the getting the results. Already, in our
client other than the small fixed fee first week, we have had five records
as a contribution towards to work on."
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1980 was Barbara
Dickson's year —
with three hit singles
and a gold album.
Out soon is the
stunning new single
'Only Seventeen'.
The first new product
of '81. Available in full
colour picture bag.
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Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel; 01-960 2155. CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10
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PICKWICK'S 1981 sales conference
was held at the London Metropole
Hotel last week and was attended by
over 70 UK delegates. Pictured
above with gold discs awarded for
outstanding sales achieved in 1980,
are (! to r): Monty Lewis (Pickwick
managing director), Allan Pye car
salesman of the year), Tom Crosbie
(van salesman of the year) and Alan
Friedlander (sales director).

News in
brief...
FOLLOWING THE success of
XTC's current single, Sgi Rock,
Virgin is re-promoiing the group's
lasi album Black Sea and is
embarking on an extensive ad
campaign wilh HMV. The new
dealer price for the LP — which also
includes hit singles Generals And
Majors and Towers Of London — is
£2.43 for Ihc next two months.
ARISTA IS re-issuing Air Supply's
Lost In Love, a Number One in the
US last year and Iheir first single

iG

Bellaphon UK
THE GERMAN Bellaphon
Records UK company which
closed down last month was
formally compulsorily wound-up
last week. The papers now go to
the official receiver for the
appointment of a liquidator and
a dale will then be set for a
creditors' meeting.
release here, following heavy airplay
from radio stations throughout the
country. It will be available in a fullcolour picture bag. Catalogue
number: ARIST 329. Available on
12-inch is the three-track single
Haboglabotribin/Just Chilli n'
Out/Spinnin' (ARIST 12389) by
Bernard Wright, a young US
keyboards player.
CHIPS RECORDS is now at 19
Upper Brook Street, London, W.l
(01-409 3277), where the following
personnel can be contacted: Mike
Evans (label manager), Jackie Gill
(Chips & Limo Records promotion
consultant), Eric Hall (Limo creative
manager), Peter Summer field
(international consultant), and Brian
Gibson (Chips and Limo PR
consultant).
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Island gives away
debut Plastics single
THE PLASTICS' debut single for Island will be released as a flexi-disc next
month — and the first 5,000 copies will be given away from branches of Virgin
and HMV shops. After this the single, Diamond Head c/w Peace, will go on
sale with a dealer price of lOp and recommended list price of 20p. Catalogue
number is NIP 1. The flexi-disc, pressed on gold vinyl, will be packaged in a
gold and black bag and available from March 9. The band arc Japanese and
signed to Island late last year. Their first British album, Welcome Back
Plastics, will be released in early April.
Island's first double-pack single, Slow Motion by Ultravox, is released this
week. It features four tracks — Quiet Man, Hiroshima Mon Amour,
Dislocation and Slow Motion. It is a limited edition in a picture sleeve.
Catalogue number is DWIP 6691 and dealer price 91 p. A three-track single —
missing out Dislocation — will be released at the same lime as the double-pack.
All the tracks are taken from the band's two-year period with Island, when
John Foxx was the band's vocalist.
Next month. Island releases The King Kong Compilation (IRSP 12),
featuring 16 prime reggae tracks produced by the late Leslie Kong, Kong,
through his Beverley's label, was one of Jamaica's top producers, responsible
for records by such artists as Desmond Dekkcr, The Pioneers, Bob Marley,
Jimmy Cliff, Toots & The Maytals, The Mclodians and Bruce Ruffin, The
album, in the shops from March 9 with a recommended list price of £3.45, is
part of Island's IRSP scries which includes the recently-released Sweet
Sensation album by The Mclodians.
Charisma LP
of new bands
is on its way
CHARISMA RELEASES Heat
From The Street, a 13-track
compilation album of new bands, on
March 13. The album has been put
together by Sandy Roberton and
Paul Brown, who were behind the
Hicks From The Slicks LP released
last year through Rockburgh
Records, selling 12,000 copies in the
UK.
Since the inception of the project,
some of the bands have been
snapped up by record labels and
have their own releases in the shops
or in the pipeline. A short
promotional tour featuring four or
five of the bands is planned for
April, including a major London
date.
Competitions arc being set up
with local newspapers and radio
stations in conjunction with the
album. There will be local press
advertising in co-operation with
leading retailers in the areas relevant
to the bands represented, plus street
posters and music paper ads. The LP
is on the mid-price CLASS label
(CLASS 8) and maximum price is
£3.99.
The featured bands are:
Endgames (Glasgow), The Cuban
Heels (Glasgow), Poptones
(Dewsbury), Fife And The Firebirds
(Northampton), Airkraft, Eyeless In
Gaza (their debut album has just
been released on Cherry Red), Small
Prim (Nottingham), The Papers
(south London), Steve Hervieu
(Channel Islands), The Beatniks
(Orpington), Ric Adams (Scotland),
The Decorators (Ealing) and
Albania (signed to Chiswick).
Arista/Ariola rejig
THE
INTERNATIONAL
promotion and artist development
structures of the Ariola and Arista
group of companies has been
reorganised.
Harry Anger, formerly Polydor
US marketing VP, has been
appointed to oversee the
international development of Arista
and Ariola US artists, and is based
in New York. John Briley, formerly
Ariola UK A&R manager, has been
made head of the new international
artist development department of
Eurodisc.
The Ariola International Group,
which oversees co-ordination
between Ariola and Arista
companies worldwide, is closing its
London office, and its future
activities will be run from Munich
under Ariola International Group
VP Wim Schippcr.

Marketing

MUSIC FOR PLEASURE releases
its follow-up to the chart-topping
Grandma single — called Come On
Down To Bread Shop by The
Grumbleweeds, a popular Northern
club act. It is based on the wellknown Hovis Bread TV advert
which features the actor Joe
Gladwin. To tie-in with the release,
MfP is sending out special posters to
all independent bread shops in the
UK, and in addition radio stations
are being presented with miniature
Hovis loaves. Catalogue number is
FP 901 and marketing and sales
director Ted Harris points out that
the single is available through the
EMI sales force and not MfP.
ROD STEWART releases a new
single, Oh God I Wish I Was Home
Tonight, taken from his album
Foolish Behaviour, and it will also
be available in cassette form (RIVA
29M). Dealer price is the same as the
record, which is issued in a fullcolour bag which includes all the
song's lyrics. Stewart is currently
forming a new band and tours Japan
in April.
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CHRISTOPHER CROSS
Chris Cross
scoops the
Grammies
From IRA MAYER
NEW YORK: Newcomer
Christopher Cross walked off with
record, album, song and new artist
of the year awards at this year's
NARAS Grammy ceremonies for his
Warner Bros debut. Sailing. He also
shared the best arrangement award
with Michael Omanian.
The UK was represented in the
winners' circle with the best cast
show album, honours going to
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim
Rice for the US recording of Evita,
by The Police for the best rock
instrumental (Voices Inside My
Head) and for the best engineered
recording (Pink Floyd's The Wall)
award to James Guthrie.
Barbra Streisand and Barry Gibb
scored for their vocal performance
of Guilty, and Billy Joel won for
best rock vocal on Glass Houses.
Other rock winners who
demonstrated that the Grammys are
beginning to recognise the idiom,
were Pat Benalar, Bob Segcr and the
Silver Bullet Band and Kenny
Loggins.
Big winner in the classical
categories was Alan Berg's opera
Lulu which was honoured as best
classical album, best opera recording
and best-engineered.
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THE BPI Chart Code of
Conduct panel from which all
future committees of enquiry
will be drawn to investigate any
allegations of chart malpractice
has now been finalised.
The following 15 people have
agreed to be part of the panel: David
M Baker (legal director of Video
Arts Television), T A Blanco While
QC (barrister), Geoffrey Bridge
(former director general of BPI), Sir
James Carrcras (former chairman of
Hammer Film Productions and
special adviser to EMI group of
companies), Jack Elliott (organiser,
British Actors Equity Association),
Geoffrey Everitt (managing

director, MAM Records), Frank
Gillard CBE (former managing
director, BBC Radio), John Hall
(director general, IFPI), Sir Joseph
Lockwood (honorary president, BPI
and former chairman of EMI), John
Morton (general secretary,
Musicians' Union) Stephen Stewart
QC (director general IFPI,
1961/79), Humphrey Tilling
(barrister), Harry Tipple, Antony
Walton QC (barrister) and LG
Wood CBE (former president BPI
and former group director of Music,
EMI).
Under the new BPI Code of
Conduct, which came into force at
the beginning of this year, any
allegations of chart malpractice

Pickwick takes advice
from Boyden and Rowe
FORMER ENIGMA Records managing director John Boyden, who in
partnership with another ex-Enigma employee Peter Whiteside now has his
own recording, video and sponsorship company, Boyden & Whiteside, is to
work for Pickwick Records on a consultancy basis.
His appointment follows the deal between the budget record company and
PolyGram, which means that Pickwick has access to a range of classical
product drawn from the Decca, Deutsche Grammophon and Philips
catalogues. A new label, Contour Classics, is being launched with 36 titles in
May. Prior to his Enigma Records appointment, Boyden was MD of the
London Symphony Orchestra.
Also joining Pickwick on a consultancy basis is Dick Rowe, who was head of
A&R for Decca during the boom years of the Sixties, He will be specifically
working on Decca product which is shortly to be released on budget for the
first time.
Pickwick's March release features several albums from the CBS catalogue
including The Sound Of Philadelphia Vol 1, the Biddu Orchestra, Johnny
Nash, Mott The Hoople and Vince Hill. Other artists with budget product
include Lena Martell, Gladys Knight, and Bob Marley & The Wailers with
Peter Tosh.
A&M piracy 'breakthrough'
A & M is claiming "a major Colours album. Latest band to gel
breakthrough" in the campaign the same treatment is Styx whose
against piracy with its laser-etched
Paradise Theater LP has one side
discs. New album releases by the incorporating the band's logo. The
company's major artists are being process costs "several thousand
laser-etched with images which dollars per album release", so the
reflect brightly-coloured patterns feasibility is still limited to the sales
and which, says A &. M, potential of the artist. The Styx
"counterfeiters cannot copy".
album is currently in the UK Top
The "new and secret" process was Twenty albums.
first tested on Split Enz True
UB40 disc ban in court action
THE LEGAL dispute involving interests of both parties that a judge
UB40. Graduate Records and should resume hearing the action
Spartan Records continues. The and in the meantime temporary
group's new single, Don't Slow injunctions would continue. If
Down, was last week banned from cither side felt that undue delay was
distribution by the Appeal Court.
being caused they could apply for
Three judges ruled that a the matter to be expedited and a date
temporary ban in favour of David fixed for hearing.
Virr and Graduate Records should
continue and the case should go
Ron Drainer
back for hearing before a High
RON GRAINER, the
Court judge as soon as possible.
Australian-born composer of the
The record was due for release by
theme music for some of TV's
Spartan, but Virr claims that UB40
most popular scries, has died of
are under contract to him. The
cancer, aged 55.
judges said it was clearly in the

panel

must be referred to the director
general of the BPI, John Deacon.
The director general is then
empowered to recommend to the
BPI council that a committee of
enquiry be formed. In this event, the
council will choose a chairman for
the committee from the panel. The
director general will act as secretary
to any committee of enquiry.
Cheiry Red
finalises deals
for Europe
CHERRY RED Records, the
independent label run by Ian McNay
has recently concluded a series of
deals for Europe: France (Virgin),
Germany (Intercord), Holland
(Sound Product), Scandinavia
(Planet), Italy (Ariston) and Spain
(Edigsa). Initial release plans for
these territories include the Dead
Kennedys album and the debut
album from new signing Eyeless In
Gaza. Also planned is a Cherry Red
European concert tour package
featuring Medium, Medium, Eyeless
in Gaza and Five Or Six.
Cherry Red has now moved to
new offices at 53, Kensington
Gardens Square, London \V2 4BA.
Telephone: (01) 229 8854/5.
^Musical
M Chairs

Egerton keeps his
record connection
LAST MINUTE changes of plan
at Woolworth's head office
mean that Bob Egerton, chief
record buyer for the 1,000-slrong
chain for nine years, will not be
giving up his connection with the
record side of the stores' business
and moving to head DIY. Just as
his successor, Pat Toomey, took
over as record buyer, Egerton
was made buying controller for a
group of departments which
include household goods,
jewellery — and records.
Woolworlh has five buying
controllers in charge of the total
of about 40 different
departments of merchandise.
SHIRLIE STONE, head of press
at RCA for the past two years,
has resigned because of what she

farewell gigs
THREE LIVE album collections
by Gary Numan will be put out
simultaneously on April 17 by
the label he has now left, Beggars
Banquet. All three will be limited
in sales by being deleted a month
later, on May 15. The releases
coincide with Numan's farewell
concerts at Wembley on April
26, 27 and 28.
All three are tilled Live
Ornaments. The first two are
single LPs dated '79 and '80,
featuring two quite different sets
of tracks taken from the Touring
Principle and Teletour UK lours.
The third is a boxed set of the
other two LPs also a free single
with two more live cuts.
After deletion availability will
depend on remaining dealer
stocks.
Cleveland group
wins the battle
THE BATTLE OF THE BANDS
grand final, held at the
Hammersmith Odcon on Sunday
(March 1) was won by Cleveland
band Carl Green And The Scene,
with Glasgow band Pretty Boy
Floyd second. Among the judges for
the final were Rick Wakeman, Phil
Lynotl, Mike Oldfield, Mike
Appleton, Mike Hawkes, Billy Idol
and Slade's Noddy Holder, An
album featuring material from all
the 12 finalists is to be released
shortly. The prize for the winners
includes £3,000 cash plus their own
album through RCA.
describes as "differences over
policy" with the company. No
successor has yet been appointed
and Stone's future plans are not
yet finalised . . . Gordon
Mackenzie to international
marketing manager, Ariola
Munich after 3 and a half years
as product manager for EMI
Holland . . . Andy Cowan
Martin has resigned as MD of
Pebble Beach Studios in
Worthing and can be reached on
0903 209575 . . .Andy Murray to
Eurodisc (Ariola/Arista) as artist
development manager, reporting
to marketing manager Tim Read.
Murray was previously with CBS
and Stiff . . . Angus Robertson
to promotion and song placing at
April Music from Venue booking
agent . . . Graham Fletcher to
Phonogram International from
EMI/Liberty A&R and Bill
Judd to Phonogram from EMI
business planning manager . . .
Ray Fox-Cumming to Rogers &
Cowan music department, taking
over from Bess Coleman. A
former journalist on Disc
magazine, Fox-Cumming has
been working in provincial
journalism for the last couple of
years . . . Sue Marsh to executive
assistant at Celebrity Records
working with MD Gavin Dare
and sales director Mike Ashweil.

Available from Pinnacle
14 Soho Street
London W1
Telephone
01-437 2245
Distributors Taylors,
Lug ton. Pinnacle,
Gold, Wynd-Up
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Tapes row—settlement soon?
TALKS ARE continuing between the BPI and Island Records over the
controversial One Plus One tapes which offer pre-recorded cassettes
with a blank side, but MW understands that a compromise settlement
of the issue is likely.
Meanwhile EMI is continuing to distribute the tapes "pending the
outcome of the talks" and Virgin is continuing to sell the tapes
through its sales force. "The Virgin sales team is obliged to sell Island
product under the terms of its contract and will continue to do so until
instructed otherwise," said a Virgin spokesman.
EMI director Richard Robinson and Virgin chairman Richard
Branson were both at the BPI Council meeting which unanimously
denounced the Island scheme and undertook not to "manufacture or
distribute" any subsequent cassettes.

TONY TROY
"I Can't Think Of Anything
More Beautiful"
DUDLEY DOOLITTLE
"180 - He's Done It Again"
RTH EMI MUSIC PUBLISHING LIMITED
music 138-140 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Tel: 836 6699
pumwHim
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DJM starts
Internal

own French
operation
From GERARD WOOG
PARIS: From the end of May,
(he administration and
promotion of Dick James Music
in France will move from MCA
Music to DJM's own operation
here, headed by Rene Talar and
Monique Xueref.
DJM Records repertoire,
including discs by Johnny Guitar
Watson, are released here
through Vogue Records.
JERMAINE JACKSOiN,
Motown International vice
president Peter Prince and
European general manager
James Fisher attended a special
Motown Day organised recently
by Leon Cabat, president of
Vogue Records.
It marked the distribution deal
in France between Vogue and
Motown which took effect from
January 1, and a lunch for
Vogue sales representatives was
followed by a video show to
familiarise them with Motown's
artist roster.
SHORTS: Stanislas Witold and
Jean Francois Frerct, in charge
of international and French
repertoire at Disques Motors,
have left the company ... Yves
Hcuze, formerly with CBS, has
Joined Editions SEMI . . .
Daniel Goldschmidt has moved
from Fefec Music to Metropole
Records . . . ex-Barclay Records
man Henri Pierre Vcrnez has
become sales manager at AZ
Records.

change

likely at AUVI
From JORDI RUEDA
BARCELONA: AUVI, an independent company headquartered
here in Barcelona, is undergoing
some changes, according to general
manager Alfonso Serra.
Serra told MW that he himself has
made an offer to AUVI shareholders
in conjunction with some associates
which, if accepted, could change the
management and direction of the
company.
Recently at Midem, AUVI
acquired Spanish licensing rights to
Poshboy Records, Rollin' Rock,
DRG and Rounder Records of the
US, CDA and La La of France,
among others.
AUVI also granted rights to its
own catalogue to American
Recording of Argentina and GreoPhon of Greece.
DISCOS 1NTERNAC10NAL, a
recent innovation (Af IE January 24),
held a meeting in Cannes
immediately after Midem to confer
with management executives from
European and Latin American
enterprises interested in the venture.
The four companies which jointly
founded Discosa Internacional are
Discos Columbia, whose general
manager Enrique Garea was a prime
mover in its establishment, Discos
Zafiro and Discos Movieplay of
Spain, and Discos y Cintas Helix of
Mexico, plus associate Alhambra
Records of Miami, US.
The chief executives of these firms
were present in Cannes, and signed

Dateline:
Barcelona
agreements with producers and
companies from several Latin
American countries interested in
joining the consortium or licensing
its product in territories where it is
not yet represented.
Talks were also held with some
European companies interested in
possible affiliation with Discosas
Internacional.
BACK CATALOGUE revival is
occupying the attention of several
Spanish companies right now,
particularly EMI.
This company has launched a
March promotion campaign using
TV on a compilation featuring the
late Nat King Cole entitled
Inolvidable Nat King Cole En
Espanol (Unforgettable Nat King
Cole In Spanish), comprising
recordings sung in Spanish which the
singer made for Capitol during his
long career with the label.
The campaign follows the success
scored by EMI in resurrecting the
Duo Dinamico, very famous in
Spain in the Fifties and early Sixties.
The duo's re-issue LP has exceeded
400,000 copies in sales, and is likely
to prompt EMI to search its back
catalogue still further.

PARIS: French singer Yves Duleil re-signs a recording deal wnh Pathe
Marconi EMI, watched by the company's president and managing director
Alain Gerondean. Duleil recently received an antique gramophone in
recognition of one million sales of his La Tarentelle album, plus platinum
and gold awards for his J'ai La Cuitare Qui Me Demange and Duleil Chante
Pour Les En/ants LPs respectively.
Austria limits VCR
imports from Japan
VIENNA: In mid-February this healthy competition between the
year, the growth of Japanese VCR Japanese, European and Austrian
sales in Austria came to an abrupt hardware producers". A different
halt, as the Minister of Commerce view is taken by Hayato Taguchi, of
decreed a new limit on the quantity the Japanese Foreign Trade
Organisation: "This restriction
of machines shipped from Japan.
This year the import quota is contradicts the notion of a free
restricted to 8,500 VCRs, around 30 market."
The Japanese association of
per cent of the anticipated total
market in 1981, which should be electronic industries believes the
about 25,000 machines. The quota is against GATT, the General
limitation is likely to remain in force Agreement on Tariffs and Trade;
and since other European countries
in succeeding years.
The main beneficiary of this might follow suit, the Austrian
policy is Philips, which has built a Government is expecting a
plant in Vienna to manufacture its complaint at GATT, but believes its
VS2000 system. Planned output is decree is defensible as helping to
750,000 video recorders a year for create employment.
European video machines may
the whole European market. Philips
received a large subsidy from the soon have the edge on prices.
Austrian Government, which now Because of the revaluation of the yen
hopes to protect the jobs created by and rising costs, importers in
Austria are expected to raise their
means of the import quota.
Minister of Commerce, Josef prices by more than 20 per cent.
Staribacher says: "There's now
Eire prepares for the
Euro Song Contest
From PAT PRETTY
DUBLIN: Eight songs have been selected for the 17th National Song Contest
being televised by RTE on March 1 as a preliminary to Eurovision 1981.
RTE received only 204 entries this year. This small number is attributed to
the rising cost of producing a professional demonstration tape.
It's estimated that nearly 500 million viewers will sec the 1981 Eurovision
Contest on April 4, staged by RTE this year from the Simonscourt Extension
of the Royal Dublin Society showgrounds. The hostess will be broadcaster
Dorieann Ni Bhriain, who speaks five languages.
• Shay Hcaly, writer of last year's Eurovision winner, What's Another Year,
is collaborating with Dublin journalist Mike Clare to write Eurovision '81, a
book about this year's contest and participants with colour photographs and a
cover price of 75p.
Million dollar 2-LP deal
From RICHARD FLOHIL
TORONTO: Murray McLauchlan, Scottish-born Canadian singer who has
recorded 11 albums domestically and built a strong following in Canada with
almost no international recognition, has signed what is reportedly a $1 million
(£358,423) deal with Asylum Records in Los Angeles.
The pact calls for two albums, with options, and with $200,000 (£71,684)
allotted for the first release. That LP, tentatively titled If The Wind Could
Blow My Troubles Away, is still in production, with Pink Floyd producer Bob
Ezrin at the helm. Release date is March.
SEVERAL WELL-known Canadian faces were absent from Midem, which
generally had a somewhat reduced Canadian contingent.
Best-known absentee was Gary Sailer, who had always had a major exhibit
area, followed by Vic Wilson, manager of Rush and many other Canadian
bands, Wilson was confined to home with flu and an ear infection.

HEARTBEAT
B/W

L

SPECIAL SLEEVE
AND LABEL
PAGES

ASTRONAUTS
HAVE LANDED ON THE MOON
AUK GILL (LATE OF TEARDROP EXPLODES)
WITH MERRICK (DRUMS)
AND CHRIS HUGHES (PRODUCTION)
(BOTH OF ADAM & THE ANTS FAI
11

New technology seminar
BERLIN: A dcmonslralion of prototypes of the two compact record
player systems developed by Philips and Tclcfunken will be part of the
International Music Market Seminar bcin)> held at the International
Conjtrcss Centre here on April 29 and 30.
The seminar will concentrate on new techniques, the market and the
programmes dnrinp the two days presided over by the moderators,
Professor Karl Telzncr, Uwc Lenchcr, editor-in-chief of Musikmarkt,
and Reginald Rudorf, editor-in-chief of Rundy. Amontt the expert
lecturers will be Manfred Jenke, director of radio broadcaslint; for
WDR, and Los Anpeles video specialist Ron Hays.
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Most people who buy cassettes buy both
pre-recorded albums and blank tape.
Which is why we've developed a revolutionary
new concept,
One plus One.
One side a complete album,
g»TTE

Plus a bonus One side a blank tape for you to record
whatever you like,
All on high quality chrome tape
for guaranteed top performance,
And for about a pound less than you'd normally
expect to pay for a complete cassette album!

iAp

Now you've listened to our side of the bargain,
listen to One plus One.
Our recording - and your recording,

**rr.
rt/u StO£
OF Bl
'APF

m

CD
£

C
C
1+1
One side what you like One side whatever you like

ISLAND

1+1 Steve Wmwood, - Arc of a Diver 1+1 The Best of Cat Stevens.
1+1 Robert Palmer.—Clues 1+1 Todd Rundgren - Healing
1+1 Bob Marley & The Wallers, - Jprising 1+1U2. - Boy
1+1 The BSS's.-Wild Planetl+1 The Jags— There's no tie like a present
l+l Bob Marley & The Wailers.—Exodus 1+1 Grace Jones.—Warm Leatherette 1+1 J.J.Cale-Shades
1+lBunny Wailer Sings The Waifers.
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DAVID HAMILTON'S SINGLE OF THE WEEK
THIS OLE HOUSE-Shakin'Stevens
DAVID HAMILTON'S ALBUM OF THE WEEK
THE BEST OF RITA COOLIDGE
CAPITAL: PEOPLE'S CHOICE
DECADENT DAYS - Hazel O'Connor
CLYDE: CURRENT CHOICE
ALMOST SATURDAY NIGHT - Dave Edmunds
DOWNTOWN: MUSIC MOVER
FORTH: STATION PICK
LATELY — Stevie Wonder
LUXEMBOURG; POWERPLAY
LATELY — Stevie Wonder
BBC SCOTLAND: SINGLE OF THE WEEK
YOU BETTER YOU BET - The Who
PENNINE: PENNINE PICK
IT'S JUST THE WAY I FEEL - Gene Durlap
MANX ALBUM OF THE WEEK
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Radio Ono listings are based on actual plays logged between 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., ^
a o ??.^i'?,r $-o •£
weekdays and 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday, on a Friday to Thursday ^ ^
Si ;c^5;5'&S35s
cycle. Information supplied by Sham Tracking (01 460 7564}.
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Listings exclude last week's Top 40
' cn;/^
n
AIR SUPPLY Lost In Love Arista ARIST329 (F)
ALAN PARSONS PROJECT Games People . . . Arista ARIST386 (F)
BASIL, TONI Nobody Radialchoice TIC 2(C)
BELL & MARTIN Together Again Rampage RAM 48 (F)
BENSON, GEORGE What's On Your Mind Warner Bros K17748 (W)
'j-T
BERRY , MIKE Anniversary Song Polydor POSP 231 (F)
H
BONEY M Children Of Paradise Hansa K 11637 (W)
BRIGGS, BRIAN See You On The Other Side Bearsville K 6664 (W)
CAPALDI, JIM Child In The Storm Carrere CAR 175 (W)
CAMPBELL/TUCKER Why Don't We . . . Capitol CL 16182 (E)
CHANGE Paradise WB K 79196 (W)
CALE, J.J. Carry On Island WIP 6686 (E)
"i
CHAS & DAVE Poor Old Mr. Woogie Rockney 10 (P)
CIMARONS Ready For Love Charisma CB 380 (F)
CLAPTON, ERIC I Can't Stand It RSO 74 (F)
CLASSIX NOUVEAUX Guilty United Artists BP 388 (E)
--rCLIMAX BLUES BAND Dance The Night Away WEA K 17754 (W)
COLLINS, PHII i Missed Again Virgin VS 402 (C)
COOLIDGE, RITA Fool That I Am A&M AMS 8103 (C)
CROSS, CHRIS Sailing WEA K 17695 (W!
COSTELLO, ELVIS From A Whisper F.Beat XX lTlWI
DAVIS, MAC Tequila Sheila Casablanca CAN 219 (R)
DIAMOND, NEIL Hello Again Capitol CL 1617671)
DONKEYS Don't Go MCA 682 IC)
...
DR. HOOK S.o.S. For Love Mercury MER 58 (F)
DURAN DURAN Fhanet Earth EMI 5137 (E)
DR. FEELGbOD Violent Love Liberty BP 386 (E)
EDMUNDS, DAVE Almost Saturday Night SwanSong SSK19424 (V\
EASTON, SHEENA Take My Time EMI 5135 (E)
EARTH WIND AND FIRE And Love Goes On CBS 9521 (C)
DUMMER/APRIL Own Up Red Shadow REDS 009 (P)
FAY RAY Family Affairs Surrey Sound HMS 1 (P)
FIREFALL Staying With It Atlantic KlTelsTw)
-U
FOLEY, ELLEN Shattered Palara Epic EPC 9522TC)
FREDDY FROGS Crazy Littel Mama Hertford HER 2 (A)
G.B. BAND One's A Lonely Number Magnet MAG 186 (A)
GOODMAN, STEVE Sometimes . . . Elektra K 12501 (W)
HAMILL, CLAIRE Eirst NightTn New York WEA K 1844(f(wT
HARRIS, EMMYLOU Mr. Sandman Warner Bros. K17758 (W)
HiNE, RUPERT Misplaced Love AEfM AMS 8106 (C)
HOLLY AND THE ITALIANS Youth Coup Virgin VS 391 (Ci
HOLMES, RUPERT Black Jack MCA 669 (CI
Hbf CHOCOLATE Losing You RAK 328 (El
HUMAN LEAGUE Boys + Girls Virgin VS 395 {CI
'JACKSON, JERMAINE You Like Me Motown TMG 1222 (El
JACKSONS Can You Feel It Epic EPC 9554 (C)
JETS Who's That Knocking EMI 5134(E)
l-f.i
JONES, GRACE Demolition Man Island WIP 6673 (El
DISTRIBUTORS CODE, A -• PRT, C - CBS, W - WEA, E - EMI, F Pclyoram, R - RCA, S - Sdcola, Z - Enterprise, Y - Relay, SP - Spartnn, P - Pinnacle, RT - Rough Trade, SO - Stage Ono
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Listings exclude last week's Top 40
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JUPP, MICKEY Don't Talk To Me Good Foot GFR 001 (P)
K.I.D. Don't Stop EMI 5126 (E)
KOSMIN, LEE Getting So Exciting Parlophone R6045 (E)
KISHMAN. TONY Strange Way RCA 28 (R)
LEIGH, RICHARD Right From The Start Liberty UP 638 (E)
L1NX Intuition Chrysalis CHS 2500 (F)
L0VICH, LENE New Toy Stiff BUY 97 (C)
McCOLL, KIRSTY Keep Your Hands Off . . . Polydor225 (F)
McLELLAND, SANDY Stay Clean Tonight Action A 1000 (SP)
McLINTON, DELBERT Giving It Up . . . Capitol CL 16180 (E)
MEISNER, RANDY Hearts On Fire Epic EPC 9476 (C)
MARSHALL, KEITH Only Crying Arrival PIK 2 (P)
NEW MUSIK Luxury GTO GT284 (C)
NICK STRAKER BAND Last Goodbye CBS 9519 (C)
0N0, Y0K0 Walking On Thin Ice Geffen K 79202 (W)
PAIGE, ELAINE If You Don't Want. . . Arista ARIST 381 (F)
PARTON, DOLLY 9 To 5 RCA 9397 (R)
PETER JACOUES BAND Counting On Love RCA 36 (R)
POINTER SISTERS Could I Be Dreaming Planet K 12505 (W)
PRESLEY, ELVIS Guitar Man RCA 43 (R)
PREST0N, BILLY Hope Motown TMG 1224 (El
POLECATS John I'm Only Dancing Mercury POLE 1 (F)
PLANETS Intensive Care Rialto TREB 133 (A)
QUATR0, SUZI Glad All Over Dreamland DLSP 8 (F)
RABBITT, EDDIE I Love A Rainy Night Asylum K 12498 (W)
RAH BAND Slide DJM DJS 10964 (C)
REDD, SHARON Can You Handle It Epic EPC 9572 (C)
ROBINSON, SM0KEY Being With You Motown (E)
ROSE R0YCE Golden Touch Whitfield K 17797 (W)
R0GERS/CARNES Don't Fall In Love . . . United Artists UP 625 (El
SAMPLE, JOE Burning Up The Carnival MCA 671 (C)
SAD CAFE Black Rose RCA RCAE 42 (R)
SAYER, LEO Bye Bye Now . , . Chrysalis CHS 2498 (F)
SHAKATAK Living In The UK Polydor POSPX230 (F)
SHAKIN' STEVENS This Die House Epic EPC 9555 (C)
SELECTER Celebrate The Bullet Chrysalis CHS 2484 (FJ
SHOWADDYWADDY Do Wah Diddy Arista ARIST 393 (F)
SISTER SLEDGE All American Girls Atlantic K 11656 (Wl
SNIFF 'N' THE TEARS Driver's Seat Chiswick CHIS 105 (El
STREISAND/GIBB What Kind Of Fool CBS 9517 (C1
STUART/BLUNSTONE What Becomes Of. , . Broken 1 (RTI
SPRINGSTEEN, BRUCE Sherry Darling CBS 9493 (Cl
STEELY DAN Babylon Sisters MCA 660 (Cl
SHELL, RAY Them Heavy People EMI 5142(E)
STEWART, ROD Oh God I Wish . . . Riva 29 (W)
TAYLOR, TOT The Girl With Everything GTO 287 ICI
THUMANN, HARRY Underwater Decca F 13901 (F)
TURTLE, HENRY Hound Dog Man Surrey Sound HMS 6 (PI
THOMPSON. ALI Foolish Child ASM AMS 8105 (C)
TR0WER, ROBIN What It Is Chrysalis CHS 2499 (F)
VALLI, FRANKIE Soul MCA 645 ICI
VIP'S Things Aren't What They Used To Be Gem GEMS 47 (C)
WALOEN, NARADA MICHAEL The Real Thing Atlantic K 115797 |W)
WARNER, FLORENCE I Miss Your Heartbeat Mercury MER 60 (F)
WILDE, KIM Kids In America RAK 327(E)
WHO You Better You Bet Polydor WHO 4 (F)
WONDER, STEVIE Lately Motown TMG 1226
YOUNG AND CO. Strut Your Stuff Excaliber EXB (A)
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LANDSCAPE 'Einstein A GoGo' (RCA)
Yeah, that Landscape. Those
Boring Old Jazzrock Farts who
were around for donkeys doing
nothing till someone gave them
robot suits and synthesisers to
rapidly trendy themselves up
and drummer Richard Burgess
discovered New White Disco.
Now they're unrecognisable,
completely electronic. This is
worthy of your time mostly due to
its wondrous danceability and
synth doodlings (and because
Shock do a delightful routine to
SOUNDS
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RCA22
12 mch sBoigte RCAr22
Released by public demand
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ORDER FROM: RCA LIMITED, LYNG LANE, WEST BROMWICH, WEST MIDLANDS B70 7ST. TELEPHONE: 021-525 3000
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This Last Wks on TITLE/Artist (producer) Publisher
Label number
Week Week Chart
SHADDUP YOU FACE
Epic EPC 951B (Cl
Joe Dolce (J. Dolce/McKentie) April
VIENNA
0
Chrysalis CHS 248HF)
Uitravox (UltravoxyPlank) Island/Copyright Control
JEALOUS GUY
Polydor/E.G. ROXY 2(F)
£ 3
Roxy Music (Ferry/Davlos) Northern Songs
I SURRENDER
Polydor POSP 221(F)
Rainbow (Roger Glover) Island
Bronze 8R0 116(F)
ST. VALENTINE'S DAY MASSACRE EP
£ 5
Motorhead/Girlschool (Vic Mallo) Multlmood Music
KINGS OFTHE WILD FRONTIER
A
6
Adam & The Ants (C Hughes) EMI
DO THE HUCKLEBUCK
Polydor POSP 214(F)
Coast To Coast (Hal Carter) Leeds
SOUTHERN FREEEZ
Beggars Banquet BEG 51
Freeez (John Rocca) Carlin
SOMETHING 'BOUT YOU BABY I LIKE
Vertigo QUO 5(F)
Status Quo (Status Quo/J. Eden) Screen Gems EMI
Stiff BUY 108(C)
RETURN OFTHE LOS PALMAS7
Madness (Clangor/Winstanley) Warner Brothers
10
WOMAN
O
John Lennon (Lennon/Ono/Douglas) Lennon/Worner Bros GoffenK 79195 (W)
11
ROCK THIS TOWN
Arista SCAT 2(FJ
12
Stray Cats (D. Edwards) Copyright Control
OLDEST SWINGER IN TOWN
Rocket XPRES 46(F)
13 «
Sire SIR 4048 (W)
ONCE IN A LIFETIME
A 14 24 5 Talking
Heads (Brian Eno) Warner Brothers
Ensign ENY 201 (R1
(SOMEBODY) HELP ME OUT
■A 15 33 5 Beggar & Co. (McKroith/Baptiste/Wellington) Dizzy Heights
FOUR FROM TOYAH
▲ 16 2* 4 Toyah
Safari TOY 1 (SP)
(Nick Tauber) Sweet 'N' Sour Songs/Safari
14 8 ROMEO & JULIET
Vertigo MOVIE 1(F)
17
Dire Straits (lovine/Knopfler) Rondor/Strait Jacket
KIDS IN AMERICA
A 18" 3 Kim
RAK 327(E)
Wilde (R. Wilde) Rickim/RAK
43 4 MESSAGE OF LOVE
Real
ARE 15 (W)
19
43 6 WE'LL BRING THE HOUSE DOWN
20
Slado ISIadel Wtnld John Music
Clroapskntu CHEAP 16IRI
IN THE AIR TONIGHT
Q
Virgin VSK 102(C)
21 43 8 Phil Collins (Collins/Padgham/ Effectsound/Hlt & Run
Metronome 0030 364(IMS/Indies)
34 5 THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
22
The Jam (Vic Coppersmith Heaven/Jam) And Son/Bryan Morrison
SGT. ROCK (IS GOING TO HELP ME)
Virgin VS 3841C)
23 43 7 XTCIS Lillywhite)Virgin
HOT LOVE
A 24 3i 5 Kelly
Calibre PLUS 5 (A)
Marie (Yellowstone/Voice) Red Bus/Grade One
REWARD
Mercury
TEAR 2 (R
33
6
A 25
Teardrop Explodes (C Langer/A Winstanley) Zoo/Warner Brothers
FADE
TO
GREY
Polydor POSP 194 IF)
26 43 11 Visage (Visage/Ure) Island/Performance
A 27 43 3 STAR
Arioia ARO 251 (A)
Kiki Doe (P. Williams) Shogun/Eoton
^
30 13 ANTMUSIC
CBS 9352(C)
28
OLE HOUSE
£ 29 » 2 THIS
Epic
EPC 9555(C)
Shokin' Stevens (Rock Masters Prod.) Leeds
23 6 I'M IN LOVE WITH A GERMAN FILM STAR
Polydor POSP 222 (F
30
Passions (P. Wilson) Eaton
JONES
Vs
JONES/SUMMER
MADNESS/FUNKY
STUFF
A 31 39 3 Kool & The Ganq (The Gang) Planetary Mom De-lite KOOL ll/inS/Geng
11 (PI
IMAGINE
@
32 23 10 John Lennon (John & Yoko/P. Spector) Northern Songs Parlophone R6009(E
THE FREEZE
Reformation/Chrysalis CHS 2486(F)
33 30 7 Soandau Ballet (Richard James Burgess) Copyright Control
CAN
YOU
FEEL
IT
£ 34 " 2 JacksonsJJacksons) Carlin
Epic EPC 95541C
YOU
BETTER
YOU
BET
Polydor WHO 4 (F
35 EES The Who (Bill Szymczyk) Eel Pie
^
32 7 RAPTURE
Chrysalis
CHS 2485 (F
BlondietM. Chapman) Chrysalis
36
WALKING
ON
THIN
ICE
37 30 2 Yoko Ono (Lennon/Ono/Douglas) Lenono/Warner Brothers GoffenK 79202 (W)
CARTROUBLE
Do It DUN 10 ISP
38 3® 7 Adam & The Ants (Chris Hughes) EMI

0= SILVER
(250,000 solos)

SQCra^QLaS
A-Z (TOP WRITERS)
A Little
In LoveGirls
(A. (Waldon/
Tarney) 39
This Last Wks o TITLE Artist (producer) Publisher
Label number All
American
91
Week Week Chan
L. WaldonlWillis/Slodge)
Antmusic
(Adam Ant^
A LITTLE IN LOVE
Marco
Pirronl)
39:
Cliff Richard (A. Tarnoy) ATV
BonRussell-Brown)
Bon Via (Linzer/
YOUNG PARISIANS
32
Boys
& Girls (Wright/Oakoy) ... 48
40
Adam And The Ants (Jo Julian/Adam Ant) Ant Music
DeccaF 13803(F)
Burn
Rubber On Me
(Simmons/WilsonrTaylor).
... 54
UNDERWATER
M
Con You Feel It
34
Docca F13901 (F)
41
Harry Thumann (Thumann) The Company/Eaton
(M & J Jackson)
Con(Brown/Lester)
You Handle It
.J
DON'T STOP THE MUSIC
^3
Mercury MER 53(F)
Yarborough Peoples (Simmons/Ellis) Rochel'Leosongs
Cor Trouble (Adam Ant)
38
Don't
Go Holford/Downing) ... 63
CAN YOU HANDLE IT
(Tipton'
£ 43'
Epic EPC 9572(C)
Don't Stop (Barstow)
49
Sharon Redd (Lester/Brown) Poterman/Carlin
Don't
Stop The Music
Arista ARIST 384(F)
I MADE IT THROUGH THE RAIN
(Simmonds/Peoples/EIMs).
...
42
41
44
Do(Alfred)Gibson)
The Hucklebuck
Barry Manilow (Manilow/Dante) Chappell/D&J Arlon
7
Einstein
A Gogo (Walters/ 56
Arznrrri pi hmissed
again
.| Collins (Phil
Collins) EffectsoundlHit & Run
Virgin VS 402(C)
Burgess'Landscape)
Fan
Oabi
Oozi
(Kerr)
72
THE ELEPHANT'S GRAVEYARD (GUILTY) Mercury bongo 2(F)
Fade To Grey (Currie/
46
Payno/Ure)
26
Boomtown Rots (Visconti/Boomtown Rots) Sewer Fire Hits/Zomba
Four(Toyah/Hale/Bogen)
From Toyah
16
PLANET
EARTH
£ 47 i
Gangsters
Of The Groove 59
Duron Duron (Colin Thurston) Tritec/Corlln
(Temperton)
Guilty
(Solo)
61
BOYS & GIRLS
Guitar
Man
(Hubbard)
53
£ 48
Virgin VS 395(C)
Human League (Human League) Virgin
Hollo Again (K. Hudson)
70
Hot
Love
(Yellowstone/Voice)..
24
DON'T STOP
I Am
The Best
£ 49
EMI 5143(E)|
K I.D. (G. Borstow) EMI
(Whetstone/Bass)
73
I Love
A Rainy Night
SAILING
(Rabbitt/Stovens/Molloy)....
58
Warner Brothers K 17695 (W)
50
Christopher Cross (M. O'Martian) Chappell
I Missed Again (Collins)
45
I Made
It
Through
The
Rain
Atlantic K11656(W)
22 2 ALL AMERICAN GIRLS
(Kenny/Shepherd)
44
£ 51
Sister Sledge (Narodo Michael Walden) Warner Brothers/Rondor
Intuition (Grant/Martin)
65
In
The
Air
Tonight
(Collins)
...
21
MUTUALLY
ASSURED
DESTRUCTION
Intuition (Grant/Martin)
65
52 37 4 Gillan (Glllan/AKR) Pussy/Chappell
Virgin VSK 103(C)
Imagine (Lennon)
32
I'mFilm
In Love
A German 30
, GUITAR MAN
Star With
(Passions)
RCA 43(R)
53 43 Elvis Presley (Felton Jarvis) Copyright Control
I Surrender (Riss Ballard)
4
It's
My
Turn
(Massor/
BURN RUBBER ON ME
Bayor-Sager)
71
Mercury MER 52 (F)
54 33 Gap Band (L Simmons) Rachel (Loosong)
Jealous Guy (Lennon)
3
John
I'm Only Dancing
SLIDE
(Bowie/Anon/Polecats)
69
DJMDJS 10964(C)
55 56 5 Rah Band (Richard Hewson) B&J Arlon/Chappell/DJM
Jones
Vs Jones (G. Brown/
Mickens/Taylor/Kool
&
EINSTEIN A GOGO
The Gang)
31
RCA 22 (R)
£ 56 70 2 Landscape (Landscape) Landscape/Sunbury
Just(VanWhen
I NeededWilson)
You Most 64
Warmer/T.
Kids
AmericaWilde)
[-7HI,Ml
LATELY
sJ /
Stevie
Wonder (Stevie Wonder) Jobete (UKl/Black Bull Motown TMG 1226 (E)
(R. InWilde/M.
18
Kings Of The Wild Frontier
1
LOVE
A
RAINY
NIGHT
(Adam
Ant/M.
Pironl)
74
Elektra K 12498 (W)
£ 58
Lately (Wonder)
576
Eddie Rabbitt(D. Molloy) Eaton
Living In The UK
GANGSTERS OFTHE GROOVE
(Sharpa)
74
GTO GT 285 (C)
59 35 Heatwave (Guthrie/J. Wilder Jnr.) Rod Songs
Message Of Love (C. Hinde) ... 19
Mutually
Assured
Destruction
(Gillian/McCoy/Tawns/
9 TO 5
RCA 25 (R)
Torme/Underwood)
52
60 «
Dolly Parton (G. Perry) Carlin
9Oldest
To 5(D.Swinger
PartonlIn Town
60
GUILTY
74
2
£ 61
(Pickford)
13
United Artists BP 388 IE)
Classix Nouvoaux (S. Solo/N. Sweeney) Liberty
Once
InEarth
A Lifetime
(Enco/Byrne)
14
Planet
(Duran
Duran)
47
34 , ZEROX
Do It DUN 8(SP)
Rapture (C. Stein/D. Harry) 36
Adam £t The Ants (Adam Ant) Ant Music
62
Return
Of
The
Los
Palmas
7
(BarsoniWoodgate/Bedfordl . 10
DON'T GO
Reward (Gill/Copel) ...
25
63 51 3 Judas Priast (Tom Allom/Judas Priest) Arnakata/Wamor Brothers CBS 9520ICI
Rock
Town(Knopfler)
(B. Setzer) ....17
12
RomeoThis
& Juliet
43 6 JUST WHEN 1 NEEDED YOU MOST
Sailing (C. Cross)
50
Sonet/ASide SON 2221 (A)
64
Barbara Jonas (A Ranglin) Warner Brothers
Sgt. Rock (Is Going To Help Me)
(A, Partridge)
|NTUm0N
cp;nT?T|
Shaddup
You Face (Doice) 231
Chrysalis CHS 2500 (F)
OO li-l.'X.L." ijnx (Carter/Grant/Martin) RSM/Solid
Something 'Bout You (Supal.... 9
Southern
Freer
TWILIGHT CAFE
(Spennett/Mass/Rocca)
8
CBS 9468 (C) _ Slide
66 34 8 Susan Fassbender (MusicDeala) Bocu
(Hewson)
55
(Somebody)
Help
Me
Out
WHAT'S
ON
YOUR
MIND
(McKreith/Baptiste/
6733 5 George Benson (Q. Jones) Leeds
Warner Brothers K 17748 (WJ
Wellington)
28
Star
(D. Chanter)Day
27
TAKE
MY
TIME
St.
Valentine's
4
EMI
5135
IE)
68 53 Sheena Easton (Christopher Neil) CbO/April/Paul Bliss
Massacre (H. Robinson)
5
Take
My Time (Palmer/
J0HN rM 0NLY DANClrju
Bliss)
68
RQ
RFI
Mercury
POLE
1
(F
OiJ UaaiiU Polecats (Dava Edmunds) Chrysalis/Moinmon/Cop.Con
That's Entertainment
(Paul Weller)
22
HELLO AGAIN
The Freeze (G. Kemp)
33
Capitol CL 16176 (El
7033 4 Nail Diamond (Bob Gaudio) Chappell
The(Geldof)
Elephant's Graveyard 46
IT'S MY TURN
This Ole House (Hamblen) 29
Motown TMG 1217 (E
Twilight
Cafe
71 « ^ Diana Ross (Masserl Screen Gems EMI/Chappell
(Fassbender/Russell)
66
Underwater
FAN DABI DOZI
1
(Thumann/Weindorn)
41
Monarch
MON
21
(A
72
Krankios (P. Korr) Oasis
Vienna
(Currie/Cross
Cann'
U
re)
2
1 AM THE BEAT
Q
11
Walking On Thin Ice
MCA 647 (C
73 67 The Look (A. Shacklock) Big Brother
(Ono)
37
What's
On Your Mind
7/1
living (N.inWright/LMcCutcheon)
the uk
(Charter/Ballard)
67
Polydor POSP 230 (F
/ H hnTrrn
nil shakatak
Skratch/Neptune
We'(Lee/Holder)
ll Bring The House Down 20
-7JnrrTT] T.S.
BONMonk
BON
VIE Chappell/ATV
Woman (Lennon)
11
Mirage K 11653 (W
/ O Liiii
(S. Linzer)
You(Townshend)
Batter You Bet
35
Top 75 compiled for Music & Video Week and BBC based upon 250 from a panel of 450 conventional record Zerox (Adam Ant)

'9TV'?VOy|«FA/«>0^
New Single on Dindisc DIN29
From the album and cassette'Children of the Night'DID 9-DIDC9
Currently on Nationwide Tour
Order through CBS. 01-960 2155 or your Virgin/Dindisc Rep.
All singles in Picture Bags
.
'

.4^
f

= GOLD
(500,000 sales)

*

Primed for ihe puUishm by Pcsord Press Ltd., Gwcm. Rcgisrered a .he Pos. Offie. asa ncssspoper. Member of .he Periodical Publishers Assoc.
Lid., and Audi! Bureau of Circulation. All malcnal copyright 1981 Music WeeL Lid.

The

Jacksons

Triumph
The Jacksons are back in the charts with a hit
single "Can You Feel It". The Jacksons "Triumph"
a silver album turning to gold.

THE JACKSONS Triumph'
Album EPC 86112 Cassette EPC 40 - 86112
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Order from CBS Order Desk. Teh 01-960 Z1S5. CBS Distribution Centre. Barlby Road. London W10
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ILR

administration

fire

in ad agency feature

THE IBA'S development of
commercial radio comes under
fire by TMD Advertising in the
latest issue of the agency's
authoritative newsletter The
Medium. TMD also calls for
acceleration of the move
towards the regional selling of
airlime on the network.
In a feature entitled Network
Development, the agency contends:
"There is something badly wrong
with the IBA's liming when it comes
to launching ILR stations. The first
wave arrived just in time for the
recession of 1974/75 and had quite a
struggle gaining recognition as a
viable new medium. Currently, the
second wave is being launched in the
middle of the next recession. Now
the Home Office Working Party has
recommended another 25 stations to
open from 1983 onwards, just in
lime for the start of breakfast
television.
Separate units
"As the number of stations
increases, the areas served get
smaller, and as long as they continue
to be sold as separate units the
administrative problems for national
advertisers get bigger. As things arc,
therefore, as long as the present
economic climate prevails these new
stations are going to have to rely
heavily on local advertising support
to see them through their early years
at least."

under

The many conflicting interests of which has been taking place over the
sales houses and stations have so far past few weeks, might explain any
prevented the ideal of a national extra programming and promotional
ratecard coming into operation and effort being undertaken by the
arc impeding progress towards the stations.
regional selling of radio airtime,
with several neighbouring stations Little value
possibly co-operating on a joint sales
pilch.
While not wishing to appear
A Midlands ratecard, taking in churlish about ILR's increased
BRMB, Beacon, Mercia Sound and
research coverage, the TMD view is
possibly Trent, has been mooted for
that this extra information will
some time, but the first joint front prove to be of little value.
could be set up in the West Country
"The main value of more frequent
by Plymouth Sound and new ILR surveys will not be in pointing up
station DevonAir.
seasonal fluctuations of dubious
There is a feeling that the pattern
validity and value but in providing
of radio selling will change such that
more regular up-dating of audience
the accent will move away from the data on existing stations and earlier
three dominant London sales information on new stations," it
houses, AIR Services, BMS and adds.
RS&M.
"Some may feel that rolling
The TMD article suggests: "Over national averages tend to obscure
the next couple of years the network, the latest trends rather than
and especially newer stations, are highlight them, but that is the price
going to need all the revenue they we have to pay for more frequent
can gel their hands on and the surveys as long as we expect the
structure of ILR selling operations AIRC to meet the whole cost of
may have to change in some fairly JICRAR. Actually, combined
radical ways in order to attract it."
samples spread over different times
To comply with the demands of of year should give us a fairer
big advertisers and the ad industry, picture of a station's typical
and to help market ILR to those who audience than a single annual survey
remain unconvinced, the concentrated into one four week
Association of Independent Radio period.
Contractors instituted an extra
"The AIRC must be firm with its
audience research survey last year members and make sure they do not
and plans three surveys for this year, succumb to the obvious temptation
aiming to reveal any seasonal to use the most recent data when it
variations in listening patterns. The flatters their station but averaged
first of this year's J1CRAR surveys, data when the reverse applies!"

PICCADILLY RADIO already has a female disc jockey but that did not
prevent the Manchester ILR station letting Kiki Dee spin some discs on a recent
visit. The singer, who recently returned to the UK after living in the US, was
promoting her first single for Ariola entitled Star and revealed plans for a
forthcoming album.
fDAVID LUCAS, programme
r\
controller at Swansea Sound, is
News
in
switching to Cardiff in a similar
role to attempt to improve CBC's
disastrous JICRAR audience
brief...
figures . . . Jay Oliver, former
Beacon Radio managaing
director now based in Florida, is Thursday evening college
broadcasts on Radio One arc
said to be setting up a radio
Hazel O'Connor (March 5), Dr
recruitment company to lure the
best of UK radio talent across the Feelgood (March 12) and
Atlantic ... In a unique
Teardrop Explodes (March 19)
ITV/ILR link-up, ATV's
. . . Capital Radio's reggae man
Rockstage series of concerts, the David Rodigan is staging a Roots
first of which was shown on
Rockers Jamboree at
Monday, is being simultaneously Hammersmith Palais on March
broadcast in stereo by Midlands 23, featuring Sugar Minott, and
radio stations Trent, Beacon, the concert will be broadcast on
Mercia Sound and BRMB . . .
March 28, while colleague A/an
Justin Dukes, currently joint MD Freeman is introducing a Capital
of The Financial Times, has been sponsored classical rock concert
appointed MD and deputy chief from the Albert Hall featuring
executive of the Channel Four the London Symphony
TV company . , . BBC Radio Orchestra and the Royal Choral
Leicester expects to improve Society . . . Radio Two is
reception from March 4 when it presenting two Vic Damone
moves from 189 metres to 358 concerts in April, the second of
metres on the medium waveband which will be broadcast live from
. . . Latest artists lined up for the Festival Hall on April 18 with
Richard Skinner's regular Terry IVogan as compere.
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Way Ahead of Nottingham

News in
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WAY AHEAD, the Midlands-based
bi-monthly rock magazine, has
opened its own record store in
Nottingham. The shop, in Hurt's
Yard, Nottingham, is the centre of
several new ventures under the Way
Ahead banner.
The magazine was started three
years ago and is sent to all Way
Ahead Rock Club members for an
annual subscription of £2.50. There
are already more than 1,000
members and the 50 newest
subscribers are getting a free copy of
Charisma Records' Repeat
Performance album as a bonus.
Membership of the club also
enables members to get discount on
certain product at the shop. As well
as records the shop deals in tour
programmes, T-shirts, badges etc
and even has pinball and space
games to keep customers amused.
As Nottingham has no major rock
concert venue, the club also
organises coach trips to other parts
PAGE 14

of the country for rock shows.
Full details of all their activities
can be obtained from the Way
Ahead Rock Shop, 2 Hurt's Yard,
Nottingham. Tel: Nottingham
414212.
Conifer jazz import
gets runaway sales
FRUTH BF.ING stranger than
fiction it will come as no surprise to
anyone to learn that the runaway
seller at Conifer Records ("Could be
our first hit," muses MD John
Deacon) is a jazz album — Gerry
Mulligan's Walk On The Water, on
DRG. It was recorded with the band
with which Mulligan toured last year.
LP is SL 5194 (cassette prefix: SLC)
and Conifer is the sole importer.
Deacon remarked: "It has done 400
even before we realised we had it in
stock. The word certainly seems to
have gone round."

THE EIGHTH and latest Andy's Records Shop has Just opened — in the teeth
of competition from Debenhams, Woolworths, Smiths, Boots and three other
record shops — in St Nicholas Street, Ipswich.
The opening ceremony was performed by Dennis Waterman, pictured here
with members of the staff.
The Andy's chain, under MD Andy Gray, has been expanding steadily since
1969. The shops are all in East Angtia and are all called Andy's except The Beat
Goes On in Regent Street, Cambridge, which specialises in oldies and rarities.
A ninth shop is due to open in Norwich this spring.
Spring strategy from Scotch
CLOSE BEHIND BASF, which
the Scotch Metafine pure metal
recently announced its intention
tape is now available in C90
of spending huge sums on TV
cassettes at RRP £3.50.
advertising for its various types
of blank cassette, comes Scotch
Tape and its plans for spring
promotions.
To take advantage of the
popularity of mullipacks the first
special offer is a bargain pack of
mmM 3-'ti .J ,
four Ferric C90 cassettes
retailing at £2.99 (normal price
ol £3.96). Counter display
dispenser cartons are supplied.
Second promo is a twin pack
of Super ferric COO flashed "50p
off" the normal RRP of £3.
Both offers will run until May,
While there is no special
promo planned for it at present

brief...
ALL MFP albums and cassettes
will from March 1 be available
direct from Music for Pleasure,
80 Blyth Road, Hayes,
Middlesex, lei: (01) 561 3125.
Dealers will no longer be able to
order MfP LPs and tapes from
the EMI distribution centre at
Uxbridge Road, Hayes.
The EMI reorganisation docs
not, however, affect MfP
singles. All their current and
future singles will continue to be
distributed from Uxbridge Road.
FOLLOWING the success of
DJM's autumn dealer tour,
Stephen James has announced
plans to repeat the venture in
March/April. The dinners will
take place in Manchester, Leeds,
Birmingham, Bristol and
Glasgow. Commented James:
"Last year's tour gave us such a
wonderful opportunity to meet
people from around the UK and
exchange ideas that I've decided
to make n a biannual event."
MANCHESTER WHOLESALER Wynd-Up is nowopening its Grccngate Lane,
Prestwich, premises on
Saturdays between 3pm and 6pm
to take orders from dealers
wanting Monday delivery. The
telesales number is (061) 798
9252.
DEALERS! Don't forget Music
and Video Week's new chart-bytciephonc service. If the Post
Office docs not deliver you Music
and Video Week on Wednesday
morning 'phone 1)1-855 7711 to
hear a recorded list of the new
chart pladngs.
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Production in the old style...
By TERRI ANDERSON
IF YOU were counting musical
trends, as reflected by the charts,
during 1980 you probably ran out of
fingers — rock, reggae, revivals,
powcrpop, disco and jazz funk all
muscled in on the act. High among
the top sellers were exponents of two
'old wave' styles which were as
different from each other as
possible; heavy metal had a great
year, but so did highlysophisticated, laid-back rock
ballads.
Two of last year's most successful
record producers worked at these
opposite poles of artistic expression
— Martin Birch who is so wellestablished as a producer of heavy
metal albums that he has far more
work than he can cope with, and
David Hentschel who has long been
associated with Genesis.
Both originally started as
engineers, moved on to production
work as well and finally became
successfully associated with
particular brands of music.
The route which took Hentschel
to this point (he is currently
recording his own solo album) began
with a job at Trident Studios when
he left school. In studio down lime
he started making his own
recordings, met John Gilbert (his
manager) and became involved in
film score projects.
After engineering Nursery Crime
for Genesis, Hentschel had kept in
touch with drummer Phil Collins.
When Peter Gabriel left the band,
Collins suggested Hentschel as
producer, and he has since produced
all four post-Gabriel (and then postHackett) albums, as well as Tony
Banks' and Mike Rutherford's solo
Edited
by
SUE FRANCIS

efforts.
Hentschel wants eventually to
take his own album on the road live
— and ideally would like Genesis to
have the opportunity and inclination
to try-out some of their new
numbers in concert before actually
recording them.
He says: "My ideas about
producing are changing. Doing both
production and engineering can be
tiring, but I'm constantly learning
more about what is involved in
producing — and it is a lot more
than when I started."
Birch's involvement with heavy
metal began when he was an
engineer at De Lane Lea Studios
(then in Kingsway). Working on
albums by Deep Purple led to a
regular involvement with heavy
metal.
He enjoys working with the new
recruits to the metal ranks, as much
as he did with the old guard. "It's
great to be in the studios with young
refreshing bands like Iron Maiden. 1
gel to know them and then coax the
best out of the band. I am
emotionally involved with the music,
as well as professionally acting as a
kind of musical director, and
engineer and producer.
"Engineering a heavy rock album
is very special — we work at high
volume but it cannot be as it is on
stage. The engineer, for example,
has to be able to give an apparently
raging guitar sound even when the
volume cannot match that heard at a
concert. It's a challenge".
Birch has successfully taken up
that challenge on LPs by
Whitesnake, Black Sabbath and
Blue Oyster Cull. He tries to recreate
in the studio the excitement of a live

performance, which all acts thrive
on but which is most vital to heavy
metal bands.
Birch's plans also include making
an LP of his own, and maybe going
out with a band again, "But that is
just a long-term idea and secondary
to production."
Hews in
brief...
STATUS QUO have added a
second leg to their UK tour —
the band play at Wembley Arena
on May 26 and 27, and
subsequent dales include
Bridlington, Dccside, Carlisle
and Southampton . . . New
Musik release their second GTO
album, Luxury, this week
coinciding with a college and
university tour running through
to March 28 . . . Manchester
band The Frcshies whose current
single is I'm In Love With The
Girl On A Certain Manchester
Mcgastore Check-Out play a
siring of dales during March
including London's Marquee on
the 23rd . . , Sky's third album,
called appropriately Sky 3, is
released on March 20 — they
start a UK tour in June with
performances at the Royal
Albert Hall on June 11 and 12
. . . A&M band Nine Below
Zero, currently on tour, release
their new album Don't Point
Your Finger, produced by Glynn
Johns, this week.

UK music contacts
owners and music journalists.
AMERICAN TV production men
"We also require booking dates
Desmond Horsfield and Steve
for the end of March and beginning
Saltier, will be in England this
of April as we hope to arrange a
month to make a documentary on
the present state of punk/new wave scries of interviews as well as
and want help in contacting a variety shooting live performances and
of people connected with the music rehearsals," adds Saltier. "This
production is being put together at
industry.
short notice and we expect to have to
Horsfield, who is from station
shoot it on a light schedule so are
WVIT-TV 30 in Connecticut says:
"This film will be distributed in New anxious to receive contacts as soon
York and throughout the US. We as possible."
are specifically hoping to contact CONTACT: Desmond Horsfield
bands (other than those already (news department) or Steve Saltier
popular in the US, ie grass roots (production department) at WVIT
TV 30, 1422 New Britain Avenue,
including reggae and black/white
West Hartford, Conn. 06110, US.
mix); group managers, agents,
Tel: (203) 531 3030.
record producers; club; pub; theatre

record deal
for Weapon
WEAPON, THE heavy metal
band who supported Motorhead
on their recent tour, have just
completed their own first
headline tour and a recording
session and quite naturally would
like to hear from interested
record companies.
Due to demand, the band has
had to re-press their limited
edition single, It's A Mad, Mad
World, which should be in the
stores next week. This single has
sold in excess of 5.000 copies.
CONTACT: Dominic Miles,
Smart Management (800 5336) or
Laurie Dunn at Virgin Music
(229 1282).

Australian singer

FIVE-PIECE band Duran Duran
comes from Birmingham and
consists of founder members John
Taylor (bass) and Nick Rhodes
(synthesiser) drummer Roger
Taylor, guitarist Andy Taylor and
vocalist Simon Le Bon. The group
look their name from one of the
characters in the film Barbarella.
Duran Duran started playing
together three years ago, being
managed by Paul and Michael
Berrow who run a Birmingham club
called The Rumrunner, where the
band frequently appeared. Last year

comes to London
FROM PETER CONYNGHAM in
Sydney
JON ENGLISH, regularly voted
Australia's top male rock vocalist —
although he was actually born in
London's East End — returns to
Europe this month and will be
spending four weeks in London
recording his next album.
A double-album compilation of
English's hits, called English
History, became the biggest-selling
double album by an Australian artist
ever, with sales of more than
150,000 units. His last LP, Calm
Before The Storm, also made the
national top 10 and went platinum.
English's arrival in the UK follows
several Scandinavian concert dates.
irnip imiif

Film-makers seek

Wanted: a

'O&ll
KALEIDOSCOPE has signed singer Angie Gold, pictured with Kaleidoscope
MD Robin Blanch/lower at the CBS studios shortly after completing her debut
single, Every Home Should Have One (KRL A 1032). Gold was first spotted by
Blanch/lower on L WT's Search For A Star programme.
they had their first big break,
supporting Hazel O'Connor on her
nationwide tour, before signing with
EMI Records.
Planet Earth is Duran Duran's
first single and the band's first LP
will be in the shops in spring.

TWENTY-ONE ,year old
singer/songwriter, Holly West
(above) writes that she is looking for
a recording-publishing deal. ' 7 have
four songs that I have written and
recorded, ready to play to record
companies. My songs are new wave
and two which I consider would be
singles are Record Mania and
Strange Animals." Holly West can
be contacted on (01) 836 7541.

Subway 'star' surfaces
Subway is already talking to
SUBWAY RECORDS is ready to
negotiate with overseas licensees for overseas licensees regarding both
product from its artist, Brian items of product, but is still
interested to hear from others who
Maxine.
Maxinc is best known to those may be keen.
who watch World of Sport as British CONTACT: Subway Records, Suite
13, Isabel House, 46-47 Victoria
Middleweight Wrestling Champion.
However, in 1973 he also established Road, Surbiton, Surrey. (01) 399
the other side of his career when he 5324/5.
received awards as best new country
performer from Billboard and The
Country Music Association. After
Male order
spells with EMI and DJM, Maxine
PRODUCER STEVE Royal, whose
signed to Subway last year.
Ego Music has a production deal
The company has now acquired
with RCA Records, is looking for a
Maxine's last album from DJM and
male singer, aged 18 to 20. "He
has remixed and in the main remust have a strong image and be
recorded it. Colin Towns from
into pop music," says Royal who
Gillan has been used on keyboards,
has some terrific material and a
The album, now called Fast And
record deal waiting.
Fancy, will be released in the UK this
CONTACT: Steve Royal from 3 to
month as is a three track single,
6pm (01) 486 8389.
Highway Fever.

DEADLINE FOR the Gospel
Songwriters, Lyricists and
Vocalists Competition which
offers 530,000 in cash and
recording prizes, is March 25.
The festival, which is part of
the Music City Festival group of
competitions, is held in
Nashville, Tennessee and is open
to professional and amateur
writer/artists with prizes for
both. There are distinct
categories, it seems, in gospel
music and songs can be entered
in one or several sections which
include traditional/inspirational;
contemporary; country; black
and crossover. The judges are
qualified well-known US gospel
music industry professionals.
For information and a quick
entry form contact Mick Lloyd,
festival director, Music City
Festival, PO Box 120050,
Nashville, Tennessee 37212.
BARRY McCLOUD Enterprises
in association with David Hubert
and Associates are looking for a
catalogue deal for the US label
Unicorn.
Unicorn acts are The Joe
Chemay Band, whose current
album, The Riper The Finer, has
just entered Billboard's Top 100
and J D Drews, who has an LP
which features musicians such as
The Brcckcr Brothers and Jan
Akkcrman and was recently in
Billboard's single charts with
Don't Want Nobody.
"In the US, Unicorn has a
pressing and distribution deal
with MCA but is interested in a
good deal for the UK and
Europe," says McCloud.
"It is currently having
discussions with certain named
acts in respect of further label
signing." Contact: Barry
McCloud Enterprises, Suite 13,

Quick Tips
Isabel House, 46-47 Victoria
Road, Surbiton, Surrey. (01) 399
5324/5.
CHRIS ROBINSON and Bill
Gilliam (ex-Panda staffers) have
set up their own company,
Upright Artists, offering a
personal service of management,
agency, publishing and
production to a select few artists.
"We're offering different,
individually tailored deals for
artists as required," says
Robinson. Already signed to the
agency are The Alley Cats; Dead
Kennedys
(also
for
management), Doll by Doll; The
Mutants, Nightdoctor; The
Regents and Wall of Voodoo.
Upright Artists share the same
address as Marcus Music and can
provide a 36-track digital studio,
video and cassette copying
facilities, press, promotion and
all the production facilities one
might rcquire.
Contact Chris Robinson or
Bill Gilliam, Upright Artists, 4953 Kensington Gardens Square,
London W2. (01)229 8856.
FOUR MEMBERS of the
defunct band. Late Show are
back in the studio and have some
tracks available.
Group member Dave Head
says: "We hope there is an
audience we have built up of
impatient millions awaiting new
product."
To get a tape of the as yet unnamed band's material ring Dave
Head in the morning or after
6pm (01) 253 4988.
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INDIES

INJECT A NEW

SURGE

OF

OPTIMISM

INTO DUTCH INDUSTRY
WEA's Ben Bunders, who had
P(i)eters. Elsewhere in this Focus,
By SUE BAKER
previously professed optimism for
they explain why, during an
AMSTERDAM: Optimisim economic
the future, put his money where his
recession, they felt the
is alive and well, and
mouth is by providing substantial
time was right to begin their own
funding for TTR. And one of the
companies.
currently to be found all over
very
latest new labels to arrive on the
Cecs
Wessels,
erstwhile
managing
Holland.
director of RCA Holland, was scene has a distribution deal for
another who could no longer equate
Benelux with WEA.
At the time of MW's last look at
his ideas for that company with
Polydor has come up with two
Holland in November 1979, the
those of his top management. Last
ideas in the search for new talent.
news for the record industry could
October
he
left,
and
has
now
begun
They
are its own Backdoor label, for
hardly have been worse, and yet
two ventures on his own account.
which Ton van den Breemer is
during the intervening period, a
With an eye to the budget market, collecting local talent which will be
large number of small, independent
presented "cheaply" on disc, and
where he feels there is still a
units has sprung up, dealing with
potential for enormous growth, he distribution of the Egmond label,
everything from publishing and
which
was started by Ronald van
has
Top
Budget,
which
already
production to promotion. In many
represents Pickwick in Holland, and den Brink and Jos van Woudenberg
instances, these new units are the
Wessels is negotiating for further to provide an opportunity for
brain children of the men from the
budget labels. His Roadrunncr BY is unknown talent to begin a recording
very top of the established
concerned with production and career though the release of cheaply
companies, where changing policies
produced, low budget singles.
promotion, and Wessels has just
have created a lack of conviction.
Fritz Hirschland, manager of
signed his first artist.
One of the biggest surprises of the
This trend towards independent internationally known Dutch acts
year came from Ruud Wijnants,
companies has not gone unnoticed such as Earth & Fire and Kayak, set
who, after achieving an impressive
by the majors, many of whom have up Qcumbcr for independent
record of growth as managing
already become financially involved promotion productions. The
director of CNR, left to begin TTR
in exchange for the injection of new company is also involved in the
Records, taking Bart van der Laar
creativity, which will result from a merchandising material from acts
with him.
well-run small unit. CBS managing like Kiss, David Bowie and Status
At Ariola, general manager Anton
director Koos de Vreeze explains the Quo.
Witkamp ceased to see eye-to-eye
It is because of this surge of faith
thinking behind his company's deal
with upper management, and is now
with Eddy Ouwens' A&R Records in in the future that MW has devoted a
running Pineapple Music
these pages. Ouwens is a successful large proportion of this Focus On
Consultants. EMI Music Publishing
producer, and his name is already Holland to the new independent
lost both Peter Schoonhoven and
attracting
the attention of a number units.
Pieter van Bodegravcn when they
of interested artists.
started their Company of the Two

TTR says small is beautiful
lined up for the whole of Europe,
different kinds of music. It is the
TTR RECORDS was launched
independent units all over the world
which makes the trip worthwhile for
last November, and scored an
which have a feeling for this, and
them."
immediate chart success with the
not the big companies."
The Hamburg office, which is run
single, The Kiss, by three girls
by Rolf Baierle, is of key importance
TTR began life with six acts, four
known as Babe — a good indication
since Wijnants, in particular, sees
of which are established names in
of the increasingly important role
the German market as being one of
Holland, and three of which were
being played by small creative units
the most important for the Dutch
previously under contract with
like this company.
record business. He has even been
CNR.
Bart van der Laar, one of TTR's
It also has a licensing agreement
quoted as saying that he considers it
three directors, told MW: "I think
with the British Red Bus label for
to be of greater importance to
the big companies have big
Holland than the US market.
Benelux and Germany, although van
problems. There is a lack of ideas
The thinking behind this stems
der Laar says; "We are not really
because, with loo many people
from the fact that the German
looking for labels. We are a
employed, no one is being creative.
record market is about five times the
production company with our own
This is something we saw at first
size of the Dutch one, giving
label, of course, and we mostly want
hand,"
to do things on our own. Red Bus enormous sales potential, coupled to
TTR was started by Ruud
will probably be the only one we will which promotion on German TV
Wijnants, who as managing director
handle, and we have them because reaches a growing number of Dutch
of CNR, had played an important
households. Wijnants also feels that
their artists please us so much."
part in the success of that company.
Several new signings have joined financial aspects are easier to control
He was joined by van der Laar,
than
they arc when dealing with the
the
roster,
including
its
first
nonformerly MD of Carrere Ncderland,
Dutch artist. "Her name is Anne US.This month TTR begins its first
and, from Carrere Germany, by cxBertucci, she is a rock singer, and
MD Rolf Baierlc. Distribution is
television advertising campaign. The
she is the big discovery of the year in
through WEA for the Benelux
subject is the new album from the
the US," says van der Laar. "We
countries and RCA for West
Belgian guitarist, Francis Goya, who
signed her from Europe last
Germany, Switzerland and Austria.
already has several platinum discs to
December in the face of immense
Van der Laar continues: "Our
his
credit.
competition from many other
experience with the bigger
During the recent Midcm, TTR
independents."
companies showed that everything
negotiated worldwide deals for the
And it is TTR's intention to sign
you wanted to do you had to do for
album with guaranteed TV
more international artists.
yourself, so why not start on your
promotion.
And with an album
"We have our own office In
own? If you look at the world, it is
Hamburg, and arc opening one in entitled Moscow Nights, it seems
the independent units which arc
Paris. This makes us a strong appropriate that Goya will be
being creative.
proposition for US artists, because touring Russia at the end of this year
"Creative people drop dead in a
— a further outcome from TTR's
we can bring them here with a
bigcompany. It is not 1940, it's 1981.
presence at Midem.
proper tour and good promotion
and there are different tastes and
m/DE

Record company reports 2-8 ' Publishing viewpoint 4 • Music consultants 4 • Copyright
association feature.

THE RECENT launch of (he CBS Holland's Collage series was a/so the
occasion when several gold and silver discs were presented to artists featured in
the series. Rembrandt was reincarnated for (he evening (in the disguised person
of CBS classical product manager Paul Blitz) to mark the fact that a pen-andink drawing by the original Rembrandt adorns the sleeve of a newly
released album of popular Dutch melodies. Holding the awards, from left, are
Pirn Jacobs, Thijs van Leer, Rita Reys, Louis van Dijk, producer John J Vis,
and Rogier van Otterloo.
NVPI urges creation
of sound archives
LEO BOUDEWIJNS, managing director of the NVPI (Holland's
equivalent of the BP1), took advantage of the Christmas gift season by
sending a well-produced LP to 1,000 journalists, broadcasters and
Government members as both a thank-you token and a reminder of
the need for a national sound archive in Holland.
Boudewijns says: "There is an urgent need for a central institute,
where Dutch culture in the form of sound recordings can be brought
together and preserved.
"Although the history of sound recording is only about 100 years
old, with Holland contributing for no more than 80 years, a great deal
of historically important material has already gone missing. What is
still available is often of miserable quality, and indeed books from the
Middle Ages arc generally in a belter stale than sound recordings from
1910.
"Also, these recordings are not easily accessible for the interested
music lovers, the music students and musicians. They tend to be
scattered around in private collections."
A committee has been appointed to investigate (he situation, and its
report on objectives, activities and the financial structure is due to be
published this spring. The LP is a timely forerunner to the report,
containing both light and classical music designed to remind people
just what they are missing by the absence of a national sound archive.
AMSTERDAM - ORANJE NASSAULAAN 25
TEL. 020-797047
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Company men take the

lone road to success
"I then asked Picicr (van caused problems," Van Bodcgraven
"1980 WAS a good time to start
Bodegraven) to join me as a partner. says. "We were getting very good
The Company because the music
We
had worked together at EMI salaries, but inside both Peter and I
industry has to gel better. I
Music for about four years, and for felt we should be doing something
think ihai,--if things get any
me he is one of the best A&R guys for ourselves. The other thing was
worse, there will be no industry around.
And, in the first year with that at EMI we were only doing
at all in two years, and that
the market not in good shape, we've publishing, but we also wanted to
cannot happen. So, for us, that scored. Given the circumstances,
produce, which was not possible. So
was a good start. We can only we've done well."
the whole combination was reason
Probably
one
of
the
most
enough
to leave."
grow better because the industry
rewarding
aspects
for
Schoonhoven
And Schoonhoven points out
must get healthier."
that, in this people-orientated
So says Peter Schoonhoven, who in starling The Company has been
business, deals arc often with a
with Picicr van Bodcgraven, began the reaction of those people who
company because of a particular
The Company of the Two P(i)ctcrs encouraged him initially.
person employed there. If, as so
often happens, that person leaves
We are very selective, partly because
before the end of an artist's
contract, then continuity is lost, and
of money, but also because of our
the artist may feel as if the company
has become just an empty shell to
them,
good name.. /
"People who work with us now
"For me, the proof that this know that they will work with us
in Holland at the beginning of last
business is so personal is that a lot of until the end of their contract. It is
year, following their departure from
the people who worked with me at our company, so we will not leave.
EMI Music Publishing.
EMI, especially some of the US That is one of our big attractions."
During his years with EMI Music,
lawyers, really supported me," he
Schoonhoven was often told by
After one year, The Company can
says. "Their attitude was that they claim five No 1 singles in Benelux.
business friends and colleagues that
he should start something on his were working with me and not EMI. And it immediately signed the
Naturally, only a small percentage catalogues of big international
own, and this first year tends to
prove they knew what they were of the support offered eventually names such as Bob Dylan, Kiss,
materialised, but I'm very happy Santana, Boston, Quincy Jones and
talking about.
that all the people I considered to be Garland Jeffreys. It also has the
Schoonhoven recalls: "I started to
friends proved to be just that."
set up a publishing company for
Cleveland catalogue, which includes
Peter and Pieter can afford to feel Ellen Foley and Stephanie Mills, and
Gerry Oord 12 years ago, and built it
happy about the confidence shown Eaton Music, which includes Status
from scratch into one of the top two.
in them by colleagues, particularly Quo, Jimmy Webb and Nilsson. As
Then I realised I was 32, so I asked
when it is shown by the receipt of a van Bodcgraven puts it; "We were
EMI about setting up my own
small catalogue of songs as a gift. In lucky enough that we had only one
company. About this time, they
November, they received a single in Eurovision — What's
were taken over by Thorn, which
said it was against its policy for
catalogue, small but containing a Another Year."
anyone working for the company to couple of good songs, from a lawyer
The Company is, however, well
in the US with whom they had balanced with a strong list of
have an interest in any other
business.
worked. The letter said: "Herewith national artists. For publishing,
"Having done it for someone else,
my little present for the opening of there is May wood, two sisters whose
I wanted to do it for me. Several
your new company".
international potential is rated
multinationals heard about my
One thing The Company will try highly, Massada, George Baker,
plans, and began to contact me
to avoid is getting too big to whose song When was recently
about sponsorship, Bertelsmann,
maintain the continuity in which recorded by Slim Whitman and
which owns Ariola, was the choice
they believe. "EMI became such a reached the Top 10 of the US
because it gave the most freedom
large company with such a lot of country chart, Kayak, Earth & Fire,
and the finance we needed.
catalogues and gross income that it and The Meteors.

kii-

m

FOUNDERS OF The Company Pieter van Bodegraven (left) and
Peter Schoonhoven (right) flank Terry Oates of Eaton Music
following last year's signing of the deal between the two companies.
Van Bodegraven says: "On the few years, will be one of the biggest
national side in particular, we arc new acts from Holland," says van
most interested in working with Bodegraven.
people who can take care of
Oh Boy are being produced by
themselves. 'We work closely with David Knopfler of Dire Straits, and
them, but they need to be characters. The Company feels they are a band
If artists want to work with to develop for the future. It is also
professionals, and they choose us, involved in Dutch language
then it is a good combination, productions with the newly-signed
because we want the same thing.
Het Paloma Trio.
'People who work with us know that
they will work with us until the end of
their contract.
"We are both young so we can
Last November, a UK set-up was
spend a lot of lime with our acts. formed called The Company of the
Many evenings and most weekends Two P(i)eiers Ltd represented by
we are on the road, seeing bands Eaton Music, which reciprocally has
live, and we arc always there for TV itself represented in Holland by The
appearances and during studio Company. The first copyright
recording."
picked up through this association
On the production side, The was And The Birds Were Singing by
Company has already signed The Sweet People, which went to No 4 in
Meteors, with the first LP produced the UK chart. The Company has
by Connie Plank, whose now placed the Harry Thuman
productions include Ullravox, Eno single with Phonogram and, says
and Dcvo.
van Bodegraven, it will be the
"We have also recently signed the second success in the UK.
Dutch band Oh Boy which, within a

The worldwide view of pop
from Phonogram International
HOLLAND IS the home of
Phonogram, one half of the
PolyGram giant completed by
PoKdor in Hamburg. An important
part of the Phonogram operation
based at Baarn outside Amsterdam
irsrd signs
solo imb
at Midem
PATTY BP API) certainly has
no com plain is about Midcm this
year.
Phonoyram utilised the
occasion for the launch of her
first solo LP since leaving the
well-known Dutch girl trio.
Love. The LP. entitled AH This
Way, was recorded in Los
Angeles, containing songs by US
writers and featuring musicians
of the calibre of Lee Pitenour
and Billy Preston. Putty
produced it herself with the aid
of Carlo Nasi.
M idem br o u ght fort h
contracts with most European
countries, including Germany,
where she will make three TV
appearances. In May she goes to
Japan for a promotion tour and
TV shows to coincide with the
album release there.
2 HOLLAND SUPPLEMENT

is the Phonogram International
Division headed in the pop music
sector by Aarl Dalhuiscn.
Dalhuisen joined Phonogram four
years ago, and became executive vice
president of Phonogram
International on January 1 this year.
"I'm in the unique position of
being able to concentrate on pop
music on a worldwide scale," he told
MW during one of his regular visits
to London.
He has been structuring his
division in the manner which he
believes is essential for efficient and
protilable functioning in the rapidly
changing music scene of the
Eighties. "I joined Phonogram
during the big boom, at the time of
Lear-Jet travel and champagne," he
smiled. "It was an abnormal boom,
the disco thing, and a lot of MDs
everywhere seemed to sit back and
relax instead of developing new
things as well as selling disco.
The tendency now is back to
quality and MOR, and stars with
personality and stage presence are
returning."
Dalhuisen has made Phonogram
International what he terms "a
visible unit" as opposed to a distant,
impersonal headquarters in a place
called Baarn. His product managers
each specialise in a certain aspect of
repertoire from heavy metal to
MOR, and the emphasis is "product
orientated, not area orientated".

He believes in the essential
international character and quality
of popular music, and it's
immaterial where an act is signed.
Vital ingredients arc winning the
trust and confidence of artists and
staff.
"Without being arrogant, 1 can
say in principle that any act is better
off with an international company
like ours rather than doing a lot of
scattered individual deals for various
territories," Dalhuisen said. "I
never promise an act 100 per cent of
the world. Obviously some acts are
suitable for some territories more
than others, but we like to think that
those we take are good for most.
And if the first record doesn't take
off, you must give a second and
a third a try."
The Phonogram International
product managers under Dalhuisen
and general manager Jan
Corduwener meet regularly to
sample new acts and product, listen
to the music, discuss it and make a
decision.
"I will over-rule a decision and
insist on the release of something if
I'm convinced it should be
released," said Dalhuisen, "but
such a situation rarely happens."
He also attends regular PolyGram
Record Operations meetings "so
that everyone knows what everyone
else is doing" ami to compare notes
with his Polvdor International
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A ART DALHUISEN (left), Phonogram International executive vice
president, with Elton John In Australia last autumn as John signed his
Phonogram International contract.
counlerpurt, Udo von Stein, to returning in time to see Status Quo
avoid the possibility of them chasing on their Dutch tour, and last autumn
the same acts and unwittingly he was in Australia to sign Elton
bidding against each other.
John.
Travelling plays a major role in
Now 42 and a family man,
Dalhuisen's working calendar. He Dalhuisen has been christened "the
visits London every two weeks, the oldest swinger in town" by his
US at least six times a year, plus colleagues, but he promises; "The
many other far-flung destinations. day I gel tired of it, I'll stop doing
This moiilh he is in Japan, and then it."
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phonogram international
. '3PolyGramCompany,
Phonogram Inreniational B.V., Gerrit van der Veenlaan 4,
3740 AA Baam,The Netherlands.
Tel;+31 (2154) 199 ll.Telex: 43400.
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Inelco—aiming

to

TT.

reach the

•'N
thinking
A BRITISH busker, well known
to thousands of people from his
entertainment on street corners
and along cinema queues, has
become a huge success in
Belgium without singing a note.
This unlikely story comes
from Inelco Benelux, which,
apart from dealing with
distribution for Stiff, Earlobe
and Avatar, also has a licensing
deal with a local Belgian
production unit, which has
resulted in a certain amount of
fame for our busker.
Ric Urmel, international A&R
man for Inelco, explains what
happened: "Two friends of mine
had written a song called There
Ain't No Age for Rock And Roll,
which was recorded by The
Veterans. The idea was to find an
old man, who could then mime it for
the video.
"We had a lot of trouble finding
the right guy, until 1 remembered
from my visits to London a man I
had seen tap dancing and singing on
the corner outside Harrods. We
contacted him, and he turned out to
be the president of the Buskers'
Society.
"Jon Roscman made the video for
us, and the record sold in excess of
25,000 copies in Belgium. We've
now just released another single by
The Veterans called I'm Jogging, for
which we wanted to use the same
man again. But this time we couldn't
find him until the UK police, who
helped us in the search, tracked him
down, still tap dancing, in
Liverpool."

<ro

person
Urmel, who was closely associated
with the setting up of Ariola
Belgium five years ago, joined
Inelco Belgium last June and in
November look over the
responsibility for international A&R
for Benelux. He is now based in
Holland, but divides his lime
between the two offices, and is busv
building up the Belgian side.
"I have just secured Alfie
Falckcnbach as marketing manager
for Belgium, who, to my mind, is
one of the best marketing men in the
country. And 1 already have a guy
working full lime on promotion
there. In Holland, I have taken over
the whole international side of A&R,
so we are more or less settled with
the new structure here, too."
Realistic size
Urmel added that Inelco's slogan
at Midem, A Smart Alternative,
sums up its goals for Benelux. "We
are a company for people who think
twice. All the big companies are
slimming down to a realistic size,
and this is probably a hard time to
make a choice between record firms,
certainly for certain territories.
"If you want to combine
territories, you must be aware of the
strength of a company in both
Holland and Belgium, You must
have a strong balance between the
two. If you are in a position to do
so, then you compete in terms of
money and facilities, but I don't
even want to compete on those levels
because I feel that, for many labels,
artists and independent units, we can
give belter and more personalised

1
RIC URMEL, Inelco Benelux
international A&R manager.
treatment."
An example of this personalised
attention comes from the first single
release in Holland following the
acquisition of the Stiff label's
distribution by Inelco. Baggy
Trousers by Madness look seven
weeks to break.
"We knew there was an audience
for Madness in Holland, and we had
faith in the single," says
Urmel. "The key was the video clip
with the flying saxophone player,
but we also had one guy working on
the single for seven weeks.
"I'm not sure if other companies
with many lies internationally could
afford to do this, because more than
three weeks' work on one record
means that 18 other singles are
wailing for promotion. We have this
problem to a much lesser extent.
When the single broke, LP sales
rocketed, and it is now almost
platinum. The long-term effect is
that Madness have established
themselves in Holland, and we have
an act with whom we can score more
hit singles."
On February 2, Inelco began
distribution of Stiff product in
Belgium, and Madness again
provided the first single release with
Embarrassment, which is already
doing well in Holland. The first two
Madness LPs are among priority
releases, together with product from
Ian Dury, Joe "King" Carrasco,

Universal helps to create a

more musical environment
ON THE face of things. Universal Songs is just another
love for music will buy not only sheet music, but also
publisher, representing as it does many large catalogues cassettes and recorded music in order to hear their own
like Northern Songs, Chinnichap and Rak. But. while performance and the work of other artists.
taking every opportunity for commercial exploitation, the
Landman describes Universal Songs as a complete
company is also adopting a more philanthropic approach.
publisher, concentrating on representing others, including
"Society is becoming more and more undisciplined,"
big overseas companies, but also creating a series of
says MD Wim Landman, "and the more unemployment special activities.
there is, the more this will grow. And discipline is exactly
Although a great amont of the music in Holland is
what music is all about.
British or American, he feels it should be logical that at
"It is something you can make at home alone or in class least 20 per cent of the chart is local product, and adds:
with other people, and any aggression can be lost in the "Over the past year, the emphasis has begun to swing
music. We have taken a position not to be so much into
Dutch product, and this is due in no small
the new things like video. We arc keeping a keen eye on towards
to the pirate stations.
this, and will take our share, but we arc concentrating measure
"Look at it this way. A human being remains a human
more on the areas where you can give people something in being,
but the European Community is changing many of
which to participate actively."
the
things which form the basis of a country's
To further this idea. Universal Songs is engaged in a individuality.
retreat into their own
series of special educational projects with the young environment to Sofeel people
English composer Malcolm Binney. Binney has taken pan pirates reflects this. more at home.Thc success of the
in teaching projects around the UK, and has now begun
also want to serve the public because music is not
to teach and lecture at music schools in Holland. The just"We
a way of making money, it's a way of life. We want
Universal Songs involvement is the responsibility of to be as complete as possible, and to inspire people to do
general manager Bram Keizer, who explains the latest
things to serve. So we have all sections, and arc known as
project.
much for our choir and gospel music as for the more
"We are organising a special weekend of music for the popular catalogues. And now we are involved in this
province of Utrecht which will take place at the end of interesting project with Malcolm Binney."
March," he says. "On the Friday there will be a
Another idea being pursued by Universal Songs in an
workshop for 40 teachers from all the various schools
effort to attract people into the music shops is a scries of
conducted by Malcolm Binney. In addition, 250 pupils products under the name Music Boutique, which ranges
from all the music schools will study a programme
from patches, badges and key-rings to pendants and
consisting of symphony orchestra, big band and
brooches. There is also notepaper, serviettes, a vase and a
woodwind, which will then be performed in Utrecht on
jigsaw, and all carry musical symbols and notes and retail
the Sunday, with Binney conducting the symphony."
at low prices.
The weekend will be financed by Universal Songs,
"These are nice to have," says Landman. "We put
which sees it as a good way of encouraging youngsters to them into the music shops, and hopefully they encourage
grow up with the company. Naturally, sales of sheet people to pop in for a small item, and maybe then they sec
music arc one of the aims. However, Landman makes the a music book they may not have known about and which
point that children growing up with a knowledge of and they will also buy."
4 HOLLAND SUPPLEMENT

SPARGO, Inelco's Dutch group with much international potential.
and The Plasmatics, who have been
louring Belgium and Holland.
Despite a certain amount of
gloom in the record industry over
the past year, Urmel says: "I am not
a born pessimist. I believe in the
creative aspect of this industry,
which is immeasurable but dominant
in everything. True talent will always
come up with a good production or
song, which will then be ahead of the
market, and prove that we cannot
measure the record business by
strictly following the marketing
patterns of other products, much of
which like dairy produce, goes stale
within a couple of weeks.
Back catalogue
"The past couple of years have
shown a drastic drop in back
catalogue sales, with only the top
repertoire doing well. So, if you arc
not active in A&R but were doing
well in back catalogue, then you now
have more of a problem than those
who search for new acts and develop
them. But this also has its dangers
because if you are without a hit for
three months, then you are also in
trouble,"
Inelco is concentrating on
establishing not only the Stiff rosier
of artists, but also artists like
Noosha Fox on Larry Utlal's
Earlobe label, and product from the
new Anastasia group label, Avatar,

both of which arc distributed by
Inelco in Benelux.
It is fell that it is too early to start
signing local acts, although Inelco
already has the Dutch group
Spargo, who have a great deal of
international potential and have
achieved several hit singles in their
home territory.
"But we haven't even begun to
exploit them internationally,"
comments Urmel. "They have been
top five in the Italian and Spanish
charts, and have had product
released in Japan, South Africa,
Germany, Austria and so on. In the
UK they are with DJM, and we are
considering an offer for the eastern
European countries. But North
America and South America have
not yet been approached, and I'm
sure they're wide open for Spargo."
One of the reasons why Inelco can
afford to spend what might be
considered as an inordinate amount
of time on individual records and
artists is its financial structure.
"Through its function as a
distribution organisation, Inelco
can, to a certain extent, pay for its
expenses because of RCA and VIP
in Holland," Urmel explains. "That
goes some of the way towards the
day-to-day costs of the operation,
which is a big weight off our backs.
The constant pressure for turnover is
lessened, so a specific product gets
more attention."

Industry gets a boost
from Pineapple boss
ANTON WITKAMP is a busy man. Not only has he recently formed
Pineapple Music Consultants, which offers freelance services for
promotion and marketing in the record industry, but he is also coordinating the Ten Day Record Event, which is planned for
September.
This function, running from September 23 until October 3, is
designed to upgrade the image of the record industry, and to
encourage more people to make regular visits to their local record
dealers.
"The idea was originated by a group of dealers in the Rotterdam
area, who saw the need for some form of concentrated promotion by
the industry as a whole, and the organisation is now in the hands of
people from the record companies, the dealers and
BUMA/STEMRA, the copyright organisation," Witkamp explains.
"The Ten Day Record Event is intended to become an annual affair,
and will lake place in the spring in following years."
Activities already planned include extensive advertising to inform
people of the event, window and in-storc displays, special premium
LPs, and a guide to be distributed house-to-house and through
dealers, giving details of some 50 new LPs.
Special events are also being lined up for the 10-day period
involving prizes for the public, and the highspot of the promotion will
be the live broadcast of a variety show.
AVRO will televise this show on September 25, and the programme
will, as Witkamp expresses it, "feature all the top acts the industry can
deliver. Since one of the aims of the whole event is to get the older,
post-pop audience back into the record stores on a regular basis, the
emphasis will be on MOR acts of the calibre, say, of Barry Manilow."
Witkamp got the job of co-ordinating the Ten Day Record Event
while still with Ariola, and has retained this central role since his
departure from the company to form Pineapple Music Consultants in
partnership with Albert Slendcbroek, who is also ex-Ariola.
Witkamp says; "I thought for a long time that there was a
possibility for an independent unit offering services and advice to the
music industry, to publishers, management and artists. Pineapple is
offering anything anyone wants, and where we haven't the staff to
handle something, then we shall use outside people.
"For instance, we can give a certain amount of legal advice on
agreements and contracts, but if necessary there is also a legal firm we
can call on. We have had a very good response so far."
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Label follows in the successful
steps of Hilversum Music
Jam Band for the world, with Geoff
"1 DON'T know anything about
Goy's White Line company looking
music. 1 can't sing or play an
after them in the UK.
instrument. But 1 hear things in
"I don't have an exclusive deal
the same way as the people on
with Goy," says Prick, "but we'll
the street. If I like a tune, then
give each other certain product. I
it's probable that those people
signed the Ram Jam Band through
on the street will like it too. I
Geoff, and now he has his own
W
label, he has them for Britain."
don't pretend to know what's
Prick began life in the booking
going on in the music business. I
business, and then worked as a
just do what 1 feel is right."
professional disc jockey around
This modest admission comes
Europe before starling Hilversum
from Charlie Prick, who
Music on his own and building up its
founded Hilversum Music 18
activities to the extent of now
months ago, followed six
employing a staff of six.
months later by his own label,
He is a great believer in melody
CHARLIE PRICK of and the strength of the song. Most
Papagayo. During its existence,
Hilversum Music.
of the songs on the Savalas album
Hilversum Music has acquired
come from Nashville writers, and
the Benelux rights to the weeks of its release.
Prick says: "I'm very close to these
Chrysalis catalogue, publishing
With his Papagayo label. Prick
people because I think this is a town
rights to the Dutch hit group
has
scored
heavily
in
signing
Telly
where nice melodies
come from, and
Spargo, auu
ipargo,
and a puu...,..ug
publishing mm
link
Sava!aSt whose inilial singIc and Lp
melodies
wi
bc
very
melodies
will||The
bc song
very i important in
with K-tel, which resulted in the have sold well, and for whom he is the
Eighties.
the Eighties.
The song
is the basis of
Sterren Gala (Star Gala) album
everything, and if that's right,
now negotiating a US release.
and a gold award within three Papagayo has also signed the Ram success will follow."
follow.'
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MCA ready to join
ranks of the majors
"MCA MUST have noticed the
good development in turnover
during the licence agreement
with EMI," says Bert Meyer.
Which explains why he now finds
himself running the MCA operation
from an office in the Ariola building
in Haarlem with a staff of one. He
declares that the current artist roster
shows that MCA is due to become a
major company on the Dutch scene.
The independent office was
established at the beginning of last
year, with continuity assurred by
virtue of the fact that Meyer had
previously handled the MCA label
(among others) at EMI.
"The obvious advantage was that
1 knew a lot about the label. With
such an amount of broadly-based
back catalogue, it is important to
have someone here who knows that
catalogue, and how to market and
exploit it properly. We have had a
very good first year as an
independent unit, reached our
targets, and have begun to expand in
the fields of marketing and
promotion."
Meyer remains optimistic despite
the general gloom prevailing in the
music industry, and believes there
arc still opportunities for all and that
some of the enforced economies and
cutbacks were no bad thing.
Spoilt with success
"We were spoilt with success,
with lots of money for marketing
and promotion, and when things are
going so well, you tend to lose a bit
of perspective. Once growth
disappears, then hard economic laws
apply, and it was a cleansing process
throughout the industry.
"There has been a lot of rubbish
released, but now is the time for
creativity, to nurture the right artists
and to bc selective. Creativity means
the independents, who will grow in
impact because they are closer to the
artists and have a better feel for the
artists' music and careers."
One of the most interesting
occurrences over the past year has
been the breaking of Don Williams
in the Dutch market, and the
manner in which it was
accomplished.
Meyer explains: "In the past, a lot
of effort has been put into this
name, and everyone knew he had
sales potential here, but he never
sold more than two or three
thousand records in Holland.

f?7-v

BERT MEYER of MCA
Holland.
Somehow the exposure was never
right.
"Then John Wilkcs of MCA in
the UK had the idea of using one of
the TV ad record companies, and we
approached K-(cl and its general
manager here, Peter Klocth, who
was enthusiastic about the idea. The
result was A Touch Of Don
Williams, which sold-in 22,000 units
and is now close to the 100,000
platinum mark."
Meyer feels there is too much
emphasis on the need for a chart
single to promote an album. "There
is a lack of good exposure for LP
promotion," he says. "The success
of the TV-promoted albums has
tended to make the consumer la/y
and diverted too much attention
away from regular product."
Even so, MCA has recently
achieved substantial album sales on
Tom Petty and Steely Dan, although
the LP by Rupert Holmes, which
spawned two chart singles, did not
live up to expectations.
Budget series
MCA has great back catalogue
strength, and with the acquisition of
ABC Records, Meyer rates it as
about the biggest and best (here is in
this respect. He is confident he could
compile a budget series of up to 100
albums from the back catalogue
resources.
On this front, the Heroes OF Rock
'n' Roll LP, released last year
containing archive material byartists such as Fats Domino, Little
Richard and Buddy Holly, proved a
strong seller, and Meyer has
followed it up with a second volume.
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A smart alternative
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Phone:02977-28855
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DON WILLIAMS: his Touch Of LP is approaching platinum status
in Holland.
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Feels So

Good campaign

makes CBS boss
LAST AUTUMN CBS launched the well as Listen to the Music, back
campaign Feels So Good with catalogue sold well and Joe Jackson
quality as the theme {MW October broke from this campaign. If you
really concentrate and combine all
IS), and another visit to its offices in
Haarlem disclosed how the your forces in a campaign, including
campaign is progressing, and the various artists with a good trailer,
you might move some catalogue."
thoughts of MD Koos de Vreezc on
the rise of the independents,
particularly in the light of the recent
deal between CBS and the newly'In lots of areas we
formed A&R Records.
De Vreeze says: "The total Feels
haven't even
So Good campaign did well, with the
TV advertised LP Listen to the
scratched the
Music (the introductory compilation
LP) selling around 85,000 units. If
surface yet We
you take into consideration average
sales on TV-advertised LPs over the
past year that's good, because the
have reserves to
number of these campaigns has
made them less effective. We have
exploit'
reached that number in the three
months since the campaign began,
At a time when the back catalogue
and the nice thing is that it will be a
market appears almost non-existent,
standard LP now. It's still selling,
the success of this campaign
and will probably sell for a long
highlights the fact that there is still a
lime.
market to be tapped, if it is
"The other nice thing is the
approached in the right way.
number of sales in catalogue items,
De Vreeze adds: "I think the
particularly with those artists who
problem is that there are a number
were TV-advertised. Janis Ian, for
of
companies which are just dealing
example, sold 80,000 units of the TV
with new repertoire and hardly
LP and the same number in back
paying any attention to catalogue.
catalogue."
The dealer is not so willing to stock
CBS was analysing campaigns
catalogue items and therefore
recently at one of its special
prefers companies like EMI and
marketing meetings, and recapped
Phonogram which have a lot of
on Stepping To The Eighties, which
experience in reworking this
was launched at the beginning of last
repertoire. We don't have so much
year. Says de Vreeze: "For that we
background to do this, but I think it
had a commercially availablehas to be done in a unique way so
sampler, although it didn't do as

smile
that you distinguish yourself in the
marketplace.
"So 1 really believe in the quality
aspect; in giving something valuable
to the people for their money. It
starts, of course, with the repertoire,
but the quality of the packaging for,
say, our Collage series of Dutch
artists is also very unique."
1980/81 has seen the emergence of
a number of small independents
which are becoming increasingly
predominant from a creative point
of view.
"I don't see this as a threat," says
de Vreeze. "After all, CBS now has
a deal with A&R Records, and this
fits in with my policy as far as A&R
is concerned. It is not really a threat,
but it depends how you arc
organised yourself for A&R,
because the smaller units arc
appealing to artists from an
attention point of view.
"Also, in most cases, the indies
combine various things: publishing,
management, production. They are
much closer to the artists.
Personally, I'm against the record
company doing the management,
but in the indies it is quite natural.
They are set up around a publisher
or a producer, and the commercial
exploitation is much more
concentrated.
"The danger could come from a
dependence on that type of outfit.
There is either a licence or pressing
and distribution agreement, which
may not be extended. If the indie is
successful, you may find that they
control some of your turnover. This

\ .

JOE JACKSON, the A&M artist who broke through in Holland
during the CBS Listen To The Music campaign.
means you stand to lose a lot if the roster consists of mainly Dutch
contract does not continue, or language acts.
"What is most important for all
renegotiations are unbalanced. So,
the situation increases the of CBS Europe," continues de
company's responsibility to develop Vreeze, "is that local A&R will get
its own artists."
increased priority. In order not to
CBS' deal with A&R Records become completely reliant on
differs in that A&R does its own international repertoire, you must
promotion, and also has a say in the increase your local artists' strengths
packaging and marketing. CBS does and break them throughout Europe.
the marketing and distribution, but Exploitation of catalogue will be
the whole creative responsibility is done everywhere. In order to remain
with A&R, together with promotion. a big company, you need a big basis
"There are two main reasons for and a wide mix."
the deal. First, I can't see us having
And for the rest of 1981 and on
the capacity to develop repertoire in into the decade? "In 1981,
this area (MOR) in the next couple hopefully, we can continue to have
of years. Secondly, particularly in the market share we have built in the
the commercial MOR field, the role past two years. I am confident that
of the producer is very important, we can. I still think that it is
and promotion too. So, having a possible, even in the smaller market,
unit set up around the producer for to grow. In lots of areas we haven't
both these aspects seems to me, even scratched the surface yet. We
under the circumstances, a very have reserves to exploit. If you have
good solution."
good control on your costs, you
CBS also has a similar deal with should still be able to have a
April Music's Acorn Records, whose reasonably profitable business."
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pirates

in their place
LIKE OTHER countries, Holland
has its fair (or unfair) share of
problems with piracy, counterfeiting
and bootlegging.
However, as far as audio piracy is
concerned, the copyright association
BUMA. in co-operation with the
NVPI, seems to have the matter at
least partly under control.
Ronald Mooy, under whose
jurisdiction the problem falls,
explains: "The campaign is
controlled by both the NVPI and
ourselves to decide what actions to
take. The basis of the whole
campaign has been market control.
Where pirated product is involved,
we start an action, which has been
quite effective.
Dealer siqn-up
"To concentrate on wholesalers
and distributors is not the best idea.
To be effective, you must stop the
illegal material through the retail
market. So we have prepared a
document which we ask retailers to
sign when they are discovered with
pirate, bootleg or counterfeit
product, saying they will not do it
again in the future on pain of a fine
of 1,000 guilders (about £200).
"If a retailer will not sign, then we
start court action. We have about 90

signatures so far, covering over 300
shops, and we've only had one case
of backsliding."
In fact, the campaign has proved
so successful that the number of
"finds" has dropped to the extent
that BUMA sometimes wonders
whether it is doing its job properly.
Mooy adds: "Last October was a
completely clear month, and we
became rather concerned that we
might be missing some pirated
product. So we invited an outside
expert to make a back-up check, and
he found only the items we had
already discovered."
One of the problems in terms of
court action can be the presiding
judge's failure to realise the seriousness of the offence.
"With a civil action, you can
instruct the court on the problem,"
explains Mooy, "and there are more
and more court presidents who have
a better knowledge of what goes on
through our press campaigns.
Usually they will give us what we ask
for, but with criminal cases, it is
quite a different thing.
"There is an opportunity, of
course, to approach the prosecutor
and tell him the problem, with which
he usually agrees. But then you come
to court, and compared with
other cases like rape and grievous
bodily harm, the pirating of records

SEEN AT a recent music industry conference are Ronald Mooy, left,
in charge of special projects, Ger Willemse managing director of the
BUMA/STEMRA copyright organisation.
pales into insignificance. There is
been given, it would have acted as a
also the complexity of copyright
good deterrent to others. By the lime
law, which can make the cases take a
the case was settled five years later,
lot of time, and may well give the
interest had gone."
judge the feeling that the lime could
There is also the aspect of whether
be better spent on more serious
the fines .^imposed are a sufficient
matters."
deterrent. The maximum penally is
Verdicts can also be a long time 25,000 guilders (about £5,000) for
being reached. In the mid-Seventies,
production of pirated material, and
BUMA found an illegal pressing
10,000 guilders (about £2,000) for
plant in north Amsterdam, but the distribution. With a profit of about
case did not go to court until 1979 £1 on each record, only 5,000 copies
and was lost because of the long
need to be sold to cover the top fine.
delay. An appeal was lodged, with a
What Mooy would like to see is
final decision given in March last some sort of system whereby the fine
year.
was directly linked to any profit
made.
"Establishing damages is the main
problem,"
he points out. "When
Press catalogue
you find the pressing plant, you may
"Initially, that case attracted a lot be able to get a rough idea of the
of attention in the press," Mooy profits involved."
recalls. "If a speedy verdict had
The growing video market brings

a new dimension to the issue of
piracy. Mooy says: "Video will be
bigger in size of market if not in
units, and there is a larger number of
people involved, with so many shops
all over the country selling pirated
video films.
"The first step is to raise funds.
For the audio side, we have a budget
of about 500,000 guilders (about
£100,000) a year, and it needs at
least half that amount to do
anything about video, so the
copyright owners of films must take
that first financial step."
On one of the official lists here is a
James Bond video cassette
comprising a collection of trailers,
and it is possible to buy Moonraker
as a pirate video. So while the film
industry hesitates, the market for
pirated videos is wide open.
Where the recording industry is
concerned, Mooy reveals: "There is
an Abba video available at the
moment, which has the permission
of all the copyright owners. There is
also a pirated video of Abba on
tour. Because the sound is not that
good with video, it doesn't really
matter which you buy, but price
differences are another thing."

OcUMBEFf MUSICAL ENTERPRISES B. V.

The most dynamic organization in Europe:
Management Merchandising Audlovlsuals Independent promotion Record production

Earth & Fire with their single
"WEEKEND":
no, 1 In Germany
Bronze Lion - Radio
no. 1 In Belgium and
Luxembourg
Luxembourg
Golden Harp -Conamusno. 1 in Denmark
Amsterdam
no, 1 In Portugal
no. 1 in Switzerland
Export Price presented by
no. 1 In The Netherlands Minister of State
Several gold and plaUnum Nelie Smit-Kroes on
records
January 1st 1981.
Congratulations on all your results
in 1980!!!
At least redouble this in 1981!!!
Gerrlt-J an Leenders
(sr. executive managing director)

Frits Hlrschland
(executive managing director)
(JCUMBER CONTROLLED

's-Gravelandseweg 68
10 HOLLAND SUPPLEMENT

1817 ET Hllversum-Holland

phone: (0)35 - 16697/49478

telex: 73107 qcumb nl
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THEY ARE GOING DUTCH WITH TELSTAR NOW:

NICK STRAKER BAND:
THIRD TIME RIGHT

^ 'Vrf» 1 Na

&

-Z3

Q®'
"A walk in the park" failed two
times, with two different record
companies in the Netherlands. We
are going to give Nick Straker a
t
third try. Next week TELSTAR
releases "Leaving on the midnight
N.
y
train" in the Benelux. Be sure,
they're gonna hit this time. Because
they're now with TELSTAR
promotion, releasing and distribution. From the same producer,
Jeremy Paul, comes Nightflight. A
new act in Britain, in the
Netherlands too. We're sure they
will gonna score in Britain; we're
K
A
/
sure in the Netherlands they'll get
even bigger. They're with
TELSTAR! Their first single will be
released in April.
SHOW ADD YW ADD YS BLUE MOON
TELSTAR, the independent record SHINES BRIGHT OVER THE
company in the Netherlands.
BENELUX

EUROPEAN SENSATIONS IN THE
BENELUX THROUGH TELSTAR
What's happening in Europe. Look
at the Telstar release plan by The
Radio and you'll know. In March
comes "Don't wanna go to no
disco party" from Sweden. In April
"Ruby" by Garry Holton & Casino
Steel, a Norwegian product will be
released and The Italian "Pino
dangio" by Rifi. And there's more
on our list....

Showaddywaddy: a forgotten name
in the Benelux until they joined
TELSTAR. Their "Why do
lovers..." came up to 16 in the
Netherlands, 12 in Belgium. Now
they're a big name, thanks to
TELSTAR. Be sure they're going to
continue it: their "Blue moon" will

enter the charts this week. That's
the way to make a big name in the
U.K. big in the Netherlands: go
with TELSTAR!
TELSTAR, the independent record
company in the Netherlands.

ROD'S "SHAKE IT UP":
THE STORY OF A NOT-WANTED HIT

TELSTAR, the independent record
company in the Netherlands.

v

Rod. A French singer nobody
believed in. All the Dutch record
companies turned it down. Except
the one who never got an offer:
TELSTAR. They discovered Rod
themselves. They went to Paris for
it, got it and hit with it: it's in the
charts now in the Netherlands.
Nobody wanted it, except
TELSTAR!

3J65

Vi . ,

TELSTAR, the independent record
company in the Netherlands.
L
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TELSTAR: NO PLACE FOR FAIRYTALES
It sounds like TELSTAR is telling fairytales. Be sure they'll come true. Look at the charts
of the Benelux countries in 1981. TELSTAR will do the same with Nick Straker,
Nightflight, Garry Holton & Casino Steel, The Radio, Rifi, Rod, Queen Samantha and a
few selected others as they did with Showaddywaddy, White Fire, Harry Thumann and a
few more in 1980! TELSTAR's not the biggest record company in the Netherlands. But
the best!
TELSTAR, the

TELSTAR BENELUX MUSIC
INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 70, Weert, Holland
Telephone 4950-35640
Telex 37576

independent record company in the Netherlands.
HOLLAND SUPPLEMENT 11
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WISSELOORD

STUDIO'S

C. van Renneslaan 10 -1217 CX Hilversum - Holland
Bookings: Joke Dijkstra, tel. 035 -11596 /14956
Telex: 43302

The Police • Mike Bott • Undertones • Status Quo • Lene Lovich • Dr Hook
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Edited by
NICOLAS SOAMES

Hews in brief...
CBS

releases

Tchaikovsky
ONE OF the best-selling works of the whole classical
repertoire, Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No I, makes
its first appearance in digital sound this month, heading a
very wide range of digital releases.
The performance comes from the Russian-born pianist Emil
Gilds with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Zubin Mehta on a CBS recording made live at the Avcry Fisher
Hall, Lincoln Centre, New York, at the end of 1979.
It is coupled, interestingly, with Siloti's arrangement of Bach's
Prelude No 10 in B minor from the Well-Tempered Clavier Book
1 and it is available on LP/cassctte 36660 dealer price £4.26.
Another popular work on digital released in March is
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition coupled with Night on a
Bare Mountain, with the Concertgebouw Orchestra conducted
by Colin Davis (9500 744/7300 829).
The release, which is supported by advertisements in the musicpress and window displays, comes five months after the
Solti/Dccca digital version, but Davis has perhaps a marginally
stronger coupling.
And there are a host of other digital orchestral records
indicating the extraordinarily fast growth of this recording
process.
Brahm's Symphony No 4 receives its first digital recording
from the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Carlos
Klcibcr on 2532/3302 003, a recording which followed a highly
successful concert in December 1979.
The fifth release in the projected complete Shostakovich
Symphonies series conducted by Bernard Haitink with the LPO
on Decca — Symphony Nos 1 and 9 — was recorded digitally
(SXDL/KSXDC 7515 £3.60/£3.68 dealer price).
Decca also releases Goldmark's Rustic Wedding Symphony,
Op 26, with the Los Angeles Philharmonic conducted by Jesus
Lope/.-Cobos (SXDL/KSXDC 7528 £3.60/£3.68). Along with
composers such as Korngold (though perhaps to a slightly lesser
extent) Goldmark (1830-1915) has been enjoying something of a
revival.
Digital recordings of orchestral works are not, however,
limited to the majors. Chandos Records has made a number of
enterprising discs using digital equipment, and three are released
in March, though the main advertising push comes in April.
The second Hamilton Harty release (following the 2LP set
which includes the Violin Concerto released last year) comprises

digital

favourite

w.

i
JANE-PARKER-SMITH: due to make RFHappearance to back
digital release.
An Irish Symphony and A Comedy Overture, with The Ulster
Orchestra conducted by Bryden Thomson (ABRD/ABTD 1027)
and it comes on Nimbus pressings.
Between April and October, The Scottish National Orchestra
will give a total bf 20 concerts throughout the UK and one of the
features of the programme will be Mahler's Symphony No 4
conducted by Sir Alexander Gibson.
Anticipating the event, Chandos has recorded the work with
Margaret Marshall, soprano in a General Accident-sponsored
project (ABRD/ABTD 1025) with pressings from Teldec.
The third digital from Chandos is the recording of Cello
Concertos by Elgar and Walton with Ralph Kirshbaum and the
SNO conducted by Gibson (ABRD 1007). This was originally
issued on analog, though it was also recorded digitally, and
comes in a newly-designed sleeve to coincide, at Easter, with a
BBC TV programme on Walton which includes the Cello
Concerto played by Kirshbaum.
The one digital recital record of the month comes from the
young organist, Jane Parker-Smith (pictured above). The first
organ recording using the EMI digital system, it was made in the
Church of St Francis de Sales, Philadelphia, and comprises
works by two composers, Liszt's Fantasia and Fugue on Ad
Nos . . . and Franck's Priere in C sharp minor and Chorale No 1
in E (ASD/TC 3994, dealer price £3.29). Parker-Smith is due to
give a Bach recital at the Royal Festival Hall on March 11.

Vallier debuts on

THERE ARE two releases from conductors currently engaged in
Bruckner Symphony cycles — Jochum and Barenboim.
The Symphony No 7, the most popular of the nine
symphonies, is recorded with the Staatskapcllc Dresden (SLS
5194 dealer price £5.45 2LPs) and comes before three
appearances being made by Jochum in April Festival Hall,
April 10, Fairfield Hall. April 11 and Hastings, April 12.
Curiously, though, it comes on two records, whereas virtually
all the other versions arc released on one — a factor which may
seriously hamper sales.
The Barenboim release is Bruckner's Symphony No 0, the
final recording in the Bruckner cycle which Barenboim began for
DG back in 1973, with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra (2531
319 dealer price £3.35). A box set of all the symphonies is due in
the autumn.
Vladimir Ashkcnazy is also involved in a Symphony cycle —
Tchaikovsky's Symphonies — for Decca, and March sees a
fourth release. No 6, The Palhetiquc with the Philharmonia
Orchestra (SXL/KSXC 6941 £3.19/£3.29).
SEIJ1 OZAWA and the Orchestra dc Paris make their first
appearance on a CfP record playing Tchaikovsky's Symphony
No 4 (CfPLP/TC 40351) released this month.
A record previously unrclcascd in this country, it was made by
EMI France and met with success in Europe. Ozawa is, of
course, now mainly available on full price albums on EMI and
HMV, so CfP is regarding this issue as an important one.
THERE IS only one disc coupling the two major clarinet trios by
Beethoven and Brahms — on Turnabout — so a new one is
welcome.
It comes from George Picterson, clarinet, with two members
of the Beaux Arts Trio, Mcnahcm Prcssler, piano and Bernard
Greenhouse, cello, a disc which should dominate the sales of
these works (9500 670/7300 826).
More Beethoven chamber music comes from Michel Debost,
flute, Andre Scnncdat, bassoon, Myron Bloom, horn and Daniel
Barenboim, piano, who play the Sonata for Piano and Horn and
Piano, Flute and Bassoon on 2531 293 (dealer price £3.35),
And the Academy of St Martin-in-lhe-Fields Chamber
Ensemble follows up its successful recordings of Schubert's and
Mendelssohn's Octets with Beethoven's Septet (9500/7300 873).
RCA HAS a small March release, with just three new orchestral
discs.
There is an interesting compilation of works by Mussorgsky,
played by the LSO under Abbado, including the original version
of Night on a Bare Mountain. Most of the other pieces such as
Joshua, and The Destruction of Sennacherib, are not otherwise
available in this country (RL/RK 31540 £3.54).
Rachmaninov's Piano Concerto No 2 performed by Rubinstein
and Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra is issued for the
first time in this country (RL/RK 10031 £3.34), and Ormandy
and (he Philadelphia play Dvorak's Symphony No 7 on RL/RK
13555 dealer price £3.34).

In the studios..
new exclusive label
VERY FEW musicians It is issued by Argcm
suddenly develop an Records, a new label — (his
international career late in life, disc is ARG 001 — which was
but that seems to have been the established just for Vallier,
achievement of the pianist which indicates the
John Vallier.
promotional backing he
Although he gave his first receives, and, to a certain
public recital at the age of four extent, the record cannot fail,
and a half, was touring Europe despite the obvious
at the age of 11, and even competition, because of the PR
picked up the broken threads support.
of an international career after His UK tour began in
the War, Vallier had virtually January and continues virtually
slopped playing in public by non-stop until April 10, taking
the Fifties, partly because he him from Soutiiampton and
had become disenchanted with Bournemouth to Newcastle,
the "rat race".
Edinburgh. Birmingham and
But since the late Seventies, Tunbridge Wells. His
having been persuaded to repertoire is mainly 19lh
return to the public platform century — in fact he claims a
by some friends, Vallier has direct link with the I9(h
been the subject of press century virtuoso tradition,
acclaim and skilful having not only worked with
promotional support.
pianists such as Moritz
His Queen Elizabeth Hall Rosenlhal and Edwin Fischer,
and Wigmore Hall recitals but also as the son of two
since 1978 have been invariably distinguished musicians, Jean
sold out, as have his concerts Vallier, a French bass, and
elsewhere. And his Chopin Adela Verne, whose reputation
playing has been very widely once stood beside Padercwski,
admired.
Hoffman and Rachmaninov,
It is only (his year, however, and his aunt, Mathildc Verne,
that he is undertaking an was herself a pupil of Clara
extensive lour of the liK which Schumann.
should finally put him on the In recent weeks, Vallier has
map — and to back it, his first been seen on BBC's Pebble
record has been released.
Mill at One, interviewed on
Predictably, the record is radio programmes and has
devoted almost exclusively to unveiled a plaque for the GEC
Chopin, a popular selection commemorating Chopin's stay
including (he Raindrop in London which also received
Prelude, (he Military and coverage, and his name will
Heroic Polonaises, the first probably continue to be
recording of the original increasingly in the public eye.
complete version of the F The disc and cassette is
minor Ma/urka Op 68 No 4 distributed by Pinnacle and
and the B flat minor Scher/o. retails at £4,99.
PAGE 18

DAVID BLAKE, the composer and lecturer in music at York
University, has gradually made an impact on the British musical
scene through concerts and broadcasts and now his music makes
its first appearance on record.
lona Brown, director of the Academy of St Martin-in-theFields, plays his Violin Concerto which she premiered in the BBC
Proms in 1976 with the Philharmonia Orchestra which,
conducted by Norman del Mar, accompanies her here (ZRG 922
£3.19).
The record, which also includes the setting for soprano and
ensemble of Bengali love songs, In Praise of Krishna, is an Arts
Council-sponsored project, one of a number which will come on
to the market this year (others mainly from Unicorn).
ALEXANDRE LAGOYA was a well-known figure on the
concert platform with his wife Ida Presti — giving over 2,000
recitals of classical guitar music all over the world.
But in 1967, Ida Presti died, and it is only in (he last few years
that Lagoya, who lives and teaches in Paris, has returned to a
full concert and recording programme.
His latest release is a recital of Spanish music by Rodrigo
(Prelude, Nocturne and Scherzino, all dedicated to Lagoya)
Pujol, Aibeniz, Torroba and Tarrega (CBS 76946/40 £3.04.
dealer price).
HAVING FINISHED the mammoth Dowland project, the
Consort of Musicke has now turned its attention to the songs of
a contemporary, John Danyel: Lute Songs 1606.
Emma Kirkby, York Skinner, Martyn Hill and others perform
a group of 20 songs on DSLO 568 £3.19. The other Florilcgium
titles
are Purcell: Theatre Music Volume 5, William Lawes: Viol
Di Stefano promotions
Consort Music, Scarlatti Harpsichord Sonatas (Colin Tilney)
TENORS OF the past and present feature in a number of issues and Violin Sonatas by Schubert and Mendelssohn played by
this month — and make personal appearances, including some Jaap Schroder and Christopher Hogwood.
by Giuseppe di Stefano.
EMI UK is issuing an important collection of celebrated
recordings by di Stefano, who achieved international fame just THE THIRD volume of violin music by Fritz Kreisler played by
before the Second World War.
Ilzhak Perlman comes from HMV in March and includes many
The 2LP/2 cassette set includes recordings made during the of the best-known transcriptions, including Tchaikovsky's
early years of his career, mainly covering popular operative Andante Canlabile and Grainger's Molly on (he Shore (ASD/TC
recordings — some hitherto unpublished — though one side is 3980 dealer price £3.29).
devoted to a number of Sicilian folk songs (RLS/TC 756 dealer CHERUBINl'S C minor Requiem for mixed chorus receives its
price £4.84),
by the ORF Chorus and Symphony Orchestra
Di Stefano will be featured in many radio and media first recording
by Lambeno Gardelli on Philips (9500 715
interviews, as well as appearing in a Music Club of London conducted
£3.32/7300
805
£3.41
dealer price) released this month.
public interview at the French Institute Theatre, Qucensbury
Place, London on March 18 at 7.30pm, and at the South Bank, I"OUR NEW "Best Ot" titles have been added to the popular
Waterloo Room, on March 21. He will be doing a signing session CBS series: the Best Of Copland, Gilbert and Sullivan,
Gershwin, and Boulez.
at Direction, Dean Street on April 17,
JOAN SUTHERLAND and Richard Bonynge record John
Gay's The Beggar's Opera for Decca. Also for Decca,
Ashkcnazy and the Philharmonia record Beethoven's
Symphony No 5, Sibelius' En Saga and Mozart's Concerto
K 415 . . . Soltl and the LPO record Haydn's Symphonies
Nos 96 and 100.
In Vienna, Mchta and the VPO record Schumann's
Rhenish Symphony and the Manfred Overture, and
Mackcrras and the Janacek opera team arc recording The
Cunning Little Vixen . . , while in New York, Joan
Sutherland, Marilyn Home and Luciano Pavarottl are
being recorded live in a concert . . . Liszt's Dante
Symphony is being recorded by the Suissc Romande
Orchestra conducted by Jesus Lopez-Cobos . . . Karajan
and the BPO record Sibelius' Symphonies for
EMI . . . Emma Kirkby and others record Dido and
Aeneas with early instruments for BBC/Chandos, and
Geoffrey Simon and the LSO record Tchaikovsky's Hamlet
for Chandos.
John Williams and Peter Hurford record Bach
arrangements for CBS, and for the same label AndrewDavis records more Dvorak Symphonies, Mendelssohn's
Symphony No 3 and Die Schone Melusinc . . . while
Alexandre Lagoya and the ECO under Rampal record
works by Haydn and Carulli.
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New

unified

look for

Decca group of labels
DECCA UNVEILS major digital flashes.
with ornate border and period
"The basic philosophy picture.
new sleeve designs this
behind
the
change
is
to
give
a
This was the format which
month in an aliempl to
visual design for all won the 1980 Music & Video
develop the same kind of unified
Decca classical releases which Week classical sleeve award,
corporate public image that can
also be incorporated into
it is significant that it was
DG has with its Yellow display and marketing and
only this label that was allowed
Label.
material:
posters, to retain its visual
On the top right hand corner advertisements, etc, and which independence.
of all Decca records in future will make our product instantly
The unified visual design
there will be a 4" by 3" blue recognisable to the record comes as a direct result of the
and red logo which will be the buyer," explained Dccca's PolyGram takeover, and can
basic Decca mark, and over classical promotion manager be seen on most of Dccca's new
this will be printed the label — Andrew Dallon.
March recordings, including
Decca. Argo, Headline, Jubilee
There is to be one exception Goldmark's Rustic Symphony,
and Great Classics.
among Dccca's labels, Shostakovich's Symphonies No
Digital records will, in however. The "authentic 1, conducted by Haitink, and
addition, have a blue and red music" label Floriligcum, Palcstrina's Vcni Sponsa
strip on the top left corner to which has been so successful Christi sung by the Choir of St
distinguish them from analog over the past few years, is to John's College, Cambridge,
recordings. The back of the retain its distinctive sleeve conducted by George Guest on
sleeves will also carry logo and design scheme of white cover Argo (ZK 69).
THE SUDDEN death of the
conductor, organist and
harpsichordist Karl Richter
(left) last month came at a lime
when his reputation, especially
for his performances and
recordings of music by Bach,
were never higher.
Although Richter never
espoused the "authentic"
movement, his scholarly, and
above all committed approach
to Bach's greatest works made
him a much respected
interpreter.
Eor many years he ran the
Bach weeks at Ansbach, as well
as travelling all over the world,
playing, conducting and
recording. More latterly, he
began to spend more lime with
classical and romantic music,
DG

but it is a filling reminder of his
contribution to the Bach
recorded repertoire that two
Bach records are released by
DG this month.
There is the single disc of
highlights from St Matthew
Passion (LP/MC 2531/3301
317 £3.35/£3.50) from the
complete set issued last year;
and the Triple Concerto in A
minor, the Concerto for Oboe
d 'amore. Strings and Basso
Continuo and the Concerto for
3 Violins (2533/3310 452
£3.3 5/£3.50).
The concertos feature
Nicolet, flute, Clement; oboe
d'a more. Hetzel, For chert and
Gonzalez, violins, with
Richter, harpsichord, and the
Munich Bach Orchestra.

issues Telemann and

Bartok anniversary box sets
The anniversary of Bartok's
THE 300TH anniversary of the musical interest, the works
birth of Telemann and the ranging from solo sonatas to birth is being celebrated with a
lOOth anniversary of the birth orchestral suites and concertos. number of new recordings of
of Bartok are being marked by
The performances arc all on the six String Quartets,
the companies this year, and period instruments, with the including a digital set from the
both feature in DG's March Schola Cantorum Basilicnsis Lindsay Quartet on ASV,
release.
featuring the flautist Hans- though that is not due until
Last month, DG issued the Martin Lindc, Eduard Melkus later this year.
5LP box set of Telemann's The and Thomas Brandis, directed
But DG is now issuing the
Constant Music Master, by August Wcnzinger and it Tokyo String Quartet's cycle
covering a wide range of music comes in a presentation box which comes in a 3LP set (2740
with Edith Mathis, Ernst with textbook (2723 074 dealer 235 dealer price £10.04) to
Hacfliger, Eduard Mclkus and price £14.56).
compete with the only other
others (2723 073) and now
Radio 3 will be marking the complete sets available; those
comes another big box.
anniversary with a series of from the Hungarian Siring
It is a 6LP set of Telemann's programmes on Telemann at Quartet on Privilege and the
Tafelmusik, a collection of fortnightly intervals, starting in Julliard Quartet on CBS.
music written for performance mid-March and continuing
There is to be a series of
at private and public dinners. into the autumn. Music from Bartok programmes on Radio 3
But despite its "occasional" this Archiv set will be included. around the end of March.
nature, there is much of
Philips expands series
THE SECOND major release of Philips' mid-price Living
Baroque scries is being issued this month after somewhat lowkey support since it was first launched early last year.
Other companies such as DG and Tclcfunken have begun midprice baroque series, but their catalogues feature mainly music
on period instruments.
Philips has no such catalogue to draw on — instead the
company has a number of highly praised recordings with top
artists. So the series rests partly on these names, partly on a very
striking blue and gold packaging.
In March, there arc 10 additions to the series. LPs sell at dealer
price of £2.28 and cassettes £2.37.
The music varies from Handel's Conccrti Grossi Op 3 with the
ECO under Leppard; Bach's Brandenburgs with the Academy of
St Martin under Neville Marriner; Bach's Violin Concertos in E
major, A minor and the Double Violin Concerto with S/cryng
and Rybar.
There are also some vocal discs: Ten Motels by Byrd in a new
recording by the William Byrd Choir conducted by Gavin Turner
(9502 030), and Schul/'s Musikalsche Exequicn, a work which is
otherwise not available performed by Dresdner Krcu/chor under
Mauersberger (9502 025).

.deals
NEW LONG-term
contracts
between
Phonogram
International and Neville
Marriner and the Academy of
St Martin-in-the-Ficlds have
been signed which provide
Philips with major recording
programmes not only with the
orchestra, but also with the
Academy Chamber Ensemble
and Marriner as conductor of
symphony orchestra.
Bella debut
IN Till-, February Classicscene
1 reported information from
Philips that Bella Davidovich is
making her UK debut in the
Benson and Hedges Festival on
September 20. I am now
informed that she is making her
debut on that day, but at
Cliveden House. Berkshire.

CLASSICAL
TOP lO
1 ALCESTE, Handel,
Academy of Ancient
Music, Florilcgium.
2 SYMPHONY NO 10,
Mahler, Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra,
Rattle, HMV.
3 PAVAROTTI'S
GREATEST HITS,
Decca.
4 THE COMPLETE
RECORDED LEGACY
OF GINETTE NEVEU,
HMV.
5 BE MY LOVE, Placido
Domingo, DG.
6 SYMPHONY No 4, Mendelssohn,
BPO,
Tcnnstedt, HMV.
7 SONGS OF THE
SOUTHERN CROSS,
Galway, RCA.
8 PIANO CONCERTO NO
22, 8, Mozart, ECO,
Peraiha, CBS.
9 FALSTAFF, Verdi, VPO
Karajan, Philips.
10 SONGS OF THE
AUVERGNE,
Cantaloupe, Victoria dc
les Angles, HMV.
ALTERNATIVE
TOP lO
1 SYMPHONY NO 5,
Shostakovich, NYPO,
Bernstein, CBS.
2 PARABLES, THE
BOUQUET
OF
FLOWERS
ETC,
Martinu, Panton.
3 CHAMBER WORKS
FOR WIND, Richard
Strauss, dc Waart,
Philips.
4 FRANK SINATRA
CONDUCTS ALEC
WILDER, CBS.
5 RHAPSODY IN BLUE,
Gershwin, Tilson
Thomas, CBS.
6 LULU, Berg, Boulcz,
DG.
7 AU DELA DU
HASARD, Barraquc
Mcssanot, Astrcce.
8 PAVAROTTI'S
GREATEST HITS,
Decca.
9 SHORT SYMPHONY
DANCE SYMPHONY,
Copland, CBS.
10 DIE FRAU OHNE
SCHATTEN, Richard
Strauss, VPO Bbhm,
Decca.
Chan courtesy Direction

Wolf songs
THE RECORDINGS made for
the Hugo Wolf Society between
1931 and 1938 by some of the
top singers of the day have
proved to become real
collector's items — and this
month they arc issued for the
first time on LP.
Six volumes were originally
released by the society
(founded in 1931 by Ernest
Newman and Waller Leggc)
and covers all major Wolf
songs. Elena Gcrhardl, John
McCormack and Herbert
Jansscn were among the artists
who contributed to the series.
They arc collected on a 71 P
set (RLS 759 dealer price
£21.30), a limited edition which
includes a 72-page booklet
comprising texts and
translations to the songs plus
Newman's original notes and
photos of the artists involved.
This, inevitably, will become a
collector's item in if-, own right.

effrarmfhem

0iec0rdA\m$s
1980
(Record of
the Of oar
J ANACEK: From the House of the Dead
Soloists/Vienna Philharmonic/
Sir Charles Mackerras
D224D 2 (LP) K224K 22 (MCj
Gintompomrp
HARRISON B1RTWISTLE: Punch&Judy
Soloists/I.undon Sinfonietia/David Athcnon
HEAD 24(2 LPs)
DECCfl
DECCA RECORDS tU.K.; 50 New Bond Street W.l

0
£

fpj

BESTSELLERS
DVORAK
y- '-vv;
PIANO TRIOS
V,;
Suk Trio
Pancnka — piano
Suk — violin
Chuchro — cello.
1411 2621/3.fU.25.
MARTINU —
THE EPIC OF
GHGAMESH
Czech Philharmonic
Chorus/Vcselka. Prague Symphony Orchestra/
Belohlavek. Solists, 1 12 1808. f3.75
ROUSSEL — EVOCATIONS
Mrazova — contralto/Svehla — tenor/Jindrak
— baritone. Czech Philharmonic Orchestra/Kosler.
Czech Philharmonic Chorus/Vesclka.
1110 2434. f3.75
Bond Street Music
100 New Bond Street, London WlY 9LG
Trade Distribution — Lugton & Taylors.
"One of the World's greatest pianists" (Brazil Herald)
"A great Chopin interpreter" (The Daily Telegraph)
"Never has Chopin's pure love of note been so
consummately reflected in a performer's." (Financial
Times)
NOW ON RECORD AND CASSETTE
FOR THE FIRST TIME
VALUER
V///

This superb album, recorded at CBS Studios. London,
includes:
• Favour ite works of Chopin.
• First recording of the Original Complete Version of the
Mazurka in F minor. Op. 68. No. 4. Chopin's last
work, world premiered by John Vallier.
,
• Adola Verne's famous "H.M. Queen Ly^agis):
Elizabeth's March", dedicated to The^
Queen Mother.
.
• Double Sleeve, with a previously J
unpuhlished photograph of Lady Bowesl.yon, now The Queen Mother, with her |
teacher, John Vallier's aunt.
• Details of the John Vallier Society (Patron: j
Patrick Moore. O.B.E.).
Order now ihrough Pinnacle: Hodme Tel: 0689 73146
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Edited
by
NIGEL HUNTER

Contemporary musical

on

the cards for writer Kerr?
A RECENT visitor to these
shores, after an absence of five
years, has been songwriter
Richard Kerr. He came to see
the family folks and friends,
and do a bit of business.
Kerr, who is published by
Rondor, kicked off his songwriting
career in 1970 when he wrote the
song Blue Eyes, a No 2 hit, recorded
by Don Partridge and later covered
by Frank Sinatra. One of his bestknown successes is Mandy,
originally known as Brandy and
written with Scott English, which, in
Mandy form, gave Barry Manilow
his first US No 1 and a gold, and
RICHARD KERR (left) back home for a visit from California with the
made the UK top 10.
Kerr is now based in California, Rondor Music creative team who are, from left, Steve Payne, Graham
living outside Los Angeles in a one- Carpenter, Stuart Hornall, and general manager Mick Rowlands.
storey ranch-style home in Nicholl's Night So Long by the same artist,
two countries is that you can get to
Canyon. "I work with Lance Freed and Where Are They Now, another
more people likely to record your
of Almo/Irving, Rondor's Manilow hit.
songs in the US. They think nothing
equivalent in the US," said Kerr.
Kerr has also been working with
of hopping on a plane to take a song
"He's one of my closest friends as John Bettis of Carpenters writing
to Nashville or New York or
well as my publisher. He lets me fame, and on this side of the pond is
wherever over there."
know which artists are due to go into co-operating with Tim Rice and
His modus operand! when writing
the studios, and some of them often Gary Osborne, while there is a
songs is always to have a title in
call me themselves to see if I've got possibility of doing likewise with
mind and usually the first couple of
Bugatti and Musker.
any songs which might be suitable."
lyric lines from whichever
"It's hard for me to write with
collaborator is involved. He
It was Freed who first suggested
normally works better late at night,
that Kerr might care to collaborate lots of people," said Kerr, "Will
and if an idea "is coming good" will
with US lyricist Will Jennings. Their and I used to be the team, but
stay up to any hour.
first Joint effort was Somewhere In because of me or him being away,
we
started
working
with
other
"I've always wanted to write a
The Night, which was a hit for Helen
contemporary musical, and such a
Reddy and has over 30 cover people too."
Kerr admits to missing England
project is in the air at the moment,"
versions to date.
he disclosed. "Will Jennings and I
Other Kerr-Jennings successes quite a bit, a feeling heightened by
have one or two thoughts on
have included I Know I'll Never- his recent visit, but appreciates the
advantage
of
being
based
in
the
US.
storylines,
and we've actually
Love This Way Again, a millionwritten a couple of songs."
"The main difference between the
plus seller for Dionne Warwick, No
Reviewed
by
TONY JASPER
CHART CERTS:
PHIL COLLINS
1 Missed Again (Virgin VS
402, Virgin)
WHO
You Better You Bet (Polydor
WHO 4, PolyGram)
FERN KINNEY
I've Been Lonely For So Long
(WEA K 79203, WEA). Old classic
Frederick Knight Stax number given
knock-out dance beat, with sensuous
vocals. Muted trumpets way in
background add extra colour -to
basic keyboards, guitars, drums,
bass, synth. Pity cut short in prime
after gospelly girl back-ups enter.
LENE LOVICH
New Tov (Stiff BUY 97, CBS,
Cassette: ZBUY 97). Slow start,
gradually charms for artist positive
vocals, shouting male back-ups,
variation of pace. Cassette has fliptop box.
FAY RAY
Family Affairs (Surrey Sound HMS
5, Pinnacle). This has dream
opening with subsequent use of same
riff, fiery aggressive vocals powered
along by guitar-drums, sharp crisp
production.
DAVE STEWART, guest COLIN
BLUNSTONE (Vocals)
What Becomes Of The Broken
Hearted (Broken, 1A, Rough
Trade). Egg, Hatfield & The North,
National Health, Bruford pedigree
for Stewart now with own label
debut via Jimmy Ruffin classic
(10,66; 4,74), Blunstone's
immaculate vocals.

'' *
v '■ 'Sv \

-

- \
V / : &&■:■ \
THE WHO
1
EARTH, WIND & FIRE
And Love Goes On (CBS 13-9521,
CBS). Prime US AM — Car music,
smooth riding, tasteful brass,
sophisticated vocals, effective latenight programming, some dated
Doobies chords thrown in for only
blemish. Pic 12 inch sleeve.
JERMAINE JACKSON
You Like Me Don't You (Motown
TMG 1222, EMI). Quiet, effective,
sensitive vocal reading, strings lurkin background, late mouth-harp
adds to late-night romantic mood.
Maybe too restrained for general
pop market, even late back-ups
handled with restraint. Off LP:
Jermaine (STML 12147).
FRANKIE VALLI & THE FOUR
SEASONS
Heaven Must Have Sent You (WEA
K 17764, WEA). No hit since Down
The Hall (34, 1977), last of seven
hits in revival, 1975-77. This from
new double album Reunited Live
(K66098), has lovely title line
rhythmic and deceptively simple,
perfectly expressed by Valli, kind of
Christmassy overall feel.
BILLY PRESTON
Hope (Motown I2/TMG 1224,
EMI). Vibrant instant Preston funk
gospel beat with message song,
gradually speeds up but loses some

of its effectiveness. Will sing song
Marti Webb BBC TV show, March
9, 8.15 pm.
RAY SHELL
Them Heavy People (EMI 5142,
EMI). Sounds lady-writer Kate Bush
on high-pitched lead-in vocal backups and elsewhere, handclapping
fast mover which loses some impact
by at limes indistinct vocal lines. Pic
bag.
SHOWADDYWADDY
Do Wah Diddy (Arista ARTIST
393, PolyGram). Manfred Mann hit
(1, 1964) as band desert Fifties, no
surprises but strong title line given
extra push in back-ups , hovering
handclaps, general full, clear sound.
Well produced, off Bright Lights.
ESSENTIAL LOGIC
Music Is A Better Noise (Rough
Trade RT 053, Rough Trade).
Discordant, scat-vocals,
considerable variation with appeal
lying less in basic riff as expecting to
be tossed to and fro by creative but
Top 75 no-go disc. Indie sales should
be good.

LENE LOVICH

Carlin issues

News in

pick of

brief...

month tape
CARLIN MUSIC'S creative
department has begun
distributing a monthly cassette
containing a selection of songs
from the Carlin catalogues and
entitled Pick Of The Month.
The idea has been introduced
"in an effort to be of greater
assistance to producers,
managers, A&R people and their
artists in the never-ending search
for good material," says creative
manager Kip Trevor.
Explaining the scheme, Trevor
adds: "The Carlin Pick Of The
Month is a 30-minuie cassette
featuring slightly shortened
versions of approximately 18
songs. Side A consists of
material from our newer
signings, and on Side B there is
repertoire from our longestablished catalogues. We hope
this idea proves to be a success,
and we would welcome any
comments."
MS clinches
UK Chrysalis deal
MUSIC SALES has signed a new
agreement with Chrysalis Music,
extending a long association,
whereby MS will continue to
represent Chrysalis Music
exclusively in the UK for all its
printed music. Chrysalis was one
of the first publishing companies
to become associated with MS
when the latter started
operations 10 years ago.

VARDIS
Silver Machine (Logo VAR 3,
RCA). HM Yorkshire band give
shadow version of original still
contemporary Hawkwind cut
(3,72:34, 78) particularly noticeable
on drum sound — propulsion.
BELOW ZERO
Three Times (A&M AMS 8110,
CBS). Chas and Dave with rockier
backing, cockney (doubtless
genuine) vocals, spirited
instrumental break, comes in pic
bag.
ALBANIA
Kaytic King (Chiswick CHIS 141,
EMI). Considerable media publicity
barrage, from Are You All Mine
(CWK 3016). Squawking sax,
strident beat, lyric punched out but
hard to follow. Lots happening.
BIM
Request Time (Arista ARIST 391,
PolyGram). Raucous hard-edged
vocals, driving insistent beat which
might have had greater earlier
prominence, keeps hitting but leaves
memory of sound barrage rather
than anything else but well
performed.
JEFF BECK
Jeff Beck EP (Epic EPC A1009,
CBS). Legendary guitarist back in
UK, some press, four tracks off
three albums, company sleeve
emphasis The Final Peace (recent 45)
current fans might go for other
tracks like Scatterbrain.
COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA
Cute (Jazz Vogue 7VJ 101, PRT).
Smooth, crisp, full-flowing sound
from 1958 Roulette. After endless
synlhs, has therapeutic value in
hearing instruments played well.
UK DECAY
Unexpected Guests (Fresh FRESH
26 Fresh). Recent indie charting via

MS is now in the process of
issuing a companion folio to the
new Blondie album,
Autoamcrican, and is planning
several other Chrysalis titles later
this year.
TONY TROY is a pavement
artist in London's Trafalgar
Square who has become a
recording artist through his own
efforts and financing.
A songwriter for some lime.
Troy has set up his own label
Beautiful Records.
Beautiful's first release is 1
Can't Think Of Anything More
Beautiful written and sung by
Troy (LTMC 777B) and
distributed by Pinnacle. The
song and Troy's other efforts are
published by EMI Music
Publishing, whose Harold Franz
heard Troy's material some time
ago and has been encouraging
him ever since.
CAT'S WHISKERS Music, a
new publishing company, has
been formed by ex-Darts
drummer John Dummer and
Helen April, currently attracting
attention with their Red Records
single. Own Up If You're Over
25.
Cat's Whiskers will be
represented worldwide by
Rondor Music, following a deal
reached between Dummer and
Rondor professional manager
Stuart Hornall.

For My Country. Relentless vocal
backing attack, frills and fancies in
overall sound detract.
GENE DUNLAP FEATURING
THE RIDGEWAYS
It's Just The Way I Feel (Capitol
12CL 16183, EMI). Late-night
drifter for latest Jermaine Jackson,
floats engagingly with effective key
changes, girl vocals delicious.
RANDY ME1SNER
Hearts On Fire (Epic EPC 9476,
CBS). Southern country rock
flavour with predictable lines,
jaunty and not unattractive as it rolls
along. Off One More Song (EPC
84531).
VARIOUS
Reggae Instrumental Hits (Trojan
TMX 4012, CBS). Another in
growing list of value for money
Trojan re-issues. This includes
Liquidator — Harry J, Return Of
Django — The Upsetters. Four cuts
in all.
TONI BASIL
Nobody (Radialchoice, TIC 2,
Virgin). Commercially speaking
greater use of attractive chorus, end
guitar flourish might have aided, but
enjoyed this forceful vocally high
register cut which grows on hearing.
THEdB's
Big Brown Eyes (Albion ION 1010,
Spartan). NY outfit push vocals
hard upfront, lack pick-up line,
remain in cult territory. Publicity
Mick Houghton, Brass Neck. (01609-4376)
THE ROYAL SHOWBAND with
BRENDAN BOWYER
The Hucklebuck (Parlophone POP
2023, EMI). 1964 outing of current
hit for originals who remember but
then Beatles riding high at lime.
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- GOLDunits)
LP
(100,000
0= SILVER LP
(60,000 units)
, = RE ENTRY

.

Label numbor
This Week
Lost Wks
Week
Chan on TITLE/Anist (producer)
*
FACE VALUE
Virgin V2185(C)
1 1 3 Phil Collins (Phil Collins/H. Podgham)
®
C:TCV2185
r) 7 16 KINGS OFTHE WILD FRONTIER Q
CBS84549(CI
^
Adam &ThB Ants
C: «HJ4549
O
VIENNA
q
Chrysalis CHR1296IFI
J4 7 Ultravoa
C:2CHR1296
.
JAZZ SINGER
rs
CopltolEa5tl2120IE)
4 6 16 Nell Diamond (Bob Gaudiol
^
ClTCEAST 12120
r- 8
DANCE CRAZE
2-Tone CHRTT5004(Fl
m
O
"soundtrack
C:ZCHRTT5004
C,2 16,c DOUBLE FANTASY
e\
Geften K99131IW)
V
0
John Lonnon
C:K 499131
-J3 , DIFFICULTTO CURE
PolydorPOLDW36IFI
'
Rainbow
C: POLDC 6036
o9
S TRAY CATS
Arista STRAY 11FI
O
Stray Cats
ClTCATI
n 5 3 MOVING PICTURES
Mercury6337 160IF1
9
Rush
C; 7141 160
TO 10 is IVAKIN'MOVIES
,
V...I9O6~.
Dire Straits
MANILOW
MAGIC
AristaC:ARTVC2
ARTV 2 (F)
11
I I 11 42 BBrryManilow Ron DantelBarry Monilow)
^
10
GUILTY
CBS 86122(C)
"15 22 Barbra Stleisand
^
C: 40 86122
1Q
„
ABSOLUTELY
O
stiff
seez29(Ci
10
V
Madness
C:2SEEZ29
-l/l kbssb POINT OF ENTRY
CBS 84834(C)
Judas Priest
C: 40-84834
-if- 12 2 KILLERS
EMI EMC 3357 (El
Iron Maiden
C:TC EMC3357
1R25
0
DIRK
WEARS
WHITE
SOX
Do
it ride 3 ISP)
'
Adam & The Ants
HITMACHINE
K-telNE1113IKI
19
''
" Various
CtCE2l13
110
ff MBS ANOTHER TICKET
rsorsdsoosif)
Eric Clapton
C: RSDC 5008
"1' ^Q T7 5 Freeez
SOUTHERN FREEEZ
Beggars BonquotBEGA 22tW)
on
ARCOFADIVER
Island 1LPS 9576 (EJ
Steve Wlnwood
C: —
21 13 9 THE
VERY
BEST
OF
DAVID
BOWIE
9
K
ielNEIIIIIKI
David Bowie
C;CE2111
no 16 7 VISAGE
Polydor 2490157(F)
Visage
C; 3184157
0328 17 Stevie
HOTTER
THAN
JULY
^
Motown
STMA8035(E)
Wonder
C; TC-STMA 8035
94 ™ 19 BARRY
Berry Manilow
REMA NL|
9R tn^ 4 Talking
'
GHT
Heads
20 35 13 SOUND AFFECTS
Jom(VicCoppersmith/Heoven/Jaml
97 22 8 SHAVED
FISH Ono Band
John LonnonfPlastic

r\
^

Arista DLART2(F)
C:TLART2
SireSRK6095(W)
Polydor POLD 5035(F)
C: POLDC 5035
Parlophone
PCS 7173(E)
C;TC-PCS7173

^
^

18 9 ,MAGJNE
28
"" ■'
John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band
29 3, 3 MY LIFE IN THE BUSH OF GHOSTS
Brian Eno/David Byrne (Eno/Byrne)
Aw
3029 5 J;VBnoU8
. LTYTOWERSVOL.2
31 14 3 THEMENINBLACK
Stranglers

Parlophone
PAS 10004(E)
C: TC-PAS10004
Polydor EGLP 48(F)
C: EGMC 48
BBCREB405(AI
C: ZCS 405
Liberty
LBG
30313(E)
C; TCLBG
30313

3230 6 TAKE
MY TIME
Sheena Easton
(Christopher Neil)
^
32 26
33
^
"
OB 40(Bob Lamb.'UB 40)
34
McCAfiTNFY INTERVIEW
Paul McCartney
35 26 13 DR-HOOK S GREATEST HITS
Dr. Hook
VV
SUPERTR0UPER
36 23 15 Abba
QS
V

EMI
EMC3354(E)
C;TC
EMC3354
,
Graduate GRADLP
2 (SPI
C GRADC2
EMICHATKEI
C; —
Capitol EST26037(E)
C: TC-EST 26037
Epic EPC
1022(C)
C: 4010022

BAT
37' 38 103 Moat
OUT(Todd
OFRundgron)
HELL
Loaf
54 3
38
OHRISTOPHER
Christopher
Cross CROSS

^

EplclCleveland Int. EPC82419(C)
C-40 82419

This Lasi Wks o TITLE Amsi (produce«>
Week Week Chgri
SB43 22 El
-EBMusic
H AND
Q
Roxy
(RoxyBLOOD
Music/Rhett Davies)
Ar\7, 3 DIMINISHED RESPONSIBILITY
UK Subs
F:LA
1 53 11
41
^
^
QueenSH GORDON
42 56
49^
AA .r
^ 45
45 33
40 44
47 62
40 36
£Q
frn 42
(-'1
'
59 47
P-O37
54 48
CC
yU e-i31

9
9
0-

0NE STEP

Madness REYO^D
LOVE
SONGS
Neil
Diamond
SHADES
J.J. Cale

PolydorPOLH002(FI
C POLHC 002
Gemgemlpn2(RI
C: GEMK112
EMI
EMC 3351 (El
C:TCEMC3351
StiffC;ZSEEZ17
SEEZ 17(C)
MCA MCF 3092 (C)
Shelter ISA 5021 IE)
C; _
ChrysalisCZCDL1290
CDL 1290(F)
BBCREB400(AI
C: ZCF 400

^

14 AUT0AMER,CAW

Blondle
^
17 Various
^OTTHE 9 O CLOCK NEWS
^
V
SCARY
33 David BowieMONSTERS
&
SUPER
CREEPS
m RCABOWLPZIRI
(David Bowie/Tony Visconti)
C-BOWK 2
19 THE RIVER
^
CBS88510(C)
Bruce Springsteen
C-40-88510
CELEBRATE THE BULLET
Chrysalis CHR 1306(F)
Solocter
q. _
6 DIRE STRAITS
Vertigo 910202HF)
Dire Straits
^
C; 7231 015
40 BIG ONES
Creole BIG KC/CR)
Judge Dread
4 HITCHIKERS
GUIDE TO THE GALAXY VOL 2 OrlginalORA54(SO)
Various
C:TORA54
F. Boat XXLP11 (W)
6 TRUST
Elvis Costello & The Attractions
C: XXC11
2 Marvin
DLJR
Motown
STML 12149(E)
GayeLIFETIME
C: TC-STML12149
99 ZENYATTA
MONDATTA
A&MAMLH
64831
Police (Police/Nigel Grey)
w
C; CAM 64831
(C)

5052 32 GIVE
NIGHT
George METHE
Benson (Quincy
Jones)
, J55 8 HARDWARE
57
Krokus
p-o41 4 ROSES FROM THE SOUTH
James Last
5Q 50 44 SKY2
Sky (Sky/Clarke/Bendoll)

_

^
W

Warner Brothers K56823(W)
C: K456823
Ariola ARL 5064 (A)
C:Polydor2372051 (FJ
C: 3151 051
Ariola ADSKY
2(A)
CZCSKY2

50
LIVE IN
BELFAST
Arista C:TC-ARTn50
SPART IISOIFJ
"L/ 69 6 Rowan
Atkinson
(George Nicholson)
gg 4 EVANGELINE
Warner Brothers K 56880 (W)
^'
Emmyiou Harris
C: K4-56880
09 63 8 The
' JUST
CAN'T
STOP
IT
_
Go
Feet
BEAT
OOI (F)
Beat
^
C:TC-BT001
0O 65 T9 MAKING
WAVES Graham)
0
Epic EPCC; 10023(C)
Nolans (Ben Rnden/Nicky
40-10023
cyi
49
6
NUDE
Dacca
SKL5323IF)
OH
C;
KSKC
5323
Camel
05 60 2 THE
FOOL CIRCLE
Nems NEL6019(SO)
Nazareth
00
ROGER WHITTAKER ALBUM
K-Tel ne
1105 (K)
c, Kb THE
OObl
Roger Whittaker
C;CE2105
/>-y
CANDLES
GTO
GTLP
047(CI
Q / 40 4 Heatwave (J. GuthrieiJ. Wilder)
C. GTMC047
C"? 74 g YESSHOWS
Atlantic K 60142(W)
O/
yes
C.K4 60142
£Q
BEATLES 1962-1966
ft
Parlophone PCSP 717(E)
W
The Beatles
C;TC PCSP717
RUMOURS
Warner
Brothers
46
/u 16 Fleotwood Mac
^
C:K 56344(W)
K4 56344
-t-i 39 7 PARADISE THEATER
A&MAMLK 63719(C)
' '
Styx
©
C:CKM 63719
79
69
2
DOWN
TC
EARTH
^
Polydor
5023(F)
'
Rainbow
C:POLD
POLDC
5023
—
70
TOYAH TOYAH TOYAH
'O
Safari LIVE 2 (A)
Toyoh
74
BONGO
Morcury6359042(F)
' ' 58 7 MONDO
Boomtown Rats
(Tony Visconli/Boomtown Rats) _
C. 7150 042
75
WAR
OF THE WORLDS
' O 70 2 Jeff
Wayne

>>
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C 40-96000

Warner BrothersCt KK456789
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subscription of Music & Video Week to , .
Joanne Henderson, Music 8. Video Week, Subscnpnon Depi.
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ABBA
36
ADAM & THE ANTS
2.16
ATKINSON, Rowan
60
BEATLES
69
BOOMTOWN RATS
74
BENSON, Goorgo
56
BLONDIE
45
BOWIE, David
21,47
GALE, J.J
44
CAMEL
54
CLAPTON. Eric
18
COLLINS.
Phil
1
COSTELLO &THE
ATTRACTIONS. Elvis
53
CROSS,
Christopher . .
385
DANCE CRAZE
DIAMOND. Nell
4. 43
DIRE STRAITS
10,50
DR.
HOOKSheena
35
EASTON,
32
ENO, Brian/David Byrne
29
FAWLTY TOWERS
30
FLEETWOOD MAC
70
FREEEZ
19
GAYE, Marvin
54
HIT MACHINE
17
HEATWAVE
67
HARRIS, Emmyiou
61
H1TCHIKERS GUIDE TO
THE GALAXY
52
IRON MAIDEN
15
JAM
26
JUDAS PRIEST
14
JUDGE
DREAD
51
KROKUS
57
LAST,
James
58
LENNON.
John
, . 6.27,28
MADNESS
13,42
MANILOW,
2.24
McCartney.Barry
Paul
34
MEATLOAF
37
NAZARETH
65
NOLANS
63
NOT THE 9 O'CLOCK NEWS ... 46
POLICE
55
QUEEN
41
RAINBOW
7,72
ROXY MUSIC
39
RUSH
9
SELECTER
49
SKY
59
SPRINGSTEEN, Bruce
48
STRANGLERS
31
STREISAND, Barbra
12
STRAY CATS
8
STYX
71
TALKING HEADS
25
THE BEAT
62
TOYAH
73
UB40 .
33
UK SUBS
40
VISAGE
22
ULTRAVOX
3
WAYNE, Jeff
75
WHITTAKER. Roger
66
WINWOOD, Steve
20
WONDER, Stevie
23
YES
67

DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A Rye, C - CBS, W - WEA, E
— EMi, F — Polygram, R —
RCA, S - Selecta, Z Enterprise, K - K-Tel, L —
Lugtons, D - Arcade, B Ronco, M — Multiple Sound, Y
— Relay. SO — Stage One, SP
— Spartan, WU — Wynd-Up,
MR — Midland Recording Co,
MW - Making Waves, Z —
Enterprise.
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MCA RECORDS
are pleased to announce their association with
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y

DOMANTIC
tec&tcU

representing
REALITY
JOHN CASWELL
THE SYSTEM
Exclusively published by Heath Levy / Romantic Records
si

i// *
First release on 7 S.12
REALITY

[Tell Me] Whafs Going On In Your Mind/OK
extratrack
* Stepping Out
7'MCA G8312" MEAT B83

MCARiCORDS
1 Great Pulteney Street, London W1 3FW

PRODUCTION BY BOB LAMB
at "Home of the hits'

Available through
CBS Distribution (960 2155)
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NEW
Artist/A Side/B Side/Label

p

LIBERTY

RAK

F-

feO^

ial

[9
EMI Records limrted, 20 Manchester Souare. London W1A US

SINGLES
Cat. No.
Dist.
ALTERED IMAGES DEAD POPSTARS/Senitmonial {Epicl
EPC 1023
MARCH 6,1981
ARTERY CARS IN MOTION/Life And Death (Aardvarkl
AARD5
INDEX
BERLIN BLONDES FRAMEWDRK/Zero Song llnstf. Mixl
EMI
5147
All About You
BONNET, Graham NIGHTGAMES/Out On The Water (Vertigo)
VER1
All Djy And All 01 the N.Qhl
BUDD, Julie ROSES AND RAINBOWS/Any Fool Could See (A6MI
Around The Old Carrphre
AMS 8117
Back from The Dead . .
Btg Brown tyes ......
Bumble Boogie
Cars In Motion
CAPSTICK, Tony/CARLTON MAIN FRICKLEY COLLIERY BAND THE SHEFFIELD GRINDER/Capstick Comes Home (Dinqlesl
SID
27
SP
Dead Popstats
COLLINS, PHI I MISSED AGAIN/I'm Not Moving (Virgin)
Dry
VS 402
c Oiny
COOLIDGE, Rita LET'S GO DANCIN'/Keep The Candle Burning (A&MI
Excuse Me .
AMS
8119
c
fdm
Star
COMMERCIAL ACROBATS LITTLE MIXED UPiHearts Falling Apart (Teesbeatl
TB
1
Sel
fool For Love
CONGOS ROW FISHERMAN/Can't Come In (Arista)
B
FEET 5
F Frameworlt
Good Times
I
He
K
Head
Banger
K
dB'S BIG BROWN EYES/Baby Talk (Albion)
How'
stItThank
Feel 01 Anything M
ION
1010
SP
I
Can'
DEXY'S MIDNIGHT RUNNERS PLAN B/Soul Finger (Parlophonel
R6046
E
Mote Boaun'ul
T
DUMMIES MAYBE TONITE/When I'm Oancin' I Ain't Fightin' (Cheapskate)
Again
C
CHEAP 14
R II Missed
Sid Love Her
0
It'Inventory
s Up To You
NT
FINEST HOURS WITHOUT PREJUDICE/What's It Going To Be (Black Label)
Jitteibuggm'
H
GB
001
SO
Loving You
FLINT ROCKET LOVE/Teacher Teacher (Jayboy)
BOY 116
ZLH Keep
let's GoOn Dancing
CR
FRANKLIN. Aretha UNITED TOGETHERiCan't Turn You Loose (Arista)
Up
C
ARIST 395
F LiLovet le ToMixed
Ride
S
Maybe Tonight
D
Mmd
Of
A
Toy
V
My Mum Is One In A
GAMMA DIRTY CITY/Ready For Action (Elektral
K 12517
MiDron.
GIBBS. Perri SOMEBODY'S KNOCKIN'IMagic Time (MCA)
MCA 685
Nervous Breakdown ... .
GINA NO G.D.M. (DEDICATED TO QUENTIN CR1SP)/Nice Mover (EMI)
New Toy
EMI 5148
Nighrgames
GOODMAN, Steve/Phoebe Snow SOMETIMES LOVE FORGETS/Can't Find My Heart (Elektral
K 12509
Nineteenth
No COM Nervous Breakdown
Oh Cod I Wish I Was
Home Tonight
Out Of Control
HEATWAVE JITTERBUGGIN'/Going Crazy (GTOI
GT 290
Pick 'Em Up And Shake 'Em Up
HOLLAND, Jools & Millionaires BUMBLE BOOGIE/That Don't Matter To Me (A&M)
AMS 8111
Rocket Love
f
Roses and Rambows
B
Row Fishetmon
C
Say You Wanna Love Me
M.
JUNCO PARTNERS TALL WINDOWS/Noises In My Head (Energy)
NRG 4
Shake It And Oance
M
Small Ads
S
Somebody's Knocking
G
Sometimes
Love
forgets
01 Summer . . . . GW
KARLOFF, Billy HEAD BANGER/Oon't Keep Me Down (Warner Brothers)
K17753
W Song
To Save
M
KING, James BACK FROM THE DEAD/My Reward/As Tears Go By (Virgin)
VS 405
C Soul
Stuck Between The Loving, . . R
KINGS SWITCH INTO GLIDEFThis Beat Goes On (Elektral
K 12508
w Sunday
N
Imo Glide ... K
KIRBY, Kathy HEiNobody Love Me Like You Do (President)
PT 491
ZLH Switch
TakeATrp
S
Tall Windows
J
Tension
To
Me
N
the Oappmg And Jumpmg Song. . S
LAMBRETTAS GOOD TIMES/Lamba Samba (Rocket)
XPRES 48
The Shelfield Gnnder
.C
LOVICH, Uno NEW TOY/Cat's Away (Stiff)
Time 'N' Tide
W
BUY 97
Tonight
M
UTTLE AND LARGE AROUND THE OLD CAMP FIRE/I'm In Love With Angela Rippon (EMI)
EMI 5155
Ton 0( Bncks.
R
LYNN. Loretta YOU'RE LOOKING/I'm A Honky Tonk Girl (MCA)
MCA 691
United Together
f
Walking On Thin Ice
0
Wasn't That A Petty
fl
We Downs
S
itTwoIs Wodds Co'lide. . . PP
MARSH, Peter SAY YOU WANNA LOVE ME/I Won't Let You Go (Polydorl
POSP 210
F What
When
MARSHALL, Tom FILM STAR/Rock 'N' Roll Is Dead 1B&C1
BCS23
C Without Prejudice
F
MASON, Harvey HOW'S IT FEElitba (Arista)
ARIST 399
F You're Lookin"
L
N
McCULLOUGH. CecD PICK 'EM UP AND SHAKE 'EM UP/Nothing Else To Lose (Detour)
DT 45.01
Ton Young Jobless
MICHAELS. BiBy SHAKE IT AND DANCE/U.S. Male (Warner Brothers)
K 17763
W
MODERN ROMANCE TONIGHT/Fever (WEA1
K18467
W
MDZABITES, SUNS OF ARQA SOUL TO SAVE/Ananta Snake Dance (Rocksteady)
MICK 010
1
NASH THE SLASH 19th NERVOUS BREAKDOWN/Danger Zone (Dindiscl
NAUTYCULTURE SUNDAY/tba (Charisma)
NEWELL Martin YOUNG JOBLESS/Sylvie In Toytown (United Artists)
NEWMAN, Colin INVENTORYFThis Picture (Beggars Banquet)
ONO, Yoko WALKING ON THIN ICE/lt Happened (Geffen)
O'NEILL Jonjo I STILL LOVE HER/The Horse IRK)
NOLANS TENSION TO ME/Old Feelings Again (Epic)

DIN 29
CB 381
BP 392
BEG 52
K 79202
OBM 1007
EPC 9571

PARKER. Cecil WHAT IT IS/You Were There (EMI)
PAYNE, Devin EXCUSE MEll Confess (Polydor)
PRAYING MANTIS ALL DAY AND ALL OF THE NIGHT/Beads Of Ebony (Arista)
"RELUDE WHEN TWO WORLDS COLLIDE/America (MCA)

EMI 5139
POSP 237
ARIST 397
MCA 2001

RAGE OUT OF CONTROUDouble Dealer (Carrere)
RICHARDS, Digby STUCK BETWEEN THE LOVING . JFalling Out Of Love Again (Polydor)
RICHARDS, Regina TON OF BRICKS/Not Looking For A Love (A&M)
RED SPEEDWAGON KEEP ON LOVING YOU/Follow My Heart (Epicl
ROVERS WASN'T THAT A PARTY/Matchstalk Men and Matchstalk Cats And Dogs (Epic)

CAR 182
POSP 227
AMS 8115
EPC 9544
EPC 1062

SCARS ALL ABOUT YOU/Author! Author1 (Charisma)
SMALL ADS SMALL ADS/Motorway Madness (Bronze)
SMURFS THE CLAPPING AND JUMPING SONG/Rockin' Smurfs/Welcome To Smurlland (Creole)
SHAKIN' PYRAMIDS TAKE A TRIP/Hellbent On Rockin'/Reeferbilty Boogie/Wake Up Little Susie (Virgin)
SOUL David FOOL FOR LOVE/You're A Woman Now (Energy)
STEWART. Rod OH GOD I WISH I WAS HOME TONIGHT/Somebody Special IRival
SQUIRES, Dorothy WE CLOWNS/I'm Glad There Is You (President)
SYKES, Keith LOVE TO RIDE/I'm Not Strange (MCA)

PRE 14
BRO 115
CR 7
VS 404
NRG 004
RIVA 29
ICassetto; RIVA 29M1
PT 490
MCA 668

SCHQaL
MY MUM
ONE IN A MILLlONIHavo You Read The Sioiy IEMII
TOUCH irsr UP ro YOUISo
RealISIEMII
TROY, Tony I CAN'T THINK OF ANYTHING MORE BEAUT1FUUI Can't Think 01 Anything
More Bcaulilul ISchool Choir) IBeautifull

EMI 5181
EMI 5140
LTMC 777B

VISAGE MIND OF A TOY/Wo Remove (Polydor)

POSP 236/12"

WEBB, Marney NERVOUS BREAKOOWN/Robel Without A Cause (Crash)
WILKINSON, Suo TIME 'N' TIOE/I'll Take What You've Got To Give (Cheapskate)
WILLIAMS, Iris SONG OF SUMMER/AH Or Nothing (Columbia)

POW 5
CHEAP 17
OB 9093

C
F
E
W
W
A
C

F
F
C/CR
C
ZLH
W
ZLH
C

Distributor
Code
A--PRT/Pye
C-C0S
E-EMI
F-PolyGram
FP-Faulty
Products
G-Lightning
H-H. R. Taylor
I-Indies
L-Lugtons
MR - Midland Recording
Co
MW - Making Waves
P - Pinnacle
R RCA
RT-Rough Trade
SO - Stage One
SP Spartan
T-Trojan
W WEA
WU - Wynd Up
X Clyde Factors
Z - Enterprise
12" singles
brackets
Total releases 69
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ARMSTRONG, LOUIS
AZNAVOUR. CHARLES
BACKSTAGE
BILL EVANS TRIO
CANIS MAJOR
COMO, PERRY
CLAYDERMAN,
RICHARD
COLTER, JESSIE
COLTRANE, JOHN
dB'S
DETROIT SPINNERS
FITZGERALD. ELLA/
Louis Armstrong
GOOMBAY DANCE
BAND
HEART
JACKSON, MILT
JEFFERSON STARSHIP
JIMMY GIUFFRE4
JOHN, ELTON
KISS
KRISTOFFERSON, KRIS
KROKUS
KRUPA/HAMPTON/
WILSON
LANDSCAPE
LAST, JAMES

TOWN HALL CONCERT
1980. . . A L'OLYMPIA
BACKSTAGE
ATMONTREUX JAZZ
FESTIVAL
BUTTERFLY QUEEN
ON TOUR
BALLADE POUR
ADELINE
A COUNTRY STAR
IS BORN
COLTRANE LEGACY
STANDS FOR DECIBELS
LABOUR OF LOVE
ELLA & LOUIS
SUN OF JAMAICA
GREATEST HITS
BALLADS & BLUES
RED OCTOPUS
AD LIB
BLUE MOVES
BEST OF SOLO ALBUMS
TO THE BONE
PAINKILLER
KRUPA/HAMPTON/
WILSON
FROM THE TEA ROOMS .
NON-STOP DANCING '81

MILLS. STEPHANIE
MINGUS DYNASTY
M.J.Q.
NEW MUSIK
OBERAMMERGAU
101'ERS
PATTERSON, FRANK
PEAK, KEVIN
PRESLEY, ELVIS
PYWACKET
RABBITT, EDDIE
RAGE
REDBONE.LEON
REDDINGS
REED, LOU
SCOTT, TONY
SLICK. GRACE
SNOW, HANK
SPECTOR, RONNIE
THACKRAY. JAKE
THE McCALMANS
THE METHOD
TIM WARE GROUP
TROWER, ROBIN
VAN RONC, DAVE
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VON SCHMIDT, Eric &
The Cruel Family
WAILER, Bunny
WASHINGTON, JR..
Grover
WATSON. Johnny
Guitar
WEBSTER, BEN
WHITMAN. Slim
WHITTAKER. ROGER

STEPHANIE MILLS
LIVE ATMONTREUX
THE COMEDY
ANYWHERE
PASSION PLAY 1980
ELGIN AVENUE
BREAKTHROUGH
PEACE & JOY
AWAKENING
ELVIS FOR EVERYONE
PYWACKET
HORIZONS
OUT OF CONTROL
BRANCH TO BRANCH
THE AWAKENING
LOU REED LIVE
MUSIC FOR ZEN
MEDITATION
WELCOME
COUNTRY MUSIC HALL
OF FAME
SIREN
THE SONGS
THE ETTR1CK SHEPHERD
CHANCES
TIME WARE GROUP
B.L.T.
SOMEBODY ELSE NOT ME
A DECADE OF JAZZ
VOL. 1 (1939-49)
A DECADE OF JAZZ
VOL. II (1949-59)
A DECADE OF JAZZ
VOL. Ill (1959-69)
NASHVILLE TODAY VOL. 3
OKLAHOMA/CAROUSEL/
ANNIE GET YOUR GUN
NASHVILLE TODAY VOL. 3
BLUES DELUXE
HEAVY
GREAT COUNTRY FESTIVAL
LIVING CHICAGO BLUES
VOL.4
LIVING CHICAGO BLUES
VOL.5
LIVING CHICAGO BLUES
VOL. 6
ERIC VON SCHMIDT I
THECRUEL FAMILY
BUNNY WAILER SINGS
THE WAILERS
BADDEST
GREATEST HITS
SOULVILLE
SONGS I LOVE TO SING
IN CONCERT

RCA
Barclay
(France)
Sonet
Verve
Gem
RCA
Sonet
RCA
Atlantic
Albion
Atlantic
Verve
(France)
Epic
Epic
Atlantic
RCA
Verve
Phonogram
(Holland)
Phonogram
(Holland)
Monument
Phonogram
(Holland)
Verve
RCA
Fo/ydor
( Germany)
20th Century
WEA
Atlantic
GTO
Polydor
(Germany)
Virgin
Polydor
(Ireland)
Ario/a
RCA
Dingles
Elektra
Carrere
Atlantic
Epic
RCA
Verve
RCA
RCA
Red Shadow
Dingles
Greenwich
Village
The Method
Ka/eidescope
Chrysalis
Phi/o
Liberty
Liberty
Liberty
RCA
World
RCA
Sonet
Phonogram
(Germany)
Phonogram
(Germany)
Sonet
Sonet
Sonet
Phi/o
Island
Motown
Fantasy
Verve
Liberty
Polydor Int.
(Holland)

Cat. No.
Cass No.
INTS 5070
1092 073
SNTF852
2304 152
GEMLP 109
PL 13826
SNTF847
INTS 5072
K 40120
ALB 105
CACB105
K 50777
2615 034
EPC 84951
EPC 86829
K50727
INTS 5069
2304 490
6650 005
6575 005
6302 060
7144 060
MNT 84818
6326 800
2304 482
RCALP 5003
2372 050
3151 050
T 623
99145
K50729
GTLP044
2437 820
3158 820
AND 101
6373 015
ARL 5065
ARL 5065
INTS 5073
DID 312
K 52225
CAL124
K 50778
EPC 84767
INTS 5071
2304 138
PL 13851
PL 43349
REDLP 002
DID 314
GVR 209
METAL 1
F 13
CHR 1324
PH 1065
LCSP 101
LCSP102
LCSP 103
PL 43475
SH 393
PL 43475
SNTF859
6448 071
7134 071
6600 003
7536 003
SNTF 840
SNTF841
SNTF 842
PH 1052
ILPS 9629
ZCI 9629
TMSP6011
TC2-TMSP 6011
MPF4503
2304 314
UAG 30322
TC-UAG 30322
6604 001

March 6, 1981
Oist.
Code
R
F/IMS
A
3.30
F
3.04
R
3.04
R
A
1.82
R
3.04
W
2.8
SP
3.04
W
8.10
F/IMS
Ooalei
Price
1.82
7.20

3.04
1.82
3,30
3.90
4.05
3.30
3.45
3.30
3.30
3.04
3.30
3.45
3.04
3.30
3.45
3.30
3.05
1.82
2.75
3.04
3.04
1.82
3.30
3.04
2.43
2.64
2.75

2.43
3.00
3.15
3.60
3.75

3.30
3.60

W
R
F/IMS
F/IMS
F/IMS
F/IMS
R
F/IMS
R
W
W
C
F/IMS
C
F/IMS
A
R
Projection
W
W
W
C
R
F/IMS
R
R
P
Projection
Projection
The Method
Projection
F
Projection
E
E
E
R
E
R
R
F/IMS
F//IMS
A
A
A
Projection
E
E
R
F/IMS
E
F/IMS
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Actions speak
louder...

For quality PRESSING PLUS FIRST
CLASS SERVICE . . . Join the other
200 or so satisfied customers and let us
press your next album. Full no
nonsense service from lacquer through
to finished product under one roof.
Deliveries when promised and a
competitive price.

What more could you ask?

First EEP—Inevitably
INEVITABLE RECORDS has that people can buy a record
launched ycl another term into from new artists at a very
the music industry with the reasonable price.
HEP — short for Extended "Indies find it difficult to
find the money to do an LP in
Play EP.
The first EEP release is the first place and the people
album length, but economics buying indie records arc not the
have been made in the sort of people who can afford
packaging with an information to spend £5 for an LP. With 12
sheet included with the record inch singles selling at £1.99
in a plastic bag, bringing the nowadays, we think it is good
retail price down to between value."
£2.20 and £2.50.
It is by the band Faction,
who are made up of members Coyne triple
of Wah! Heat and Pink KEVIN COYNE has a three
Military from the label's town album box set released by Butt
of Liverpool.
Records this week, taken under
"It is a far more reasonable licence from John Peel's
way of packaging a record than Dandelion label. It also marks
going to the expense of a a new distribution deal between
proper cover,'' said Butt and Spartan from this
Inevitable's Jeremy Lewis. month — it was previously split
"This way we manage to keep between Cherry Red and
our costs down and it means Pinnacle.

Pinnacle goes disco

Phone P.R. Records on 01-543 4344 for
further details or better still come and
visit us at the plant.

P.R. RECORDS LTD.
Hamilton Works, Station Road,
London SW19 2LP

from
TONY
CAPSTICK

PINNACLE DISTRIBUTION is moving into the disco market
and has signed a distribution deal with Record Shack for its new
disco label H&L Records with the release of the 12 inch Takin' It
To The Top by Spectrum.
The distributor also releases Westbound Number Nine by
Flaming Ember on both 12 and seven inch from the Invictus
labels while another 12 inch is being released on the label by New
York Port Authority entitled I Got It.
An exclusive distribution deal has also been signed with
Mirage Records with the first release out this week by Rosetla
Hightower entitled We Found Love Today. Also scheduled for
release are new releases on the Osceala label with Hang Right On
In There pans one and two by Jimmy Thomas (who owns the
label) and Party People by Tony Cook.
Yet another deal has been signed with Soulville Records,
meaning the single Step On by Harry Moscow is now available
through Pinnacle while the Voyage International label rush
releases All My Loving by Louisa Mark.
Two Magnum Force releases
MAGNUM FORCE Records Force product is through
releases two albums this week Pinnacle.
— the debut from new signing
20-year-old Johnny Storm, Ricky Valence
called Flame On! and
rockabilly band Shotgun's comeback
Tennessee Rockin'.
Storm has been signed for RICKY VALANCE has signed
recording and publishing to Revolver Records and this
worldwide and a single Fast week releases a new single
Eddie, included on the album, entitled Time After Time,
comes out on March 20. Storm written by his manager Dave
initially came to attention when Dean and co-writer John
he auditioned for Jack Good Proctor. It is a double A side
that also includes Tell Laura I
with ATV's Oh Boy series.
On the same date Shotgun's Love Her and comes out in a
album is released. The band colour picture bag.
back up the release with a short The star had a 16-week
tour while Johnny Storm also number one back with Tell
lakes on a British lour Laura I Love Her back in 1960
including a head-lining date at on EMI. Revolver says that he
will be a "priority to break" in
London's Lyceum.
Distribution for all Magnum the coming year.

Tracking...
THE WEST country has another label within its boundaries
with the selling up of the "commercially orientated" Circus
Records which kicks off with five singles from five acts this
week: F by the Bohana Mouse Band, Like A Child by The
Source, The Stingrays' Never Do, Nightmares by Bcndall's
Box and Ghettoes of Your Own Kind by Skyhigh. Circus is
based in Bristol with distribution through Pinnacle . . .
Another new label has been set up in the Smoke
called Detour Records which releases a single by Cecil
McCullough & The Border Boys entitled Pick 'cm Up And
Shake 'cm Up which was originally released back in 1960 on
the Manco label previously out on import only. Distribution
is through Tonal.
ROUGH TRADE continues to be active with the release of
Methodishca Tune's Orchestras out on Euston Records, the
label's third release. Also on the market is the latest single by
Essential Logic entitled Music Is A Belter Noise . . . good
reviews coming out for Dcpcche Mode's Dreaming Of Me on
Mute Records distributed by RT . . . Robert Johnson has
become the title on an EP by El Seven, the Robert Johnson
who plays organ at Blackpool Tower, that is! The EP is the
group's second release on Pop Records and is entitled
Magnifico . . . Following their single Cunning Man the group
Twelfth Night release their debut album this week featuring
four tracks which they are selling from 14, Yelverton Road,
Reading (Tel: 0734 868444) while they seek a distribution
deal,
ISLAND MUSIC enters the indie section by following some
other publishers in the selling up of Square Records, with a
release by the band Arial FX entitled So Hard currently
available . . . Glasgow label Static is to be exclusively
distributed by Fast Product which is handling two new
releases from the label; Passion by Positive Noise and an EP
from Radio Ghosts entitled Say Hello To The World Of Love
featuring the tracks Author and Actor & My Room . . .
Self Immolation Records releases the first single by Foetus
Under Glass this week entitled OKFM, distribution is
through Rough Trade and Fresh.
HEAVY METAL Records is launching a "Made In
England" campaign for its four latest singles — Breaker by
The Handsome Beats (Heavy 2), Battle Torn Heroes by
Buffalo (Heavy 3), Ambitious by Dragster (Heavy 4) and
Dance To The Music by Last Flight (Heavy 5). The sleeves
will be made to look like Japanese imports and Heavy is
planning extensive ads in the consumer music press. Heavy
also believes that the Handsome Beasts, single is the first
^igital single and the first spiral groove 45 rpm disc.
j
THE NEW SINGLE BY
ALAN PRICE
wr~®

and the
CARLTON MAIN

{Pic Bag)

FRICKLEY COLLIERY BAND
A DOUBLETVSIDE
"THE SHEFFIELD GRINDER"
&
"CAPSTICK COMES HOME"
OUT NOW on the Dingle's label
CATALOGUE N" SID27
Distributed by SPARTAN RECORDS
LONDON ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX
TEL:01 303 4753/6
PAGE 26

KEY 2000

RICKY PEPPERTREE
"BEAT OUT DAT RHYTHM
ON A DRUM"

s

Baby it's nice
to see you'
MTM 1001
Distributed by
JET STAR
01-961 4422
THIRD WORLD
01-802 0146
Entiuirics to:
MEKALITEIT MUSIC
34 BELSIZE SQUARE
LONDON NW3
TEL: 01-431 3089

As played on:
Radio Two, Forth, Metro, Tecs, Pennine,
Hallam
A vailable from:
STAGEONE
TEL: (0428) 53953
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Original

hitches

into

album

the

TWO WEEKS ago, at midmorning on the Tuesday, a
minor celebration was held
in the offices of a small
independent label in
Bloomsbury Place, WC1,
writes Chris White.
Original Records, which
started life three years ago,
had scored its first Top 50
album, Hitch-hiker's Guide
To The Galaxy Vol. 2
(Original ORA 54), and the
news meant that the
company was well on the
way to finally establishing
itself in the marketplace.
Original is run by joint
directors Lawrence Aston and
Don Mousseau, assisted by
Helena Blakemore, who coordinates sales and distribution
(via Stage One), and her
assistant Alison Spark. It is, as
befits an independent label, a
tight set-up which is finally
paying dividends. Not that a
healthy chart position has been
the be-all and end-all for the
company though. Combined
sales of the two Hitch-hiker's
Guide To The Galaxy LPs —
the first album was released last
year — have now reached
120,000 units.
Don Mousseau explains
Original's philosophy: "We are
involved with things that are
not immediate commercial

RECORDS
(EUROPE IJO)

shots. Basically we arc involved
with jazz and comedy, and the
first two years of Original's life
was spent just building up the
product side. That helped to
keep us alive."
The jazz side of Original is
represented by several artists,
most notably pianist Mike
Weslbrook, who has had three
albums released — Goose
Sauce (ORA 001), Solo Piano
(ORA 002) and Weslbrook
Break (ORA 203). Mousseau
acknowledges that UK sales
have not exactly been startling,
but points to the overseas
market. "None of us expect to
make a million out of Mike
Weslbrook, but we all believe
in him as a person and artist.
The amazing thing was that
here was one of Britain's finest
jazz musicians, and yet he was
almost on the starvation line."
Things are looking up for
Westbrook however, with an
important commission to write
the background music for a
new TV series starring Peggy
Ashcroft, and TV spots lined
up. Original also has high
hopes for another jazz signing,
saxophone player Chris
Hunter, who has an LP, Early
Days. Representing the jazz
fusion guard are an outfit
called Hi-Tek who have an
album and single scheduled for
about five week's time.
The comedy side of Original

1st SINGLE ON THE BIG 'R' LABEL
BOXCAR WILLIE & GUNTER GABRIEL
AB SIDE■
SIDE*GOOD
HEARTED
COLD WINDY
CITYWOMAN
OF CHICAGO IBRS 01)
LATEST ALBUM RELEASE
BOXCAR WILLIE
TAKE ME HOME
BRA/BRC1011

i - **■
BRA/BRC 1009 BY ROY DRUSKY
ENTITLED ROY
★★★★★★★★★★★★★ ★ ★ ★ ★

3
GERRY
FORD
ENTITLED
ON THE ROAD

ALSO
AVAILABLE
FROM OR
YOUR
COUNTRY
MUSIC SHOP
BY NEAREST
MAIL
ORDER
FROM:
BIG 'R' RECORD
iiuropc ITDI
BOXCAR WILLIE
BRAI BRC 1001 SATURDAY
BRA/BRC 1002 DALLAS NIGHT IN
KCNNY SERATT
BRAI BRC 1003 GENTLY
PEGGY SUE HOLD
b SONNYME
WRIGHT
WAS A
BRA'BRC 1004 DADDY
RAILROAD
BOXCAR
WILLIEMAN
ME A TITLE & I'LL
BRA.'BRC 1005 GIVE
WRITE
YOU A SONG
KENNY SERATT
BOXCAR
WILLIE
SINGS
BRA/BRC 1006 HANK
WILLIAMS
b JIMMY
ROGERS
THE BIG "A"
BRA,' BRC 1007 RIDIN'
KENNY SERATT
SING
BRA/BRC 1008 COLORADO
COUNTRY MUSIC

DOTTSY
CHEQUES 4 P/Os ONLY MADE PAYABLE TO: BIG 'R' RECORDS
BIGGAR LANARKSHIRE ML12 BAA TEL 0899 20666
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INDEPENDENT
-NEW

Don Mousseau (left) and Lawrence Aston. "The mistake we
don't want to make is that of growing too large," says
Mousseau.
is obviously well-represented that promises well for the
by the Hitch-hiker's LPs but future.
the label also has another act "Obviously we are also
which can best be described as looking to the overseas
a contemporary version of the markets. The only deal we have
Barron Knights.
done so far is in Australia,
They are — or were, at least where we have our own label
— the Hee Bee Gee Bees whose identity via Seven Records, but
send-up of a certain Australian we are looking at other
group not dissimilarly named territories. This week 250
was one of the more original American radio stations start
offerings of last year. The broadcasting The Hitch-hiker's
single in question, Meaningless Guide To The Galaxy and that
Songs (ABO 2), picked up is going to create a buzz for the
airplay and climbed to 88 in the albums. We are looking to do a
chart. Original was all set for deal with one of the major
its first hit, until disaster struck companies over there.
and the record dropped. "The "It's amazing really how we
problem I guess was that most managed to pick up the
dealers didn't know who recording rights for that series.
Original Records were, and Another company actually had
Stage One was still relatively the option but didn't want to
unknown as a distributor," do anything about it, so we
Mousseau says.
stepped in and said that we'd
Aside from the record label, do the recordings," Mousseau
Original embraces a publishing adds.
division and management Although further signings
(called Daylight Robbery). The are always possible, Mousseau
umbrella company is Daylight feels that the company has
Savings. Don Mousseau adds: probably found its natural size.
"1 believe that we have the "Everyone involved in the
necessary talent in-house to company, even the artists, arc
create some big international A&R men — we've always got
acts. For instance, the our ears open. The mistake we
managing company is now don't want to make is that of
looking after George Kajanus, growing too large, and then
who was a member of Sailor, being unable to give the right
and co-wrote their hits, and attention to our acts."

SAX

ZX;
feinHnouis©
Records Limited

MANIAX
PEN 3
Special Sleeve
Available from:
Pinnacle
0689 73146

NEVER
LOSE

GONNA
ME

RT 062
RT 063
RT 053
RT 046
RT 066
MUTE 13
FAC33
DI003
DI004
STAT3
421984/5
GEAR 11
RIOT 1
BABY 01
FRESH 26
FRESH 24
PULP 23
RAD 1
DV 1A
RED 007
RT 064
FACUS 4
PLATE 1
ACC 001
ROUGH 24
FRESH LPS
ON-ULP1
FR 2002
DOME 2

MUSIC

x

7 INCH 12 INCH and 45's
LILIPUT
Eisiger Wind/When The Cat's Away
TELEVISION PERSONALITIES
I Know Where Syd Barrett Lives
ESSENTIAL LOGIC
Music Is A Better Noise/ Moontown
ROBERT WYATT
Stalin Wasn't Stalling
PEREUBU
Not Happy/ Lonesome Cowboy Dave
DEPECHEMODE
Dreaming Of Me/Ice Machine
NEW ORDER
Ceremony/In A Lonely Place
DEPARTMENTS
Is VicThere?/Solid Gold Easy Action
TV 21
On The Run/Who's Gonna Gel Me First
POSITIVE NOISE
Give Me Passion/Ghosts
CRASS
Nagasaki Nightmare/Big A Little A
NIKKI SUDDEN
Back To The Start/Ringing On My Train
VICE SQUAD
Living On Dreams/Last Rockers
VIRGIN PRUNES
4 Track EP
UK DECAY
Unexpected Guest/Dresden
THE DARK
Einstein Brain
23 SKIDOO
Ethics
THE PAPERS
How Many More?
OPPOSITION & VICTIMS OF C'RCUMSTANCE
THE LINES
Nerve Pylon
FURIOUS PIG
I Don't Like Your Face + 2 tracks
A CERTAIN RATIO
Do The Du ICasse) 4 track
PRODUCT
Style Wars 12"
338
THE FIRE ENGINES
Lubricate Your Living Room
TELEVISION PERSONALITIES
And Don't The Kids Just Love It
FAMILY FODDER
Monkey Banana Kitchen
THE NEW AGE STEPPERS
The New Age Steppers Vol. 1
CLOCK DVA
Thirst
DOME 2 Album

AVAILABLE THROUGH:
INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTION
0603 25658
NORWICH
BACKS
031 661 5811
EDINBURGH
FAST PRODUCT
01 402 5485
LONDON
FRESH
021 236 9201
BIRMINGHAM
INFERNO
0904 36499
YORK
RED RHINO
BRISTOL
0272 299105
REVOLVER
01 221 1100
LONDON
ROUGH TRADE
061 941 3810
ALTRINCHAM
SERVICE
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pat boone
The Best Of ... 22 Oripinal Hits.
Warwick WW 5089. TV-advertised
and offering splendid value for
money to Boone fans, with 22 hits
including April Love, Friendly
Persuasion, It's Too Soon To
Know, Speedy Gonzales and Love
Letters In The Sand.
o
GEORGE HAMILTON IV
20 Country Classics. Warwick WW
5101. Hamilton has a vast
following in the UK, via frequent
TV showcases and his appearances
at the Wembley country music
festival. This LP. with the benefit
of TV advertising, should be a big
seller. Tracks include One Day At
A Time, Jambalaya, Release Me
and Amazing Grace.
@
nine below zero
Don't Point Your Fingers. A&M
AMLH 68521. Producer: Glyn
Johns. Recorded in only 12 days
this album is a fine follow-up to
the group's debut live offering.
They arc now concentrating on
their own material, and U all stands
up among the covers of the last
album and the few included here
like Rockin' Robin. Nine Below
Zero play straight R&B with no
frills, and they play it well. For
that they deserve good sales,
especially among the younger fans
who have been packing out their
live gigs and have elevated them to
a size where they can play the
Hammersmith Odeon. Glyn Johns'
production captures the mood well
and there arc some fine songs,
especially Ain't Coming Back and
Treat Her Right.
o
GENE DUNLAP
It's Just The Way I Feel. Capitol
EST 12130. Producer: artist. A
strong import item for some weeks,
Capitol UK decided to bring the
album in itself and this should
latch on to healthy disco interest
which would be boosted by hit.

I =CHART CERTAINTY

m

RONNIE SPECTOR
Siren, Red Shadow RED LP 002.
Producer: Genya Raven. After
various troubles with husband Phil,
Ronnie Spector has still retained
her inimitable tinny wailing voice,
but her former husband's influence
still lurks uncannily in the
background. As she is obviously
trying to break from that, the
album lacks a certain identity. The
crashing drums and harmonies are
still there from the early days, but
the band, including members of
Mink Deville's band and
Heartbreakers give it an A merican
heavy metal lilt. Her version of
Darlin' has lots of Phil Spector
influence, and this is
probably what the fans want, not
half measures. This album proves
she is a pure pop singer and not
anything else.

Berwick

"The Best in
the Market'

Street
RECORDING STUDIOS
8 BERWICK STREET
LONDON W1 3RG
Telephone: 01-734 5750
nSs

VARIOUS
Heavy. Vertigo 6448 071. Just what
the title says it is, with cuts from
SAHB, Dcf Lcppard, The Kids,
Nazareth, Black Sabbath, Krokus
and Rush. Good choice of tracks,
and if HM fans go for
compilations (rather than fervent
devotion to one or two bands of
heroes, which seems more likely) it
might well be one they'd go for.
THE BARRACUDAS
Drop Out With The Barracudas.
Zonophone ZONO 103. Producers:
Pat Moran nnd John David. Most
people will have heard of these
rather silly boys doing pastiches on
the Sixties music of the Beach Boys
et al. They haven't the panache or
the hard edge of The Ramoncs, but
their single Summer Fun, included
here, charted last year which shows
some appeal. Quite amusing
throwaway parodies must only
have limited appeal once the
novelty's worn off, though.
KEVIN PEEK
Awakening. Ariola ARL 5065.
Sky's guitarist releases his first solo
album, and there is no reason why,
with the necessary exposure, this
should not be a big seller. Peek's
music should appeal to the same
market as that of Sky and his
fellow Sky guitarist, John
Williams. It is melodic and
commercial, and capable of
appealing to a wide age group.
Ariola is mounting a big promotion
campaign around this, and there
will be reflected interest from Sky's
current activities.
+»♦
DAVID VORHAUS
Re-entry. Pulse 002. Producer:
artist. Subtitled White Noise III this
beautiful, witty, accomplished
album of synlhesised music will be
instantly welcomed by anyone who
knew White Noise I and (though it
was not as good) White Noise II.
In the first batch of releases from
the highly specialised, selective
label Pulse this deserves listening
to. If stocked it will sell throughout
the Eighties, in very small, steady
quantities.
**
ROCKY SULLIVAN
Illegal Entry. Rag Baby Records
RAG 1010. Producer: Jeffrey
Cohen. This album is certainly
powerful and crude, although at
the same lime Sullivan plagiarizes
Bruce Springsteen far too much for
his own good. But there is a
forceful edge that hints that it
would be a waste of talent if he
goes away unnoticed. A budget
price would help a fair few copies
shift to Springsteen fans and their
ilk.

IAi

Lt.j

i •
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ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
Coalmincr's Daughler. MCA MCF 3068. The film, which is based on the
life story of Loretta Lynn (above), has already been picking up warm
reviews and there is every change that this accompanying album, featuring
Sissy Spacek in the lole of Ms Lynn, will be every bit as popular. The
original songs are penned by such names as Don Gibson, Loretta Lynn,
Willie Nelson and She! Silverstein.
ORIGINAL CAST
more mainstream areas with the
Hiawatha. MMT LP 104.
R&B band The Untouchables and
Producer: Norman Newell. Michael The Stingrays. It is a worthwhile
Bogdanov's adaptation of
;effort and the acts could well go on
Longfellow's classic poem is a
to sell in some quantities, although
National Theatre hit, attracting
because of the diversity punters
adults as well as children and this
might prefer the singles
cast album is a faithful reproduction individually, but it provides a good
of the stage presentation which
showcase.
should be a catalogue seller for
THE SPLIFF RADIO SHOW
many years to come — even for
CBS 84555. Producer: Artists. A
those who have not seen the show.
sort of comedy act that do spoof
ORIGINAL CAST
disco songs and other tongue-in
Tomfoolery. MMT LP 001.
cheek numbers. They probably
Producer: Normal Newell. Tom
appeal in their native Germany,
Lehrer's waspish satirical songs of
and sound like another Gruppo
the Fifties and early Sixties sound
Sportive, but it is doubtful
surprisingly fresh as performed by
whether, as the title indicates, they
Robin Ray and cast of the
will find a niche here.
Criterion Theatre show. You can't
beat the original albums by Lehrer
THE JOHNNY VAN ZANT
himself, but this version works well BAND
with the linking jokes being an
No More Dirty Deals. Polydor
added bonus.
2391 472. Producer: Al Koopcr.
Rather
typical European heavy
VARIOUS
metal based music with excellent
E(gg)cleclic. Vol. 1. Fried Egg
production from Al Koopcr. The
Records. Fry 2. An interesting
title track actually fares a lot better
compilation from the strangelythan the name implies mixing
named Bristol independent with
some strains of the late Little Foat
side one devoted to the more
rather than opting for a full assault
avant garde styles with acts such
on the ears. But it still relies on
as Shoes For Industry, akin to the
cliches of several years back heavily
Psychedelic Furs, and An Objects
covered by countless groups.
while side two concentrates on

IfMilnill FtftCS
DISCS
ROD STEWART
Blondes have more fun
£1.25

JOHN LENNON
Doublo Fantasy
£2.35.

WappBRs Recopds Limited
(Wholesalers S Dlsfcrlbobors)
16-18 HDLLEN STREET • LONDON • W1V 3AD
THE COMPLETE ONE-STOP OFFERING
100% fill morning
on top 75chart
singles,
2.1. Tuesday
call albums
out. & cassoues, dea'er price or loss.
3.4. 24Dailyhourde-livery
deliveryservice
service,
including
in London areaSaturday
includingmornings.
Saturday mornings.
5 Open 9am 6pm Mon Fri. 9am-1pm Sat
6. Orders taken up to 5pm on Fri for Sat. Morning Delivery (Outside London).
7. Orders taken up to 6pm on Fri. (or Sat. morning Delivery (London area)
8. Special offers in every week.
9. Orders token Sal. Morning for same day delivery. Central London Only)
SPECIALIST
TOPSPECIAL
SOUL IMPORT
and 12"
SOME OFINOUR
OFFERSLPsARE;
Phil Collins
Face Value
£2.60
Elvis Costello
Trust
£2.35
George Benson .... Living inside your love (Double Album). . , . (or only £1.50
Tdo sates and callers welcome.
DON'T FORGET - We have all the T V. advertised albums in siock NOW
Contact Malcolm Sharp or John Sugar
on 01-734 6822, 734 1792/3, 734 0470. Telex; 8953053.
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BEATLES AT BARGAIN PRICES
ALL IN PICTURE COVERS
Only 35p
Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band.
Only 50p
I Want to Hold your Hand, No Reply/ Babys in Black,
A Hard days Night, Got to Get you into my Life,
Ticket to Ride, I Need you/Dizzy Miss Lizzy,
Eight Days a Week, I should have known Better.
Send SAE for full list. VAT extra. Minimum order 100
records (100-199 records £1 extra carriage).
OLDIES UNLIMITED
Dukes Way. St. Georges, Telford TF2 9NQ.
Tel: (0952) 612244/618264/617625
BY PASS RECORDS LTD.
SELL COUNTRY MUSIC
Wo
aro Importers
and Albums.
distributors
(or
all American
Country
If you
sell country music you need our
latest list.
Phono Ken/Mory 0563 38280
27/29 Portland Stroot,
Kilmarnock, Scotland.

20 PENCE
FOR DELETIONSI
Buy
Direct And
Save. Specializing
Rock/New
Wave/Soul
LPs at thein
lowest prices in the world. All orders
accepted, small and largo. Phono,
telex or write for oxtonslvo
catalogues. SCORPIO MUSIC. Box
391,
Bonsalom,
PA 19020,Telex:
USA.
Phono:
215-09C-7707,
843366.

for
Ex-juke box records
Record adaptors
* Paper sleeves
• Cardboard sleeves.
Agents and distributors for
leading Juke-Box operators.
Overseas enquiries welcomed.
Prices upon application.
Discounts for quantities.
Please contact Grahame Priest
or dive Stevens at:
G. P. Marketing
Ltd
15 Park Road,
Barton-under-Needwood
Staffordshire
Tel: 028371-3577
,'

WHEN REPLYING
TO ADVERTS
PLEASE MENTION
MUSIC WEEK

CHEAP! CHEAPI CHEAPI
We Undersell All
Importers
See For Yourself
Send For Our Lists
TO-DAY!
GLOBAL RECORD SALES
3 Chepstow St
Manchester
(061 236 5369)
THRIFTY'S
TELE SALES/CASH &
CARRY WAREHOUSE
NOW OPEN
9a.m.-7p.m. 7 days a week.
No minimum.
delivery
charge.
T. V. productNonow
available
Ha Raleigh Hall, Eccleshall,
Staffs. Tel: 0786-851249
ABSOLUTELY
ALLsingles,
your unwanted
LPs, tapes,
video cassettes bought for 1p £2.50
each cash or oxchango value, (more
V'DEQ WoCASSETTES
and
RARITIES).
guarantee NONE
rotuscdl! Bring ANY quantity in ANY
condition to Recoid & Tape
Exchange. 38 Netting Hill Gate.
Londonquantity
W1H01by727
ANY
post3539).
withOrSAESEND
lor
0
cSAE
ac for "ostimato
Pf'ce m"ifstrequired).
he accepted
Large
quantities collected ANYWHERE!
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EQUIPMENT
P.V.C. COVERS
Excellent quolity. why not sample?
Send only f 16.65 inclusive of VAT &
Carriage
'or 100 xLargo
12" Covers
plus 100
y 7" Covers.
discounts
for
quantity. Enquire also about 7" Card
Covers, Record & Cassette Cases,
Security
& Cameras.&Range
TelephoneMirrorsequipment
Blankof
Cassettes i.e. 100 x C60 -■ E25.00 Inc.
100 x C90FARNELL
= E30.00SALES
inc. &
DISTRIBUTION
53 Makopoaco Avenue, Woodloos
Park, Warwick. Tel; 0926-498500 (24
hrs.)
POLYTHENE
RECORD CARRIERS
Printed to your
design from 1,000
upwards.
LP Carriers
for
less
carriers lor lessthan
than3p2peach,
each.single
ROLAND S. WARD (LOUTH) LTD,
61 Mount
LouthPleasant
Lines LN11 9DW
Tel; (0507)605331
PVC ALBUM COVERS
Sizes?", LP & Double-LP. Also 200
Polythene
LP Covers.
Forgauge
SERVICE.
QUALITY
& VALUE
Conracr;
M & G Packaging Ltd , 53 Pavilion
Drive, Letgh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel;
0702712381.

RECORD SHOP
FITTINGS
FOR SALE
4 custom made L.P. display
cabinets with storage £250.00
1 cassette rack £35.00
1 L.P. & Singles storage rack
£50.00 each. Serving and till
counter £200.00
ALL AS NEW
For further details ring:
0227-261294 Day
0227-265304 Eve. &
Weekend.
DISPLAY TITLES
DIVIDERS OF
for BROWSER
CLASSIFICATION
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
enquiries for samples
HUNT - LEIGH
(Showcard & Display) Co.,
Unit C 1A, Menin Works,
Bond Road. Mitcham,
Surrey CR43HG.
Tel: 01-640 7407/8
WANTED
Otari DP 4050-OCF reel to cassette
duplicator and Otari cassette
winders. Must be in perfect
condition.
Telephone:
Kettering (0536) 712075

ANNOUNCEMENT

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application,
CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000 E38.00 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester), LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE2 7PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691

SHRINKWRAP
&
For Videos and Records, contact:
Paul Raymond for technical advice, material and •
machinery, all ex-stock
_
i®
Shrinkwrap specialists to the Leisure Industry
498 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex, HA7 1JZ.
Tel: 01-952 5262/5
Telex: 21400

rfc.a'Vt*.

BUSINESS
FOR SALE

CHURCHILL

RECORD & TAPE SHOP
FOR SALE
South coast town centre.
Turnover £60,000 per annum
approximately.
Long lease left, £10.000 plus
S.A.V.
Replies to
BOX NO. MW 854.
MAIL ORDER NAME
&
ADDRESS
LIST
REQUIRED
BOX NO. MW 859.

THE FINEST HOURS
Rock with Sir Winston
True Confessions
IN CONCERT ON THE
PHONE
01-499 9441

OFFICES TO LET
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE

INTERNATIONAL k
FESTIVAL OF
29th. & 30th.AUGUST 1981
at INGLISTON -EDINBURGH
* EXHIBITION 4f
STANDS ARE AVAILABLE AT
COMPETITIVE RATES FOR THIS TWO DAY
EXHIBITION WITH A POTENTIAL OF
REACHING 18,000 COUNTRY MUSIC FANS
FROM ALL PARTS OF THE U.K.
INTERESTED EXHIBITORS SHOULD CONTACT:
JOHN WISHART, 29 HIGH STREET, BIGGAR,
LANARKSHIRE TEL: 0899 20666 TELEX: 778357
POSITIONS

SECRETARY

VIDEO

S. GOLD & SONS (Records) LTD
VIDEO DIVISION
NOW AVAILABLE
Intervision, IPG, Mountain, Derann, ITC, VCL, World of Video
2000, Video Blue, TCX, ICR, Inter-Ocean, Hokushin, Electric
Picture Palace, WEA, Paramount, VIPC, Vampix, Universal,
Guild Home Video, Rank Video Library, Cal-Vista, Dapon,
Vision on Video, Intercity & Krypton.
DEALERS — Send for Comprehensive Catalogue —
Over 1,000 Titles. (SAE 9" x 7" PLEASE.)
Extra Catalogue in plain cover 35p.
All tapes supplied on Sale or Exchange. Carriage paid on
minimum of 5 tapes.
S. GOLD & SONS (RECORDS) LTD.,
777/779 High Road, Leytonstone,
London Ell 4QS.
Tel: 01-558 2121
24 Hr. Answering service: 01-556 2429

The 2imI SCOTTISH

High quality polythene record carriers
LP and single size. Competitive Prices.

SHRINKWRAP
MACHINES
Two further machines in
excellent condition now
available. Once again no
reasonable offer refused.
Please contact David Harrison
on
01-9371655

MERCHANDISING

for small, independent record
label. Applicants should be aged
19-22, have a lively personality,
have good typing and shorthand
speeds and a good telephone
manner.
Good salary for the right person,
please apply, giving details or
career to date to:
BOX NO. MW 858

*************
m iHk *
rjMfkethp*
MANUfACTURf
"
WtOLCSALERSOfRS AND
QUALITY
SAlLFFICIfNT
C ORTOPCXCHANGC
i-SsC
- QUICKCOMPETITIVE
SERVlCt
•
HIGHLY
PRICES ^
Queens
Tc:128WC2
33355. St.
24 h'Hitchin,
AnnxefphO'Herts.
-e jfe
************
shewshiK.8
659 Fulham Rd., SW6 SPY.
• Top quality, custom printed Tshirts and Sweatshirts.
• Top
quality
Satin Jackets with or
without
printing.
• Button badges custom printed or
with pop group names.
• Also T-shirts and Sweatshirts can
be
supplied with pop group
names.
• Phone
for colour leaflet ana
price01-731
list.now5056
01-731 4986.
BADGES PLUS
ENAMEL, LABEL,
CRYSTAL CUT-OUT,
SHAPED
Belt-Up Promotion# (Revtam Ltd)
St. Edmund# Church, Cornwall
Rd., Croydon, Surrey CR0 3RD
Tel; 01 688 7269. Telex No. 896218

Queensway.

SERVICES

Contact Frank Sansom
on 01-223 8309
or 01-228 0597

PIN -BADGES
made toSHAPED
your design
minimum 250
Quick & compeiiiivo service —
Direct from major UK manufacturer.
Samples & prices sent on requesi.
PIN
BADGE
CO P.O. Box 22.
Banbury
- Tel: 029557321.

WORN TO
BE WILD.//
Individually packed
patches from only 25pl
Pre-packed arm-bands
from just 40pl
Individually baggod T®«
and Sweatshirts from
£1.531
Plus a complete range of
punk and rock clothing.
Choose from over 80 up to
the minute designs ranging
from Led Zep to The Dead
Kennedys All orders are
despatched from stock. No
minimum order. We are
No. 1 lor quality; No. 1 inslore packaging; No. 1 for
keen prices!
Telephone (0604) 36888
now for prices and
details.
ACME
Clothing
Company.
26 -50Si.
Andrews
St..
Northampton.

T SHIRTS/BADGES
Original range of T-shirts and
1" badges at competitive
prices. Service by post or Red
Star over whole of U.K.
Samples and prices sent on
request.
LOUD PRODUCTS.
353 HOLLOWAY RD.,
LONDON N7 0RN.
Tel: 01-6071414
PRIESTLEV'S
T-SHIRTS

36 BOOTH AM YORK
TEL.090a-23im

PINNACLE DISTRIBUTION
Have a vacancy for a
TELEPHONE SALES
SUPERVISOR
MALE OR FEMALE
based at their Orpington Headquarters
Experience preferred but applicants must certainly be keen
on music, committed to their work and good time-keepers
WRITE OR PHONE IMMEDIATELY FOR INTERVIEW
To: Tony Berry or Dave Roberts (0689 25741)
Pinnacle Records, Electron House, Cray Avenue
St. Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent BR5 3QJ
RECORD MANAGER
Experienced Record Shop Manager required for busy
Southend Shop.
Write giving details of career and salary expected to:
Colin Louch
Kelleys Radio Limited,
1725 London Road,
Leigh on Sea, Essex.
TWO IMMEDIATE
VACANCIES
for Busy West End specialist
Record Shop:ASSISTANT MANAGER
with experience
SHOP ASSISTANT
experienced preferred
Apply to
BOX NO. MW 857

101 Club/Records
St. Johns Wood.
Battersea,
S.W.11.
requires a raven haired beauty,
but a
SECRETARY PA
will do. Salary negotiable.
Apply to Frank Sansom on
01-223 8309 or
01-228 0597
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introduces new

ASCAP receipts up ... Hot
gospelling from CBS
NEW YORK: The Schwann Record & Tape Guide, as close to a
comprehensive listing of new releases and available catalogue as there
is in the US, notes an overall drop in the number of new listings in
1980 to 8,062 from 8,690 in 1979 and 10,557 in 1978. These figures
represent combined totals for LPs, cassettes and eight-track
cartridges.
As might be expected, the only growth areas were the classical
listings — up from 2,420 to 2,655 — and digital recordings, 157 and
five of which were in cassette form. Non-classical releases in all
configurations in 1980 totalled 5,191, down from 5,894 the previous
year.
Ready to disappear from the listings altogether are nine classical
(apes and the cartridge itself. Indeed, while no one will admit it
officially, even dealers arc telling customers that the companies are
phasing out eight-track, a fact which is obvious to anyone trying to
purchase (hem.
A MORE optimistic picture of 1980 is drawn from ASCAP's annual
report, which saw distribution of S123 million (£55,405,350) to
members, an increase of 22.5 per cent over 1979. Of this total, S88
million (£39,639,639) was distributed domestically, and $26 million
(£11,711,711) internationally.
By IRA MAYER
AS THE actual launch date for the RCA SelectaVision video disc
system approaches, there is considerable speculation as to how well
the company will be able to live up to promises of an adequate
software supply.
Complaints about software unavailability for the laser system are
mounting in intensity as stories regarding RCA's limited pressing
capacity circulate. RCA, of course, is being tight-lipped as to just
what its capacity is. The CBS Carrollton, Georgia, disc pressing plant,
which will initially be geared for RCA CED-type disc pressing, won't
be operative until late summer.
GOSPEL IS getting hot, with CBS preparing to enter the market full
force via its mainstream Columbia label, Philadelphia International
setting its sights on a new gospel label, and general interest in this kind
of music on a definite upswing.
MCA Distributing, which handles the MCA/Songbird gospel label,
and Sparrow Records, an indie gospel label, have entered a two-way
distribution agreement. MCA will distribute Sparrow product to
regular outlets, and Sparrow will handle Songbird product for
specialist religious dealers.
LEBARON TAYLOR, CBS VP and Black Music Association
president, has invited concerned members of the recording industry to
finance a 5100,000 (£45,045) gift to the Atlanta police department.
Atlanta has been plagued by a series of 17 child murders, none of
which has been solved.
JOHN MAHAN has joined The Music Umbrella as an assistant to its
founder, Glenn H Friedman. The enterprise covers production, music
publishing and consultation. Mahan was formerly with ASCAP's
West Coast office and previously worked with April/Blackwood
Music and the Welk Music Company.
Friedman established The Music Umbrella in March last year,
following his service as a publishing executive at Chappell Music, at
BNB Associates and co-ordinator for Apple Records.
The company was created to be an independent service to small and
medium-sized publishers and producers.
STEVE FRET, controller of Chappell Music and Intcrsong Music,
has been promoted to director of finance for the PoIyGram group of
publishing companies.
Fret joined Chappell in 1978 as assistant to the director of finance,
and has servied as controller since July 1980.
1980 to 8,062 from 8,690 in 1979 and 10,557 in 1978. These figures
represent combined totals for LPs, cassettes and eight-track
cartridges.
SHORTS: PoIyGram set to enter the mid-price $5.98 (£2.69) market
with 100 album titles by artists such as The Allman Brothers, Rush,
and Village People . . . Piaf, starring Jane Lapotaire, opened to
mostly rave reviews for (he star, even from those who did not like the
show itself . . . booking agency Magna Artists is offering its roster in
an Advertising Age ad proclaiming that "the voices that sell millions
of records can also sell your products". Be interesting to see what
Marianne Failhfull. Pierre Mocrlen's Gong or Alan Price could wind
up hawking on (he old soap operas . . . similarly, CBS running ads
suggesting cross-merchandising tie-ins for its artists, and featuring
prominently in the two-page spread are Neil Diamond, Paul
McCartney, Barbra Streisand, Michael Jackson, Billy Joel and Bruce
Springsteen . . . Elektra/Asylum, flaunting its best year ever, is
sending Joe Smith press kits to consumer media, calling Smith "an
exceptionally good interview" (I'll buy that) and hoping to "inspire
story ideas" . . . although the impact will obviously not be as great in
the UK, your reporter not so humbly predicts that the recently
recorded Roger McGuinn and Chris Hillman's song America For Me,
based on a (urn-of-the-cenlury poem by Henry Van Dyke, will be (he
biggest UK hit of 1981 — an anthem as right for these newly jingoistic
times as any The Byrds recorded in the late Sixties.
Conlacl Ira Mayer at: Morgan-Grampian Inc., 2 Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016, USA. (Tel: 212 340
9700).
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sale

or rental

RETAILERS ARE now being offered a sale or
rental option on the Kingston Video catalogue
which has previously been available on mail order
only.
But the company, headed by RK Records and
Publishing chief Robert Kingston, will continue to issue
the product without packaging. Many dealers have been
wanting the product, and it will now be available to them
at a special price to take in both rental and sale options.
Kingston Video has 100 titles, many from the vaults of
the RKO film catalogue which it offers on 50 "double
bill" cassettes. They include Stagecoach starring John
Wayne, Fred Aslaire's The Sky's The Limit, Carefree

options

with Ginger Rogers, Frank Sinatra in Higher and Higher
and Step Lively, as well as Abbott & Costello comedies
and horror classics like Isle Of The Dead and Boris
Karloff's Grip Of The Stranglcr.
The catalogue has sold well as alternative viewing, says
Kingston, which rc-inforces the view that the public is
keen to get product that will not be shown on television.
At the same time, the product is appealing to a new
generation of "buffs" who arc keen on old movies
some have never been seen in this country.
"Good sellers arc emerging quite clearly and people are
going for horror titles like the Karloff stuff while Fred
Astaire and Frank Sinatra are also selling well," said
Kingston.

Sponsors line up

Small bands
raise the

conference
AS SALES increase, dates have been
set for various video conferences
and shows — kicking off with the
Home Video Show next week and a
new show to be put on by I PC
Exhibitions in October this year.
The Home Video Show,
sponsored by the Daily Mirror and
Link House's Television and Home
Video magazine, runs from March
12 to 16 next week at London's
Cunard Hotel. The organisers say
that it will be one third bigger than
last year with more exhibitors and
space being allocated.
Pre-recorded software ranges will
be included as well as the latest
hardware and a participation event
where visitors can see themselves on
TV, while JVC, Philips and Sony
will be bringing along celebrities for
visitors to record. There will also be
daily competitions and a free advice
centre.
IPC's exhibition, simply called
The Video Show, is to be held at the
West Centre Hotel from October 16
to 18 and will bring together VTRs,
blank and pre-recorded cassettes,

dates
video games, video discs, camera
and sound equipment and teletext
receivers. It is also hoped to include
a DIY studio where enthusiasts can
make their own tapes.
And this month sees the fifth
International Video And New Media
Conference is being staged by
NordMcdia on March 24 at the Cafe
Royal Conference Centre.
The programme lasts one day and
includes talks on video rental
(hardware), rented programmes,
selling software, all video disc
systems, and advertising in video
with speakers including Mike
Tenner from Intervision, Bob Jacob
from Carnaby Video and Richard
May from Thorn EMI.
IPG Exhibitions Ltd, Surrey House,
Throwley Way, Suit on, Surrey. Tel:
01-643 8040.
NordMedia: 37 New Bond Street,
London W1Y 9HB.
Link House Exhibitions Controller:
Ken Warron. Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Crovdon CR9 2TA. Tel:
01-6862599.

More Python
THE MONTY PYTHON team is to
release more video cassettes on its
own video label MontyVideo
following the success of their Monty
Python and the Holy Grail.
That cassette is the first to go into
record stores through PolyGram's
sales force with Charisma marketing
it under Brent Walker Video —
which also handles Eat To The Beat.
BWV also markets it into all other
stores. And it marks the first

product...
partnership between the television,
film and record industries if the
Pythons are counted as primarily a
television act. The arrangement
between the companies will continue
with all future Python product
according to Brent Walker Video's
Tony Halse.
Meanwhile, Brent Walker has
moved to 147/149 Wardour Street,
London, Wl. Tel: 01 434 1961/7.

THE PYTHONS in the Holy Grail film.
Roseman changes names
JON ROSEMAN has re-named his production company Jon Roseman
Television and lias marked the move by televising the Nolan Sisters at
Trafalgar Square for a live transmission to Japan in association with Jocx TV
Channel 8 in Tokyo for the country's Top Of The Pops Show.
The director was Stuart Orme, who has recently joined the staff of (he
company.

rip-off alert
CONCERN HAS been raised by
several small bands and agencies
in the music business around (he
new non-broadcast video
promotion companies that have
been springing up and
advertising services at prices that
have later been inflated.
Several small companie.s offer
(heir services in small
advertisements, but when acts
have their video done, they find
they are being charged more than
expected. At (he same time,
companies offering industrial
videos arc using home video
equipment, considered
unsuitable for this sort of use.
Bands that are worried about
video companies should ask to
sec a show-reel and judge the
company's value for money.
Hews in
brief...
JVC HAS pulled off a coup in
sports video with the release of 13
pre-recorded tapes under the title
of Coaching, Tactics & Skills,
based on a book by Charles
Hughes, the Football Association's
assistant director of coaching. The
coaches include Ron Greenwood,
Charles Hughes, Bobby Robson
and Dave Sexton, while all the
players are from the England squad
and include Kevin Keegan.
Production is by the BBC and
narration is by John Motson, Barry
Davies and Bob Wilson. And if the
sporting names are not enough,
music is by Elton John.
EEL PIE Video takes its
production unit to Leicester next
week to shoot local bands,
following (he success of a similar
visit to Bradford last year. The
company intends to make industrial
quality videos for at least 10 bands
at a cost of £150 per band for a
minimum three-year period.
Sessions will take place at Leicester
Polytechnic campus and inquiries
can be made to Eel Pie at
Sheppcrton (09328) 60926.
AT THE request of Rank's rental
dealers, the company has extended
its rental period from three to six
days from this month. Rental
charge and royalty payable remain
the same.
ANOTHER STORAGE box is
being made for video cassettes, this
time by Lawtons Ltd of Liverpool.
It houses 36 video cassettes in
cither VHS or Beta formats and
has a wood finish, and stores the
cassettes in three drawers.
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THIRTY YEARS of pop music are spanned by an
exhibition currently at The Photographers' Gallery in
Great Newport Street, London. The work of two
photographers — Harry Hammond and Gered
Mankowitz — covers the changing face of pop music
from 1950 to the present. "This is a survey rather than a
complete history," commented a spokesman for the
gallery, "with space for 120 pictures it is clearly not
possible to show every recording star from 1950 to the

mm

present day. We have made a selection to show a wide
variety of British musicians with just a few of the
Americans who made a particular impact on our own
scene. The change in flavour from big band swing to punk
rock is clearly seen." The exhibition which runs from
March 5 to 28, is also available for touring and enquiries
should be made to Andy Ganf Pictured (clockwise):
Beatles (Hammond), Billy Idol (Mankowitz), Cliff
Richard (Hammond) and Jimi Hendrix (Mankowitz).

i
Sky
AS AN icy gale straight from the
Urals gusled under the North
Trancepl door of Westminster
Abbey gradually numbing the body
from toes upwards, I began to
wonder what 1 was doing there.
If God had meant the Abbey to be
a venue for rock concerts he would
have equipped it with comfortable
seating, a stage with sighllines
favouring more than a chosen few,
and acoustics more suited to the
decibels of amplified music and
pounding percussion.
Suffice to say that the band
performed some of the most popular
tracks from their Ariola albums,
pleasing a mainly partisan audience;
that the event raised a lot of money
for Amnesty International's 20ih
anniversary; and that the televised
version of the concert should be
visually stunning.
RODNEY BURBECK

Marvin Hamlisch
Elaine Paige
ROYAL CHARITY galas are never
the best of showcases for artists but
last Tuesday's Royal Festival Hall
concert was different.
With HRH Princess Alexandra in
attendance, veteran MD Alyn
Ainsworth conducting the Wren
Orchestra, Capital Radio recording
the occasion, and US composer
Marvin Hamlisch taking over the
second half — with more than a little
help from Elaine Paige — it was an
evening guaranteed to be of a high
standard.
Paige, making her debut concert
appearance — and her first stage
performance since leaving the role of
Evita more than a year ago — was
remarkably at ease singing Buenos
Aires and Don't Cry For Me
Argentina from Evita. She added
her new Arista single, If You Don't

"Beware the Ides of March!"
RONNIE JACK
is
'GOING FOR THE BIG ONE"
RITZ5
DISTRIBUTED BY PRT(01)640 3344

Want My Love, duelled with
Hamlisch on The Last Time 1 Felt
Like This, and paid tribute to his
music with What I Did For Love and
Nothing, both from A Chorus Line.
Paige has been lacking some
musical direction since leaving
Evita, but hopefully her
forthcoming LP, produced by Tim
Rice, will set the record straight.
CHRIS WHITE

j
CONGRATULATIONS TO Chrysalis co-chairman Terry Ellis
on appointment as chairman of the board of the Recording
Industry Association of America, emulating his partner Chris
Wright who is chairman-elect of the BPI — a remarkable and
unique "double" . . . Quick off the mark — within an hour of
that Royal engagement, Edge Records' Eddie Levy had
despatched a copy of the single Diana Divine by housewife Doris
Taylor to Buck House . . . And rock publicist Waxi Maxie,
doing PR for a South of France camping club, has written to
Prince Charles offering a free honeymoon in a tent and free wine
. . . Nice to acknowledge a success story — D & J Arlon
Enterprises having a great year what with Barry Manilow selling
millions of Gerard Kenny's I Made It Through The Rain, Sheena
Easton picking up the best female singer trophy in the British
Rock and Pop Awards, and Ned Sherrin preparing Cowardy
Custard revue for Broadway . . . Roger St Pierre Publicity has
taken on a new client, debt collecting agency Sterling
Management Services — should do well in the music business.
FORMER NEW Seeker Eve Graham planning debut parachute
jump in aid of the Save Sheila Fund set up to help desperately ill
singer Sheila Russell raise £16,000 for her treatment in Texas —
anyone willing to sponsor Eve or just make a donation, contact
Howard Harding (408 1818) . . . Radio 2 producer Ken Evans
touring US with Roy Pickard researching new series, Hollywood
— The Studios . . . Former Decca A & R boss Dick Rowe wrote
the soundtrack music with Lalo Schiffrin for the new Albert
Finney film Loophole . . . Music for Pleasure appropriately
sending out loaves of bread to promote new Grumbleweeds
single. Come On Down To Breadshop ... A daughter to
Chrysalis creative director Peter Wagg and wife Jean . . . Strong
possibility of Batley Variety Club reopening as The Frontier
Club, featuring country music under former manager and
booker Derek Smith.
NOT THE best way to get a plug — over-zealous United Artists
promo man lan Garside accidentally smashed his squash racquet
in the face of Radio City DJ Johnny Jason, breaking the racquet
and putting Jason off work for five days . . . Feminist activist
threats against Chas and Dave (because of their Rabbit hit)
caused Radio 1 to record Richard Skinner programme in case
demonstrators prevented live broadcast at Queen Mary's College
. . . Sudden departure of EMI Holland's marketing, A & R and
sales director Nico Gcusebroek for "personal reasons",
according to MD Bert Verhelft . . . Newly-promoted executive
producer at Capital, Eddie Pumcr, new picking playlist records
to give head of music Tim Blackmore more time to concentrate
on other projects . . . Former London Evening News and New
Standard music writer David Hancock now in Sri Lanka writing
a showbiz column for the Columbo Daily Mirror . . . Bad
Company and Ridge Farm Studios have received an Ampex
Golden Reel award for the album Desolation Angels and at the
band's request the SI,000 charity donation that accompanies the
award goes to the Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy.

Screen Gems-EMI Music Ltd.
CHARTED FIRST WEEK!

Rockstage
AT LAST commercial television
seems to have come up with a viable
alternative to BBC-2's Old Grey
Whistle Test with the advent of
ATV's one hour in concert scries,
Rockstage, networked from
Monday of this week.
True, the shows do not have the
Whistle Test's "current affairs"
approach but even so it is
adventurous for ITV companies to
devote an hour each to artists such
as Motor head, Orchestral
Manoeuvres In The Dark, Lene
Lovich, Joe Jackson, The
Stranglers; Selecter and Madness —
all of whom, and more, were
featured in the first week.
It is difficult to do something
original with a live concert, but
while director David MacMahon's
direction showed little innovation, it
captured .the atmosphere at
Nottingham's Theatre Royal and
projected the best visual aspects of
each act and while they may not
come across on TV at home, the
sound quality is excellent.
DAVID DALTON
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Great Hit
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Something Tlout
You Baby
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ON VERTIGO QUO 5
nm EMI MUSIC PUBLISHING LIMITED
punui'^c 138-140 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Tel; 836 6699
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We are a company called SHAM TRACKING and we monitor all records played on
Radio One and Capital Radio between breakfast and midnight - Monday to Sunday.
We then produce a weekly computerised report showing exactly how many plays
each record has received. We have been operating for only 5 months and already the
following major companies are utilising our services:
A&M Records Ariola/Arista Records Capital Radio CBS Records Chrysalis Records
EMI Records Music & Video Week Phonogram Records Polydor Records Rondor Music
Virgin Records WEA Records
SHAM FOR PROMO PEOPLE
No more guess work
Know exactly what the DJ's are playing
Compare your efforts with those of your competitors
SHAM FOR MARKETING PEOPLE
Check just how strong that airplay reailly is before spending your precious budget
SHAM FOR MUSIC PUBLISHERS
Check your plays and that valuable PRS income from both Radio One and Capital Radio
NOW - SHAM for MANAGERS
A new service to let you know record by record just how well your artistfe) is doinq
M
Act on accurate information
SHAM FOR SERVICE
Our weekly computerised report can be on your desk by 9am every Monday...
The COST OF SHAM
SHAM TRACKING Radio One and Capital Radio - entire report - £50 per week (£10 for
eacn ©xtrs copy)
SHAM TRACKING TOP 50 Airplay Charts FREE with every copy
month hKonly eST'"
*

*

3 Sin9!e r<3COrd 00 Radi0 0ne and Ca ital Radio fora
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FOR THE COST OF AN EXECUTIVE LUNCH
CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO KNOW?

*

*

Sham Tracking 186 Farnaby Road Bromley Kent phone Janie or May 01-460 7564 01-650 5828
All prices subject to VAT Refiorls produced by Matrix ComputerSystems Ltd.

